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Abstract. In mixed characteristic and in equal characteristic p we define a filtration on topological
Hochschild homology and its variants. This filtration is an analogue of the filtration of algebraic K-
theory by motivic cohomology. Its graded pieces are related in mixed characteristic to the complex
AΩ constructed in our previous work, and in equal characteristic p to crystalline cohomology. Our
construction of the filtration on THH is via flat descent to semiperfectoid rings.

As one application, we refine the construction of the AΩ-complex by giving a cohomological
construction of Breuil–Kisin modules for proper smooth formal schemes over OK , where K is a
discretely valued extension of Qp with perfect residue field. As another application, we define
syntomic sheaves Zp(n) for all n ≥ 0 on a large class of Zp-algebras, and identify them in terms of
p-adic nearby cycles in mixed characteristic, and in terms of logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaves in
equal characteristic p.
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1. Introduction

The main goals of this paper are to refine the Ainf -cohomology theory from [BMS16] to proper
smooth (formal) schemes defined over OK , where K is a discretely valued extension of Qp with
perfect residue field k, and to relate this cohomology theory to topological Hochschild homology.
Our solution to the first problem is an application of the second.

1.1. Breuil-Kisin modules. Let us start by explaining more precisely the arithmetic application.
Let X be a proper smooth (formal) scheme over OK . If C is a completed algebraic closure of K with
ring of integers OC , then in [BMS16] we associate to the base change XOC a cohomology theory
RΓAinf

(XOC ) with coefficients in Fontaine’s period ring Ainf . We recall that there is a natural
surjective map θ : Ainf → OC whose kernel is generated by a non-zero-divisor ξ, and a natural
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Frobenius automorphism ϕ : Ainf → Ainf . Then ξ̃ = ϕ(ξ) ∈ Ainf is a generator of the kernel of

θ̃ = θ ◦ ϕ−1 : Ainf → OC . The main properties of this construction are as follows.

(1) The complex RΓAinf
(XOC ) is a perfect complex of Ainf -modules, and each cohomology group

is a finitely presented Ainf -module that is free over Ainf [
1
p ] after inverting p.

(2) There is a natural Frobenius endomorphism ϕ : RΓAinf
(XOC )→ RΓAinf

(XOC ) that is semi-
linear with respect to ϕ : Ainf → Ainf , and becomes an isomorphism after inverting ξ
resp. ξ̃ = ϕ(ξ):

ϕ : RΓAinf
(XOC )[1

ξ ] ' RΓAinf
(XOC )[1

ξ̃
] .

(3) After scalar extension along θ : Ainf → OC , one recovers de Rham cohomology:

RΓAinf
(XOC )⊗L

Ainf
OC ' RΓdR(XOC/OC) .

(4) After inverting µ ∈ Ainf , one recovers étale cohomology:

RΓAinf
(XOC )[ 1

µ ] ' RΓét(XC ,Zp)⊗Zp Ainf [
1
µ ] ,

where the isomorphism is ϕ-equivariant, where the action on the right-hand side is only via
the action on Ainf [

1
µ ].

(5) After scalar extension along Ainf →W (k), one recovers crystalline cohomology of the special
fiber,

RΓAinf
(XOC )⊗L

Ainf
W (k) ' RΓcrys(Xk/W (k)) ,

ϕ-equivariantly.

In particular, the first two parts ensure that each H i
Ainf

(XOC ) := H i(RΓAinf
(XOC )) is a Breuil-

Kisin-Fargues module in the sense of [BMS16, Definition 4.22].
On the other hand, in abstract p-adic Hodge theory, there is the more classical notion of Breuil-

Kisin modules as defined by Breuil, [Bre00] and and studied further by Kisin [Kis06]. The theory
depends on the choice of a uniformizer $ ∈ OK . One gets the associated ring S = W (k)[[z]], which

has a surjective W (k)-linear map θ̃ : S → OK sending z to $. The kernel of θ̃ is generated by
E(z) ∈ S, where E is an Eisenstein polynomial for $. Also, there is a Frobenius ϕ : S→ S which
is the Frobenius on W (k) and sends z to zp. One can regard S as a subring of Ainf by using the

Frobenius on W (k) and sending z to [$[]p for a compatible choice of p-power roots $1/pn ∈ OC .

This embedding is compatible with ϕ and θ̃.

Definition 1.1. A Breuil-Kisin module is a finitely generated S-module M together with an iso-
morphism

M ⊗S,ϕ S[ 1
E ]→M [ 1

E ] .

Our first main theorem states roughly that there exists a well-behaved cohomology theory on
proper smooth formal schemes X/OK that is valued in Breuil-Kisin modules, and recovers most
other standard p-adic cohomology theories attached to X by a functorial procedure; the existence
of this construction geometrizes the results of [Kis06] attaching Breuil-Kisin modules to lattices in
crystalline Galois representations, proving a conjecture of Kisin; see [CL16, OB12] for some prior
work on this question.

Theorem 1.2. There is a S-linear cohomology theory RΓS(X) equipped with a ϕ-linear Frobenius
map ϕ : RΓS(X)→ RΓS(X), with the following properties:

(1) After base extension to Ainf , it recovers the Ainf-cohomology theory:

RΓS(X)⊗S Ainf ' RΓAinf
(XOC ) .

In particular, RΓS(X) is a perfect complex of S-modules, and ϕ induces an isomorphism

RΓS(X)⊗S,ϕ S[ 1
E ] ' RΓS(X)[ 1

E ] ,
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and so all H i
S(X) := H i(RΓS(X)) are Breuil-Kisin modules. Moreover, after scalar exten-

sion to Ainf [
1
µ ], one recovers étale cohomology.

(2) After scalar extension along θ := θ̃ ◦ ϕ : S→ OK , one recovers de Rham cohomology:

RΓS(X)⊗L
SOK ' RΓdR(X/OK) .

(3) After scalar extension along the map S→W (k) which is the Frobenius on W (k) and sends
z to 0, one recovers crystalline cohomology of the special fiber:

RΓS(X)⊗L
SW (k) ' RΓcrys(Xk/W (k)) .

The constructions of [BMS16] are not enough to get such a descent. In this paper, we deduce
this theorem as a consequence of a different construction of the Ainf -cohomology theory, in terms of
topological Hochschild homology. This alternative construction was actually historically our first
construction, except that we were at first unable to make it work.

Remark 1.3. In [BS], this theorem will be reproved using the theory of the prismatic site, which is
something like a mixed-characteristic version of the crystalline site. In particular, this gives a proof
of Theorem 1.2 that is independent of topological Hochschild homology. Moreover, that approach
clarifies the various Frobenius twists that appear: In parts (1), (2) and (3), one always uses a base
change along the Frobenius map of W (k), which may seem confusing.

Remark 1.4. The Frobenius twists appearing in Theorem 1.2 are not merely an artifact of the
methods, but have concrete implications for torsion in de Rham cohomology. Let us give one
example. Take K = Qp(p

1/p). In this case, the map θ appearing in Theorem 1.2 (2) carries z

to (p1/p)p = p, and thus factors over Zp ⊂ OK . It follows from the theorem that that the OK-
complex RΓdR(X/OK) is the pullback of a complex defined over Zp. In particular, the length of
each H i

dR(X/OK)tors is a multiple of p; in fact, each indecomposable summand of this group has
length a multiple of p.

1.2. Quick reminder on topological Hochschild homology (THH). The theory of topolog-
ical Hochschild homology was first introduced in [Bök85a], following on some ideas of Goodwillie.
Roughly, it is the theory obtained by replacing the ring Z with the sphere spectrum S in the defini-
tion of Hochschild homology. We shall use this theory to prove Theorem 1.2. Thus, let us recall the
essential features of this theory from our perspective; we shall use [NS17] as our primary reference.

THH(−) is a functor that takes an associative ring spectrum A and builds a spectrum THH(A)
that is equipped with an action of the circle group T = S1 and a T ∼= T/Cp-equivariant Frobenius
map

ϕp : THH(A)→ THH(A)tCp ,

where Cp ∼= Z/pZ ⊂ T is the cyclic subgroup of order p, and (−)tCp is the Tate construction, i.e. the

cone of the norm map (−)hCp → (−)hCp from homotopy orbits to homotopy fixed points. These
Frobenius maps are an essential feature of the topological theory, and are (provably) not present
in the purely algebraic theory of Hochschild homology.

In the commutative case, the definition of THH is relatively easy to give (cf. [NS17, §IV.2]), as
we now recall. Say A is an E∞-ring spectrum. Then:

(1) THH(A) is naturally a T-equivariant E∞-ring spectrum equipped with a non-equivariant
map i : A→ THH(A) of E∞-ring spectra, and is initial among such.

(2) The map i : A → THH(A) induces a Cp-equivariant map A ⊗ · · · ⊗ A → THH(A) of E∞-
ring spectra, given by a0⊗ · · ·⊗ ap−1 7→ i(a0)σ(i(a1)) · · ·σp−1(i(ap−1)), where σ ∈ Cp is the
generator, and the Cp-action on the left permutes the tensor factors cyclically. Applying
the Tate construction, this induces a map

(A⊗ · · · ⊗A)tCp → THH(A)tCp
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of E∞-ring spectra. Moreover, there is a canonical map of E∞-ring spectra

∆p : A→ (A⊗ · · · ⊗A)tCp

given by the Tate diagonal of [NS17, §IV.1]. This gives a map A → THH(A)tCp of E∞-
ring spectra, where the target has a natural residual T/Cp ∼= T-action. By the universal
property of THH(A), this factors over a unique T ∼= T/Cp-equivariant map ϕp : THH(A)→
THH(A)tCp .

We shall ultimately be interested in other functors obtained from THH. Thus, recall that using
the circle action, one can form the homotopy fixed points TC−(A) = THH(A)hT and the periodic
topological cyclic homology TP(A) = THH(A)tT, both of which are again E∞-ring spectra. There
is a canonical map

can : TC−(A)→ TP(A)

relating these constructions, arising from the natural map (−)hT → (−)tT. Writing THH(−;Zp) the
p-completion of THH(−) (and similarly for other spectra), it is easy to see that if A is connective,
then π0TC−(A;Zp) ∼= π0TP(A;Zp) via the canonical map. On the other hand, again assuming
that A is connective, there is also a Frobenius map

ϕhTp : TC−(A;Zp)→ (THH(A)tCp)hT ' TP(A;Zp)
induced by ϕp; the displayed equivalence comes from [NS17, Lemma II.4.2]. Combining these obser-

vations, the ring π0TC−(A;Zp) acquires a “Frobenius” endomorphism ϕ = ϕhTp : π0TC−(A;Zp)→
π0TP(A;Zp) ∼= π0TC−(A;Zp). This map is the ultimate source of the endomorphism ϕ of RΓS(X)
in Theorem 1.2. In certain situations, our results show that this map is a lift of the Frobenius
modulo p, justifying its name.

Remark 1.5. In this paper, we shall apply the preceding constructions only in the case that A
is (the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum corresponding to) a usual commutative ring. Even in this
relatively simple case, THH(A) is manifestly an E∞-ring spectrum, so we are relying on some
rather heavy machinery from algebraic topology. On the other hand, we rely largely on the “formal”
aspects of this theory, with the only exception being Bökstedt’s calculation that π∗THH(Fp) = Fp[u]
for u ∈ π2THH(Fp). Moreover, we will extract our desired information from the level of homotopy
groups; in fact, understanding π0TC−(−;Zp) will suffice for the application to Theorem 1.2.

1.3. From THH to Breuil-Kisin modules. Let us first explain how to recover the AΩ-complexes
of [BMS16] from THH, and then indicate the modifications necessary for Theorem 1.2. We begin
with the following theorem, which is due to Hesselholt [Hes06] if R = OCp , and was the starting
point for our investigations.

Theorem 1.6 (cf. §6). Let R be a perfectoid ring in the sense of [BMS16, Definition 3.5]. Then
there is a canonical (in R) ϕ-equivariant isomorphism

π0TC−(R;Zp) ∼= Ainf(R) .

In fact, one can explicitly identify π∗TC−(R;Zp), π∗TP(R;Zp), π∗THH(R;Zp) as well as the stan-
dard maps relating them, cf. §6.

Now let A be the p-adic completion of a smooth OC-algebra as in [BMS16]. We will recover
AΩA via flat descent from π0TC−(−;Zp) by passage to a perfectoid cover A → R. A convenient

home for the rings encountered while performing the descent (such as R⊗̂AR) is provided by the
following:

Definition 1.7 (The quasisyntomic site, cf. Definition 4.9). A ring A is quasisyntomic1 if it is
p-complete, has bounded p∞-torsion, and LA/Zp⊗L

AA/pA ∈ D(A/pA) has Tor-amplitude in [−1, 0].

1It would be better to write “p-completely quasisyntomic”.
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A map A→ B of such rings is a quasisyntomic map (resp. cover) if A/pnA→ B/pnB is flat (resp.
faithfully flat) for all n ≥ 1 and L(B/pB)/(A/pA) ∈ D(B/pB) has Tor-amplitude in [−1, 0].

Let QSyn be the category of quasisyntomic rings. For A ∈ QSyn, let qSynA denote the category
of all quasisyntomic A-algebras B. Both these categories are endowed with a site structure with the
topology defined by quasisyntomic covers.

For any abelian presheaf F on qSynA, we write RΓsyn(A,F ) = RΓ(qSynA, F ) for the cohomology
of its sheafification.

The category QSyn contains many Noetherian rings of interest, for example all p-complete regular
rings; even more generally, all p-complete local complete intersection rings are in QSyn.

The association B 7→ π0TC−(B;Zp) defines a presheaf of rings on qSynA. The next result
identifies the cohomology of this presheaf with the AΩ-complexes:

Theorem 1.8 (cf. Theorem 9.6). Let A be an OC-algebra that can be written as the p-adic com-
pletion of a smooth OC-algebra. There is a functorial (in A) ϕ-equivariant isomorphism of E∞-
Ainf-algebras

AΩA ' RΓsyn(A, π0TC−(−;Zp)) .

Remark 1.9. While proving Theorem 1.8, we will actually show that on a base of the site qSynA
(given by the quasiregular semiperfectoid rings S), the presheaf π0TC−(−;Zp) is already a sheaf
with vanishing higher cohomology.

There is also the following variant of this theorem in equal characteristic p, recovering crystalline
cohomology.

Theorem 1.10 (cf. §8.3). Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p, and A a smooth k-algebra.
There is a functorial (in A) ϕ-equivariant isomorphism of E∞-W (k)-algebras

RΓcrys(A/W (k)) ' RΓsyn(A, π0TC−(−;Zp)) .

In this case, this is related to Fontaine-Messing’s approach to crystalline cohomology via syn-
tomic cohomology, [FM87]. More precisely, they identify crystalline cohomology with syntomic
cohomology of a certain sheaf Acrys. The previous theorem is actually proved by identifying the
sheaf π0TC−(−;Zp) with (the Nygaard completion of) the sheaf Acrys. It is also possible to deduce
Theorem 1.10 from Theorem 1.8 and the results of [BMS16].

Remark 1.11. The topological perspective seems very well-suited to handling certain naturally
arising filtrations on both crystalline cohomology and Ainf -cohomology, as we now explain. For any
quasisyntomic ring A, define the E∞-Zp-algebra

�̂A = RΓsyn(A, π0TC−(−;Zp)) .
The homotopy fixed point spectral sequence endows π0TC−(−;Zp) with a natural abutment filtra-

tion. Passing to cohomology, we learn that �̂A comes equipped with a natural complete filtration

N≥?�̂A called the Nygaard filtration. We shall identify this filtration with the classical Nygaard
filtration [Nyg81] on crystalline cohomology in the situation of Theorem 1.10, and with a mixed-
characteristic version of it in the situation of Theorem 1.8. In fact, these identifications are crucial

to our proof strategy for both theorems. The notation �̂A here is chosen in anticipation of the pris-

matic cohomology defined in [BS], where we will prove that �̂A agrees with the Nygaard completion
of the cohomology of the structure sheaf on the prismatic site.

For a proper smooth formal scheme X/OC , Theorem 1.8 gives an alternate construction of the
cohomology theory RΓAinf

(X) from [BMS16] without any recourse to the generic fibre: one can
simply define it as

RΓAinf
(X) := RΓsyn(X, π0TC−(−;Zp))
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where one defines the quasisyntomic site qSynX in the natural way. Similarly, for a proper smooth
formal scheme X/OK as in Theorem 1.2, one can construct the cohomology theory RΓS(X) from
Theorem 1.2 in essentially the same way: using the choice of the uniformizer $ ∈ OK , we produce
a complex of S-modules by repeating the above construction, replacing THH(−) by its relative
variant THH(−/S[z]), where S[z] is a polynomial ring over S, i.e., we work with

RΓsyn(X, π0TC−(−/S[z];Zp)).

There is a slight subtlety here due to the non-perfectoid nature of OK : the above complex is
actually ϕ∗RΓS(X) where ϕ : S→ S is the Frobenius; the Frobenius descended object RΓS(X) is
then constructed using an analog of the Segal conjecture, cf. §11.

1.4. “Motivic” filtrations on THH and its variants. In the proof of Theorem 1.2 as sketched
above, we only needed π0TC−(−;Zp) locally on QSyn. In the next result, we show that by con-
sidering the entire Postnikov filtration of TC−(−;Zp) (and variants), we obtain a filtration of
TC−(−;Zp) that is reminiscent of the motivic filtration on algebraic K-theory whose graded pieces
are motivic cohomology, cf. [FS02]. In fact, one should expect a precise relation between the two
filtrations through the cyclotomic trace, but we have not addressed this question. Our precise result
is as follows; the existence of the filtration mentioned below has been conjectured by Hesselholt.

Theorem 1.12 (cf. §7). Let A be a quasisyntomic ring.

(1) Locally on qSynA, the spectra THH(−;Zp), TC−(−;Zp) and TP(−;Zp) are concentrated in
even degrees.

(2) Define

FilnTHH(A;Zp) = RΓsyn(A, τ≥2nTHH(−;Zp))
FilnTC−(A;Zp) = RΓsyn(A, τ≥2nTC−(−;Zp))

FilnTP(A;Zp) = RΓsyn(A, τ≥2nTP(−;Zp)) .

These are complete exhaustive decreasing multiplicative Z-indexed filtrations.

(3) The filtered E∞-ring �̂A = gr0TC−(A;Zp) = gr0TP(A;Zp) with its Nygaard filtration

N≥?�̂A is an E∞-algebra in the completed filtered derived category D̂F (Zp) (cf. §5.1).

We write N n�̂A for the n-th graded piece of this filtration.

The complex �̂A{1} = gr1TP(A;Zp)[−2] with the Nygaard filtration N≥?�̂A{1} (defined

via quasisyntomic descent of the abutment filtration) is a module in D̂F (Zp) over the filtered

ring �̂A, and is invertible as such. In particular, for any n ≥ 1, �̂A{1}/N≥n�̂A{1} is an

invertible �̂A/N≥n�̂A-module. If A admits a map from a perfectoid ring, then in fact �̂A{1}
is isomorphic to �̂A.

The base change �̂A{1} ⊗�̂A
A is canonically trivialized to A, where the map �̂A → A

is the map gr0TC−(A;Zp) → gr0THH(A;Zp) = A. For any �̂A-module M in D̂F (Zp), we

denote by M{i} = M ⊗�̂A
�̂A{1}⊗i for i ∈ Z its Breuil-Kisin twists.

(4) There are natural isomorphisms

grnTHH(A;Zp) ' N n�̂A{n}[2n] ' N n�̂A[2n] ,

grnTC−(A;Zp) ' N≥n�̂A{n}[2n] ,

grnTP(A;Zp) ' �̂A{n}[2n] .
6



This induces multiplicative spectral sequences

Eij2 = H i−j(N−j�̂A)⇒ π−i−jTHH(A;Zp)

Eij2 = H i−j(N≥−j�̂A{−j})⇒ π−i−jTC−(A;Zp)

Eij2 = H i−j(�̂A{−j})⇒ π−i−jTP(A;Zp) .

(5) The map ϕ : TC−(A;Zp) → TP(A;Zp) induces natural maps ϕ : FilnTC−(A;Zp) →
FilnTP(A;Zp), thereby giving a natural filtration

FilnTC(A;Zp) = hofib(ϕ− can : FilnTC−(A;Zp)→ FilnTP(A;Zp))
on topological cyclic homology

TC(A;Zp) = hofib(ϕ− can : TC−(A;Zp)→ TP(A;Zp)) .
The graded pieces

Zp(n)(A) := grnTC(A;Zp)[−2n]

are given by

Zp(n)(A) = hofib(ϕ− can : N≥n�̂A{n} → �̂A{n}) ,

where ϕ : N≥n�̂A{n} → �̂A{n} is a natural Frobenius endomorphism of the Breuil-Kisin
twist. In particular, there is a spectral sequence

Eij2 = H i−j(Zp(−j)(A))⇒ π−i−jTC(A;Zp) .
Remark 1.13. Our methods can be extended to give similar filtrations on the spectra TRr(A;Zp)
studied in the classical approach to cyclotomic spectra. In this case, one gets a relation to the

de Rham-Witt complexes WrΩA/Fp if A is of characteristic p, and the complexes W̃rΩA of [BMS16]
if A lives over OC .

Remark 1.14. In the situation of (5), if A is an R-algebra for a perfectoid ring R, then after a

trivialization Ainf(R){1} ∼= Ainf(R) of the Breuil-Kisin twist, a multiple ξ̃nϕ : N≥n�̂A{n} → �̂A{n}
gets identified with the restriction to N≥n�̂A ⊂ �̂A of the Frobenius endomorphism ϕ : �̂A → �̂A;

in other words, ϕ : N≥n�̂A{n} → �̂A{n} is a divided Frobenius, identifying the complexes Zp(n)
with a version of (what is traditionally called) syntomic cohomology.

It follows from the definition that Zp(n) is locally on qSynA concentrated in degrees 0 and 1.
We expect that the contribution in degree 1 vanishes after sheafification, but we can currently only
prove this in characteristic p, or when n ≤ 1. In fact, in degree 0, one can check that Zp(0) =
Zp = lim←−r Z/p

rZ is the usual (“constant”) sheaf; in degree 1 we prove that Zp(1) ' TpGm[0]; and

for n < 0, the complexes Zp(n) = 0 vanish. Meanwhile, in characteristic p, the trace map from
algebraic K-theory induces an identification K2n(−;Zp)[0] ' Zp(n).

Assuming that Zp(n) is indeed locally concentrated in degree 0, one can write

Zp(n)(A) = RΓsyn(A,Zp(n))

as the cohomology of a sheaf on the (quasi)syntomic site of A, justifying the name syntomic coho-
mology.

We identify the complexes Zp(n)(A) when A is a smooth k-algebra or the p-adic completion of
a smooth OC-algebra.

Theorem 1.15 (cf. Corollary 8.19, Theorem 10.1).

(1) Let A be a smooth k-algebra, where k is a perfect field of characteristic p. Then there is an
isomorphism of sheaves of complexes on the pro-étale site of X = SpecA,

Zp(n) 'WΩn
X,log[−n] .
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(2) Let A be the p-adic completion of a smooth OC-algebra, where C is an algebraically closed
complete extension of Qp. Then there is an isomorphism of sheaves of complexes on the
pro-étale site of X = Spf A,

Zp(n) ' τ≤nRψZp(n) ,

where on the right-hand side, Zp(n) denotes the usual (pro-)étale sheaf on the generic fibre
X of X, and Rψ denotes the nearby cycles functor.

Theorem 1.15 (1) is closely is related to the results of Hesselholt [Hes96] and Geisser–Hesselholt
[GH99]. Theorem 1.15 (2) gives a description of p-adic nearby cycles as syntomic cohomology that
works integrally; this description is related to the results of Geisser–Hesselholt [GH06]. We expect
that at least in the case of good reduction, this will yield refinements of earlier results relating
p-adic nearby cycles with syntomic cohomology, such as Fontaine–Messing [FM87], Tsuji [Tsu99],
and Colmez–Nizio l [CN17].

Remark 1.16. If X is a smooth OK-scheme, étale sheaves of complexes Tr(n) on X have been
defined by Schneider, [Sch94], and the construction has been extended to the semistable case
by Sato, [Sat07] (and we follow Sato’s notation). A direct comparison with our construction is
complicated by a difference in the setups as all our rings are p-complete, but modulo this problem
we expect that Tr(n) is the restriction of the syntomic sheaves of complexes Z/prZ(n) = Zp(n)/pr

to the étale site of X. In particular, we expect a canonical isomorphism in case A = OK :

Tr(n)(OK) ' Z/prZ(n)(OK) .

If k is algebraically closed, then in light of Schneider’s definition of Tr(n)(OK) and passage to the
limit over r, this means that there should be a triangle

Zp(n− 1)(k) = WΩn−1
k,log[−n+ 1]→ Zp(n)(OK)→ τ≤nRΓét(SpecK,Zp(n))

where on the right-most term, Zp(n) denotes the usual (pro-)étale sheaf in characteristic 0.2 Via
comparison with the cofiber sequence

K(k;Zp)→ K(OK ;Zp)→ K(K;Zp)
in K-theory and the identifications K(k;Zp) = TC(k;Zp), K(OK ;Zp) = TC(OK ;Zp), such a
comparison should recover the result of Hesselholt-Madsen, [HM03], that K(K;Zp) has a filtration
with graded pieces

τ≤nRΓét(SpecK,Zp(n)) ,

verifying the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture in this case.

1.5. Complements on cyclic homology. We can also apply our methods to usual Hochschild
homology. In that case, we get a relation between negative cyclic homology and de Rham cohomol-
ogy that seems to be slightly finer than the results in the literature, and is related to a question of
Kaledin, [Kal15, §6.5].

Theorem 1.17 (cf. §5.2). Fix R ∈ QSyn and A ∈ qSynR. There are functorial (in A) complete
exhaustive decreasing multiplicative Z-indexed filtration

FilnHC−(A/R;Zp) = RΓsyn(A, τ≥2nHC−(−/R;Zp))
FilnHP(A/R;Zp) = RΓsyn(A, τ≥2nHP(−/R;Zp))

2If k is not algebraically closed, one needs to interpret the objects as sheaves on the pro-étale site of Spf OK .
More generally, one can expect a similar triangle involving logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaves of the special fibre, the
complexes Zp(n), and truncations of p-adic nearby cycles, on the pro-étale site of smooth formal OK-schemes; this
would give the comparison to the theory of [Sch94]. Comparing with the theory of [Sat07] would then correspond to
a generalization of this picture to semistable formal OK-schemes.
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on HC−(A/R;Zp) and HP(A/R;Zp) with

grnHC−(A/R;Zp) ' L̂Ω
≥n
A/R[2n] ,

grnHP(A/R;Zp) ' L̂ΩA/R[2n] ,

where the right-hand side denotes the p-adically and Hodge completed derived (naively truncated)
de Rham complex. In particular, there are multiplicative spectral sequences

Eij2 = H i−j(L̂Ω
≥−j
A/R)⇒ π−i−jHC−(A/R;Zp) ,

Eij2 = H i−j(L̂ΩA/R)⇒ π−i−jHP(A/R;Zp) .

We would expect that this results holds true without p-completion. In fact, rationally, one
gets such a filtration by using eigenspaces of Adams operations; in that case, the filtration is in
fact split [Lod92, §5.1.12]. We can actually identify the action of the Adams operation ψm on
grnTHH(−;Zp) and its variants grnTC−(−;Zp), TP(−;Zp) and grnHC−(−;Zp), for any integer m
prime to p (acting via multiplication on T); it is given by multiplication by mn, cf. Proposition 9.14.

1.6. Overview of the paper. Now let us briefly summarize the contents of the different sections.
We start in §2 by recalling very briefly the basic definitions on Hochschild homology and topological
Hochschild homology. In §3 we prove that all our theories satisfy flat descent, which is our central
technique. In §4 we then set up the quasisyntomic sites that we will use to perform the flat
descent. Moreover, we isolate a base for the topology given by the quasiregular semiperfectoid
rings; essentially these are quotients of perfectoid rings by regular sequences, and they come up in
the Cech nerves of the flat covers of a smooth algebra by a perfectoid algebra. As a first application
of these descent results, we construct the filtration on HC− by de Rham cohomology in §5. For
the proof, we use some facts about filtered derived ∞-categories that we recall, in particular the
Beilinson t-structure.

Afterwards, we start to investigate topological Hochschild homology. We start with a description
for perfectoid rings, proving Theorem 1.6 in §6. Morever, in the same section, we identify THH
of smooth algebras over perfectoid rings. This information is then used in §7 to control the THH,
TC− and TP of quasiregular semiperfectoid rings, and prove Theorem 1.12. At this point, we have

defined our new complexes �̂A, and it remains to compare them to the known constructions.
In §8, we handle the case of characteristic p, and prove Theorem 1.10, and the characteristic

p case of Theorem 1.15. Afterwards, in §9, we show that this recovers the AΩ-theory by proving
Theorem 1.8. As an application of this comparison, we also identify the Adams operations. In §10,
we identify the sheaves of complexes Zp(n) in terms of p-adic nearby cycles, proving the second
part of Theorem 1.15. Finally, we use relative THH to construct Breuil-Kisin modules by proving
Theorem 1.2 in §11.

Acknowledgments. The main ideas behind this paper were already known to the authors in
2015. However, the results of this paper are significantly clearer when expressed in the language

of [NS17]; giving a formula for �̂ in terms of the spectra TRr is a nontrivial translation, and the
discussion of the syntomic complexes Zp(n) is more transparent using the new formula for TC.
Therefore, we only formalized our results now. We apologize for the resulting long delay. It is a
pleasure to thank Sasha Beilinson, Lars Hesselholt, Igor Kriz, Jacob Lurie, Akhil Mathew, Thomas
Nikolaus and Wiesia Nizio l for discussions of the constructions of this paper.

During the period in which this work was carried out, the first author was supported by National
Science Foundation under grant number 1501461 and a Packard fellowship, the second author was
partly supported by the Hausdorff Center for Mathematics, and the third author was supported by
a DFG Leibniz grant.
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Conventions. We will freely use ∞-categories and the language, methods and results of [Lur09]
and [Lur18a] throughout the paper. All our derived categories are understood to be the natural
∞-categorical enhancements. When we work with usual rings, we reserve the word module for
usual modules, and write ⊗L for the derived tensor product. However, when we work over E∞-ring
spectra, the only notion of module is a module spectrum and corresponds to a complex of modules
in the case of discrete rings; similarly, only the derived tensor product retains meaning. For this
reason, we simply say “module” and write ⊗ for the derived notions when working over an E∞-
ring spectrum. Often, in particular when applying THH to a usual ring, we regard usual rings as
E∞-ring spectra and also usual modules as module spectra, via passage to the Eilenberg–MacLane
spectrum; this is often denoted via R 7→ HR and M 7→ HM . Under this translation, the derived
∞-category D(R) of a usual ring R agrees with the∞-category of module spectra over the E∞-ring
spectrum HR. In this paper, we will omit the symbol H in order to lighten notation.

Given a complex C, we denote by C[1] its shift satisfying C[1]n = Cn+1 (or, in homological
indexing, Cn[1] = Cn−1); under this convention, the Eilenberg–MacLane functor takes the shift [1]
to the suspension Σ.

We tend to use the notation ∼= to denote isomorphisms between 1-categorical objects such as
rings, modules and actual complexes; conversely, ' is used for equivalences in ∞-categories (and,
in particular, quasi-isomorphisms between complexes).

Degrees of complexes, simplicial objects, etc. are denoted by •, e.g., K•; for graded objects we
use ∗, e.g., π∗THH(A); finally, for filtrations we use ?, e.g., Ω≤?R/k denotes the Hodge filtration on

the complex Ω•R/k. When we regard an actual complex K• as an object of the derived category, we

write simply K; so for example ΩR/k denotes the de Rham complex considered as an object of the
derived category.
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2. Reminders on the cotangent complex and (topological) Hochschild homology

In this section, we recall the basic results about the cotangent complex and (topological) Hoch-
schild homology that we will use.

2.1. The cotangent complex. Let R be a commutative ring. Given a commutative R-algebra A,
let P• → A be a simplicial resolution of A by polynomial R-algebras, and define (following [Qui70])
the cotangent complex of R → A to be the simplicial A-module LA/R := Ω1

P•/R
⊗P• A. Its wedge

powers will be denoted by
∧i
A LA/R = Ωi

P•/R
⊗P•A for each i ≥ 1. Note that the map P• → A is an

equivalence in the ∞-category of simplicial commutative R-algebras, and thus the object in D(R)
defined by LA/R coincides with that attached to the simplicial R-module Ω1

P•/R
via the Dold-Kan

correspondence (and similarly for the wedge powers).
As such constructions appear repeatedly in the sequel, let us give an ∞-categorical account,

following [Lur09, §5.5.9].

Construction 2.1 (Non-abelian derived functors on commutative rings as left Kan extensions).

Consider the category CAlgpolyR of finitely generated polynomial R-algebras and the ∞-category

sCAlgR, so one has an obvious fully faithful embedding i : CAlgpolyR → sCAlgR. Using [Lur09,

Corollary 5.5.9.3], one can identify sCAlgR as the∞-category PΣ(CAlgpolyR ) obtained from CAlgpolyR
by freely adjoining sifted colimits: this amounts to the observation that any contravariant set-valued

functor F on CAlgpolyR that carries coproducts in CAlgpolyR to products of sets is representable by
the commutative ring F (R[x]). By [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.8.15], one has the following universal
property of the inclusion i: for any ∞-category D that admits sifted colimits, any functor f :

CAlgpolyR → D extends uniquely to a sifted colimit preserving functor F : sCAlgR → D. In this
case, we call F the left Kan extension of f along the inclusion i. If f preserves finite coproducts,
then F preserves all colimits.

In this language, the cotangent complex construction has a simple description.

Example 2.2 (The cotangent complex as a left Kan extension). Applying Construction 2.1 to
D := D(R) the derived ∞-category of R-modules and f = Ω1

−/R, one obtains a functor F :

sCAlgR → D(R). We claim that F (−) = L−/R. To see this, note that F commutes with sifted

colimits and agrees with Ω1
−/R on polynomial R-algebras. It follows that if P• → A is a simplicial

resolution of A ∈ CAlgR by a simplicial polynomial R-algebra P•, then F (A) ' |Ω1
P•/R
| ' LA/R, as

asserted. We can summarize this situation by saying that the cotangent complex functor L−/R is

obtained by left Kan extension of the Kähler differentials functor Ω1
−/R from polynomial R-algebras

to all simplicial commutative R-algebras. Similarly, for each j ≥ 0, the functor ∧jL−/R is the left

Kan extension of Ωj
−/R from polynomial R-algebras to all simplicial commutative R-algebras.

Next, recall from [Ill71, §III.3.1] that if A is a smooth R-algebra, then the adjunction map
∧iALA/R → Ωi

A/R is an isomorphism for each i ≥ 0.

Finally, if A→ B → C are homomorphisms of commutative rings, then from [Ill71, §II.2.1] one
has an associated transitivity triangle

LB/A⊗L
BC → LC/A → LC/B

in D(C). Taking wedge powers induces a natural filtration on ∧iLC/A as in [Ill71, §V.4]:

∧iCLC/A = Fil0∧iCLC/A ← Fil1∧iCLC/A ← . . .← Fili∧iCLC/A = ∧iBLB/A⊗L
BC ← Fili+1∧iCLC/A = 0

of length i, with graded pieces

grj ∧iC LC/A ' (∧jBLB/A⊗
L
BC)⊗L

C ∧
i−j
C LC/B. (j = 0, . . . , i)
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2.2. Hochschild homology. Let R be a commutative ring. Let A be a commutative R-algebra.3

Following [Lod92], the “usual” Hochschild homology of A is defined to be HHusual(A) = C•(A/R),
where C•(A/R) = {[n] 7→ A⊗Rn+1} is the usual simplicial R-module. However, we will work
throughout with the derived version of Hochschild homology (also known as Shukla homology
following [Shu61]), which we now explain. Letting P• → A be a simplicial resolution of A by
flat R-algebras, let HH(A/R) denote the diagonal of the bisimplicial R-module C•(P•/R); the
homotopy type of HH(A/R) does not depend on the choice of resolution. The canonical map
HH(A/R) → HHusual(A/R) is an isomorphism if A is flat over R. When R = Z we omit it from
the notation, so HH(A) = HH(A/Z).

Remark 2.3 (Hochschild homology as a left Kan extension). On the category CAlgpolyR from

Construction 2.1, consider the functor A 7→ HHusual(A/R) valued in the derived∞-category D(R).
As polynomial R-algebras are R-flat, we have HHusual(A/R) ' HH(A/R) for polynomial R-algebras

A. The left Kan extension of this functor along i : CAlgpolyR → sCAlgR defines a functor F :
sCAlgR → D(R) that coincides with the HH(−/R) functor introduced above: the functor F
commutes with sifted colimits as in Construction 2.1, so we have F (A) ' |HH(P•/R)| ' HH(A/R)
for all commutative R-algebras A and simplicial resolutions P• → A.

As C•(A/R) is actually a cyclic module, there are natural T = S1-actions on HH(A/R) considered
as an object of the ∞-derived category D(R) for all R-algebras A, and the negative cyclic and
periodic cyclic homologies are defined by

HC−(A/R) = HH(A/R)hT, HP(A/R) = HH(A/R)tT = cofib(Nm : HH(A/R)hT[1]→ HH(A/R)hT) .

For a comparison with the classical definitions via explicit double complexes, see [Hoy15]. The
homotopy fixed point and Tate spectral sequences

Eij2 = H i(T, π−jHH(A/R))⇒ π−i−jHC−(A/R) , Eij2 = Ĥ i(T, π−jHH(A/R))⇒ π−i−jHP(A/R)

are basic tools to analyse HC−(A/R) and HP(A/R).

Remark 2.4 (The universal property of HH(A/R)). In anticipation of §2.3, let us explain a higher
algebra perspective on HH(−/R). The simplicial R-module C•(A/R) is naturally a simplicial
commutative R-algebra, and the multiplication is compatible with the T-action. By left Kan
extension from the flat case, we learn:

(1) HH(A/R) is naturally a T-equivariant-E∞-R-algebra.
(2) One has a non-equivariant E∞-R-algebra map A→ HH(A/R) induced by the 0 cells.

In fact, one can also show that HH(A/R) is initial with respect to these features; we will use this
perspective when introducing topological Hochschild homology. To see this, write A ⊗E∞-R T for
the universal4 T-equivariant-E∞-R-algebra equipped with a non-equivariant map A → A ⊗E∞-R

T. Then one has a natural T-equivariant map A ⊗E∞-R T → HH(A/R) of E∞-R-algebras by

universality. To show this is an equivalence, it is enough to do so for A ∈ CAlgpolyR and work
non-equivariantly. In this case, if we write T as the colimit of ∗ ← ∗ t ∗ → ∗, then it follows that
A⊗E∞-R T ' A⊗L

A⊗RAA, which is also the object in D(R) being computed by C•(A/R).

3Hochschild homology can also be defined for noncommutative (and nonunital) R-algebras, but we will not need
this generality.

4Even more generally, for any ∞-groupoid X and any E∞-R-algebra A, the ∞-groupoid valued functor B 7→
Map(X,MapE∞-R(A,B)) on the ∞-category of E∞-R-algebras preserves limits, and is thus corepresented by some
A ⊗E∞-R X. The resulting functor X 7→ A ⊗E∞-R X commutes with all colimits by construction. The discussion
above pertains to the special case X = T. In this case, the T-action on A ⊗E∞-R T is induced by functoriality, and
the unit element 1 ∈ T defines a map A→ A⊗E∞-R T.
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Recall that the Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorem asserts that if A is smooth over R, then
the antisymmetrisation map Ωn

A/R → HHn(A/R) is an isomorphism for each n ≥ 0. Here, in degree

1, the element da maps to a⊗1−1⊗a for any a ∈ A. Hence by left Kan extension of the Postnikov
filtration, it follows that the functor HH(−/R) on sCAlgR comes equipped with a T-equivariant
complete descending N-indexed filtration FilnHKR with griHKRHH(−/R) ' ∧iL−/R[i] (with the trivial

T-action). As each ∧iL−/R[i] is i-connective, the HKR filtration gives a weak Postnikov tower
{HH(−/R)/FilnHKR} with limit HH(−/R) in the sense of the forthcoming Lemma 3.2.

2.3. Topological Hochschild homology. Topological Hochschild homology is the analogue of
Hochschild homology over the base ring S given by the sphere spectrum. This is not a classical
ring, but an E∞-ring spectrum (or equivalently an E∞-algebra in the ∞-category of spectra). The
definition is due to Bökstedt, [Bök85a], and the full structure of topological Hochschild homology
as a cyclotomic spectrum was obtained by Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen, [BHM93], cf. also [HM97].
We will use the recent discussion in [NS17] as our basic reference.

In particular, if A is an E∞-ring spectrum, then THH(A) is a T-equivariant E∞-ring spectrum
with a non-equivariant map A → THH(A) of E∞-ring spectra, and THH(A) is initial with these
properties. Moreover, if Cp ⊂ T is the cyclic subgroup of order p, then there is a natural Frobenius
map

ϕp : THH(A)→ THH(A)tCp

that is a map of E∞-ring spectra which is equivariant for the T-actions, where the target has the
T-action coming from the residual T/Cp-action via the isomorphism T ∼= T/Cp. The Frobenius
maps exist only on THH(A), not on HH(A), cf. [NS17, Remark III.1.9].

The negative topological cyclic and periodic topological cyclic homologies are given by

TC−(A) = THH(A)hT , TP(A) = THH(A)tT = cofib(Nm : THH(A)hT[1]→ THH(A)hT)

There are homotopy fixed point and Tate spectral sequences analogous to those for Hochschild
homology.

We will often work with the corresponding p-completed objects. We denote these by THH(A;Zp),
HH(A;Zp), TC−(A;Zp) etc. We note that if A is connective, then

TC−(A;Zp) = THH(A;Zp)hT , TP(A;Zp) = THH(A;Zp)tT .

Here, we use that if a spectrum X is p-complete, then so is XhT by closure of p-completeness under
limits. If X is moreover assumed to be homologically bounded below, then the homotopy orbit
spectrum XhT (and thus also the Tate construction XtT) is also p-complete: by writing X as the
limit of τ≤nX (and XhT as the limit of (τ≤nX)hT, using Lemma 3.2), this reduces by induction to
the case that X is concentrated in degree 0, in which case the result follows by direct computation.

Interestingly, if A is connective, there is a natural equivalence

TP(A;Zp) ' (THH(A)tCp)hT = (THH(A;Zp)tCp)hT

by [NS17, Lemma II.4.2], and therefore ϕp induces a map

ϕhTp : TC−(A;Zp)→ (THH(A;Zp)tCp)hT ' TP(A;Zp)

of p-completed E∞-ring spectra. As p is fixed throughout the paper, we will often write abbreviate
ϕ = ϕhTp .

We use only “formal” properties of THH throughout the paper, with the one exception of
Bökstedt’s computation of π∗THH(Fp). In particular, we do not need Bökstedt’s computation
of π∗THH(Z).

We will often use the following well-known lemma, which we briefly reprove in the language of
this paper.
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Lemma 2.5. For any commutative ring A, there is a natural T-equivariant isomorphism of E∞-
ring spectra

THH(A)⊗THH(Z) Z ' HH(A) .

Moreover, this induces an isomorphism of p-complete E∞-ring spectra

THH(A;Zp)⊗THH(Z) Z ' HH(A;Zp) .

The homotopy groups πiTHH(Z) are finite for i > 0.5

Proof. The final statement follows from the description of THH(Z) as the colimit of the simplicial
spectrum with terms Z ⊗S . . . ⊗S Z and the finiteness of the stable homotopy groups of spheres.
The first statement follows from the universal properties of THH(A), respectively HH(A), as the
universal T-equivariant E∞-ring spectrum, respectively T-equivariant E∞-Z-algebra, equipped with
a non-equivariant map from A. The statement about p-completions follows as soon as one checks
that THH(A;Zp) ⊗THH(Z) Z is still p-complete, which follows from finiteness of πiTHH(Z) for
i > 0. �

5In fact, they are Z for i = 0 and Z/jZ if i = 2j − 1 > 0 is odd and 0 else, by Bökstedt, [Bök85b].
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3. Flat descent for cotangent complexes and Hochschild homology

In this section, we prove flat descent for topological Hochschild homology via reduction to the
case of (exterior powers of) the cotangent complex, which was first proved by the first author in
[Bha12a].

Theorem 3.1. Fix a base ring R. For each i ≥ 0, the functor A 7→ ∧iALA/R is an fpqc sheaf with
values in the ∞-derived category D(R) of R-modules, i.e., if A → B is a faithfully flat map of
R-algebras, then the natural map gives an equivalence

∧iLA/R ' lim
(
∧iLB/R //// ∧i L(B⊗AB)/R

////// ∧i L(B⊗AB⊗AB)/R

//////// · · ·
)

Proof. The i = 0 case amounts to faithfully flat descent. We explain the i = 1 case in depth, and
then indicate the modifications necessary to tackle larger i.

Write B• for the Cech nerve of A → B. The transitivity triangle for R → A → B• is a
cosimplicial exact triangle

LA/R ⊗A B• → LB•/R → LB•/A.

Thus, to prove the theorem for i = 1, we are reduced to showing the following two assertions:

(1) The map A→ B• induces an isomorphism LA/R → lim
(
LA/R ⊗A B•

)
.

(2) One has Tot(LB•/A) ' 0.

Assertion (1) holds true more generally for any M ∈ D(A) (with the assertion above correspond-
ing to M = LA/R) by fpqc descent.

We now prove assertion (2). By the convergence of the Postnikov filtration, it is enough to show
that for each i, the A-cochain complex corresponding to πiLB•/A under the Dold-Kan equivalence
is acyclic. By faithful flatness of A → B, this reduces to showing acyclicity of (πiLB•/A) ⊗A B '
πi(LB•/A ⊗A B). If we set B → C• to be the base change of A → B• along A → B, then by flat
base change for the cotangent complex, we have reduced to showing that πiLC•/B is acyclic. But
B → C• is a cosimplicial homotopy-equivalence of B-algebras: it is the Cech nerve of the map
B → B ⊗A B, which has a section. It follows that for any abelian group valued functor F (−)
on B-algebras, we have an induced cosimplicial homotopy equivalence F (B) → F (C•). Taking
F = πiL−/B then shows that the cochain complex πiLC•/B is homotopy-equivalent to the abelian
group πiLB/B ' 0, as wanted.

To handle larger i, one follows the same steps as above with the following change: instead of
using the transitivity triangle to reduce to proving (1) and (2) above, one uses the length i filtration
of ∧iLB•/R induced by applying ∧i to the transitivity triangle above used above (and induction on
i) to reduce to proving the analog of (1) and (2) for exterior powers of the cotangent complex. �

Lemma 3.2. Let S be a connective E1-ring spectrum. Assume {Mn} is a weak Postnikov tower of
connective S-module spectra, i.e., the fiber of Mn+1 →Mn is n-connected. Write M for the inverse
limit. Then for any right t-exact functor F : D(S)→ Sp, the tower {F (Mn)} is a weak Postnikov
tower with limit F (M).

Proof. The assertion that {F (Mn)} is a weak Postnikov tower is immediate from the exactness
hypothesis on F . For the rest, note that the fiber of M →Mn is n-connected: it is the inverse limit
of the fibers Pk of Mn+k →Mn, and each Pk is n-connected with Pk+1 → Pk being an isomorphism
on πn+1(−). Then F (M) → F (Mn) also has an n-connected fiber by the exactness hypothesis on
F , and hence F (M)→ limF (Mn) is an equivalence, as wanted. �

Corollary 3.3.

(1) For any commutative ring R, the functors

HH(−/R) , HC−(−/R) , HH(−/R)hT , HP(−/R)

on the category of commutative R-algebras are fpqc sheaves.
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(2) Similarly, the functors

THH(−) , TC−(−) , THH(−)hT , TP(−)

on the category of commutative rings are fpqc sheaves.

Proof. (1) Theorem 3.1 and induction imply that each HH(−/R)/FilnHKR is a sheaf. Taking the
limit over n then implies HH(−/R) is a sheaf. Likewise, HC−(−/R) is a sheaf as it is the limit of
a diagram of sheaves.

For HH(−/R)hT, using Lemma 3.2 for S = R[T] and F = (−)hT applied to the weak Postnikov
tower {HH(−/R)/FilnHKR} with limit HH(−/R), it suffices to prove that each (HH(−/R)/FilnHKR)hT
is a sheaf. Using the filtration, this immediately reduces to checking that (griHKRHH(−/R))hT is
a sheaf. But the T-action on griHKRHH(−/R) is trivial, so we can write (griHKRHH(−/R))hT '
griHKRHH(−/R)⊗L

RRhT. Using that griHKRHH(−/R) ' ∧iL−/R[i] is connective, we see that the

tower {griHKRHH(−/R)⊗L
Rτ≤nRhT}n is a weak Postnikov tower, and so we reduce to showing that

griHKRHH(−/R)⊗L
Rτ≤nRhT is a sheaf. But each τ≤nRhT is a perfect R-complex, so the claim follows

from Theorem 3.1 again.
Combining the assertions for HC−(−/R) and HH(−/R)hT then trivially implies that HP(−/R)

is also a sheaf.
(2) As above, it is enough to prove the claims for THH(−) and THH(−)hT. For THH(−), we use

that for any commutative ring A, the tower {THH(A) ⊗THH(Z) τ≤nTHH(Z)} is a weak Postnikov
tower with limit THH(A) by applying Lemma 3.2 to S = THH(Z) and F = THH(A) ⊗THH(Z) −
to the Postnikov tower {τ≤nTHH(Z)} with limit THH(Z). We are thus reduced to checking that
THH(−) ⊗THH(Z) τ≤nTHH(Z) is a sheaf for each n. By induction, this immediately reduces to

checking that THH(−) ⊗THH(Z) πnTHH(Z) '
(
THH(−) ⊗THH(Z) Z

)
⊗Z πnTHH(Z) is a sheaf for

each n. Now πnTHH(Z) is a perfect Z-complex by Lemma 2.5, so we reduce to showing that
THH(−) ⊗THH(Z) Z is a sheaf. But this last functor is HH(−) = HH(−/Z), so we are done by
reduction to (1).

For THH(−)hT, one repeats the argument in the previous paragraph by applying (−)hT to the T-
equivariant weak Postnikov tower {THH(R)⊗THH(Z)τ≤nTHH(Z)} to reduce to the case of HH(−)hT,
which was handled in (1). �

Remark 3.4. The previous proof also applies to HH(−/R)hCn and THH(−)hCn for any finite
subgroup Cn ⊂ T, and thus to HH(−/R)tCn , THH(−)tCn and by induction all TRn(−), using the
isotropy separation squares.
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4. The quasisyntomic site

This section studies the category of quasisyntomic rings, which is where all our later constructions
take place. In §4.2, we define the notion of a quasisyntomic ring as well as the quasisyntomic site.
An extremely important class of examples comes from quasiregular semiperfectoid rings: these
are roughly the quasisyntomic rings whose mod p reduction is semiperfect (i.e., has a surjective
Frobenius), and are studied in §4.4. The key result of this section is that quasiregular semiperfectoid
rings form a basis for the quasisyntomic topology (Proposition 4.30). As p-adic completions show up
repeatedly in the sequel, we spend some time in §4.1 exploring the interaction of p-adic completion
with notions such as flatness.

4.1. p-complete flatness. Let us begin by defining a notion of p-complete Tor amplitude6 for
complexes over commutative rings.

Definition 4.1. Let A be a commutative ring, fix M ∈ D(A), and a, b ∈ Z t {±∞}.
(1) We say that M ∈ D(A) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [a, b] if M⊗L

AA/pA ∈ D(A/pA)
has Tor amplitude in [a, b]. If a = b, we say that M ∈ D(A) has p-complete Tor amplitude
concentrated in degree a.

(2) We say that M ∈ D(A) is p-completely (faithfully) flat if M⊗L
AA/pA ∈ D(A/pA) is con-

centrated in degree 0, and a (faithfully) flat A/pA-module.

In particular, by definition M ∈ D(A) has p-complete Tor amplitude [0, 0] if and only if it is
p-completely flat.

Remark 4.2. One may replace A/pA with A/pnA for any n ≥ 1 in the above definition without
changing its meaning. Indeed, if R → S = R/I with I2 = 0 is a square-zero thickening, then
M ∈ D(R) has Tor-amplitude in [a, b] if and only if M⊗L

RS ∈ D(S) has Tor-amplitude in [a, b]:
The forward direction follows from the stability of Tor-amplitude under base change, and for the
converse one uses the triangle

(M⊗L
RS)⊗L

SI →M →M⊗L
RS

in D(R).

Remark 4.3. We will see in Lemma 4.6 below that if A has bounded p∞-torsion, then if M ∈ D(A)

has p-complete Tor-amplitude in [a, b] and is derived p-complete, one has M ∈ D[a,b](A). In
particular, if M ∈ D(A) is derived p-complete and p-completely flat, then M is an A-module
concentrated in degree 0. In that case, the condition implies that M/pnM is a flat A/pnA-module
for all n, and a precise characterization of the p-completely flat A-modules is given by Lemma 4.7.

Lemma 4.4. Fix a ring A, an M ∈ D(A) and a, b ∈ Z t {±∞}. Let M̂ ∈ D(A) be the derived
p-completion of M . The following are equivalent:

(1) M ∈ D(A) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [a, b] (resp. is p-completely (faithfully) flat)

(2) M̂ ∈ D(A) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [a, b] (resp. is p-completely (faithfully) flat).

Proof. The map M → M̂ induces an isomorphism M⊗L
ZZ/pZ ' M̂⊗L

ZZ/pZ. In particular, after

further base change along A⊗L
ZZ/pZ→ A/pA, it induces an isomorphism

M⊗L
AA/pA ' M̂⊗L

AA/pA ,

which immediately gives the result. �

6Recall the classical definitions: given a, b ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, a commutative ring R and M ∈ D(R), we say that M

has Tor amplitude in [a, b] if for any R-module N , we have M⊗L
RN ∈ D[a,b](R). If a = b, then we say that M has

Tor amplitude concentrated in degree a; note that if a = b = 0, then the condition simply says that M is flat. These
conditions are preserved under base change, and can be checked after faithfully flat base change.
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Lemma 4.5. Fix a map A→ B of rings, a complex M ∈ D(A) and a, b ∈ Z t {±∞}.
(1) If M ∈ D(A) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [a, b] (resp. is p-completely (faithfully) flat),

then the same holds true for M⊗L
AB ∈ D(B).

(2) If A→ B is p-completely faithfully flat, then the converse to (1) holds true.

Proof. This is immediate from the corresponding assertions in the discrete case, noting that the
condition in part (2) implies in particular that A/pA→ B/pB is faithfully flat. �

Lemma 4.6. Fix a ring A with bounded p∞-torsion and a derived p-complete M ∈ D(A) with

p-complete Tor amplitude in [a, b] for a, b ∈ Z. Then M ∈ D[a,b](A).

Here we say that an abelian group N has bounded p∞-torsion if N [p∞] = N [pc] for c � 0.

In this case, the derived p-completion N̂ of N coincides with the classical p-adic completion
limnN/p

nN , and this completion also has bounded p∞-torsion. In fact, the pro-systems {N/pnN}
and {N⊗L

ZZ/pnZ} in D(Z) are pro-isomorphic.

Proof. As A has bounded p∞-torsion, the pro-systems {A/pnA} and {A⊗L
ZZ/pnZ} are pro-isomor-

phic. Thus, M being derived p-complete implies that M is the derived limit of M⊗L
AA/p

nA. On

the other hand, by assumption all M⊗L
AA/p

nA ∈ D[a,b](A/pnA), and the transition maps on the

highest degree Hb(M⊗L
AA/p

nA) are surjective. By passage to the limit, we get the result. �

Over rings with bounded p∞-torsion, we can describe p-completely flat complexes as modules:

Lemma 4.7. Fix a ring A with bounded p∞-torsion.

(1) If a derived p-complete M ∈ D(A) is p-completely flat, then M is a classically p-complete
A-module concentrated in degree 0, with bounded p∞-torsion, such that M/pnM is flat over
A/pnA for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, for all n ≥ 1, the map

M ⊗A A[pn]→M [pn]

is an isomorphism.
(2) Conversely, if N is a classically p-complete A-module with bounded p∞-torsion such that

N/pnN is flat over A/pnA for all n ≥ 1, then N ∈ D(A) is p-completely flat.

Proof. (1) Lemma 4.6 implies that M is an A-module concentrated in degree 0. The condition that
M is p-completely flat implies that M/pnM = M⊗L

AA/p
nA is a flat A/pnA-module for all n ≥ 1.

Moreover, M is the limit of M⊗L
AA/p

nA = M/pnM , so M is classically p-complete. It remains to
prove that M [pn] = M ⊗A A[pn] for all n ≥ 1; this implies boundedness of p∞-torsion. To see this,
consider the An = A⊗L

ZZ/pnZ-module Mn = M⊗L
ZZ/pnZ; tensoring the triangle

(A[pn])[1]→ An → A/pnA

in D(An) with Mn gives a triangle

Mn⊗L
An(A[pn])[1]→Mn →Mn⊗L

AnA/p
nA .

Here, Mn⊗L
An
A/pnA = M⊗L

AA/p
nA = M/pnM is concentrated in degree 0 and flat over A/pnA,

and then also Mn⊗L
An
A[pn] = (Mn⊗L

An
A/pnA)⊗L

A/pnAA[pn] is concentrated in degree 0. Thus,

using the above triangle in the second equality,

M [pn] = H−1(Mn) = H0(Mn⊗L
AnA[pn]) = H0(M/pnM⊗L

A/pnAA[pn])

= M/pnM ⊗A/pnA A[pn] = M ⊗A A[pn] ,

as desired.
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(2) Note first that the pro-system Z/pnZ⊗L
ZZ/pZ ∈ D(Z/pZ) is pro-isomorphic to Z/pZ. We

may extend scalars to A/pA to get a pro-isomorphism

A/pA ' {Z/pnZ⊗L
ZA/pA}n

in D(A/pA), in particular in D(A). Taking the derived tensor product N⊗L
A−, we get a pro-

isomorphism

N⊗L
AA/pA ' {(N⊗L

ZZ/pnZ)⊗L
AA/pA}n .

On the other hand, the pro-system {N⊗L
ZZ/pnZ}n is pro-isomorphic to {N/pnN}n as N has

bounded p∞-torsion. Thus, we get a pro-isomorphism

N⊗L
AA/pA ' {N/pnN⊗L

AA/pA}n .

We need to see that N⊗L
AA/pA is concentrated in degree 0. But

N/pnN⊗L
AA/pA = N/pnN⊗L

A/pnA(A/pnA⊗L
AA/pA)

and N/pnN is a flat A/pnA-module, so it suffices to see that {H−i(A/pnA⊗L
AA/pA)}n for i < 0

is pro-zero. But the above discussion for N = A shows that this pro-system is pro-isomorphic to
H−i(A/pA) = 0, as desired. �

Corollary 4.8. Let A→ B be a map of derived p-complete rings.

(1) If A has bounded p∞-torsion and A → B is p-completely flat, then B has bounded p∞-
torsion.

(2) Conversely, if B has bounded p∞-torsion and A→ B is p-completely faithfully flat, then A
has bounded p∞-torsion.

(3) Assume that A and B have bounded p∞-torsion. Then the map A→ B is p-completely flat
(resp. p-completely faithfully flat) if and only if A/pnA → B/pnB is flat (resp. faithfully
flat) for all n ≥ 1.

Proof. Parts (1) and (3) follow immediately from Lemma 4.7. For part (2), note that the proof of
Lemma 4.7 shows that if B is p-completely flat, then

A[pn]⊗A/pnA B/pnB → B[pn]

is an isomorphism. By faithful flatness of A/pnA→ B/pnB, this implies that A[pn] ⊂ B[pn] for all
n ≥ 1, which implies that if B[pc] = B[p∞], then also A[pc] = A[p∞], as desired. �

4.2. The quasisyntomic site. In the following, we will work with p-complete rings A with
bounded p∞-torsion (in which case classical and derived p-completeness are equivalent). To state
our results in optimal generality, it will be convenient to generalize the usual notions of smooth
and syntomic morphisms by omitting finiteness conditions and merely requiring good behaviour of
the cotangent complex.

We note that it would be better to say “p-completely quasisyntomic/quasismooth” in place of
“quasisyntomic/quasismooth” below; but that would get excessive for the purposes of this paper.

Definition 4.9 (The quasisyntomic site). We need the following notions.

(1) A ring A is quasisyntomic if the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) The ring A is p-complete with bounded p∞-torsion.
(b) LA/Zp ∈ D(A) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [−1, 0].

We denote by QSyn the category of quasisyntomic rings.

Let A→ B be a map of p-complete rings with bounded p∞-torsion.
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(2) We say that A→ B is a quasismooth7 map (resp. cover) if:
(a) B is p-completely flat over A (resp. p-completely faithfully flat over A).
(b) LB/A ∈ D(B) is p-completely flat.

(3) We say that A→ B is a quasisyntomic map (resp. cover) if:
(a) B is p-completely flat over A (resp. p-completely faithfully flat over A).
(b) LB/A ∈ D(B) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [−1, 0].

We endow QSynop with the structure of a site via the quasisyntomic covers, cf. Lemma 4.16
below.

Remark 4.10 (Relation to Quillen’s definition). In [Qui70], Quillen defines a notion of quasiregular
and regular ideals I ⊂ A. In particular, by [Qui70, Theorem 6.13], an ideal I ⊂ A is quasiregular
if and only if L(A/I)/A has Tor-amplitude concentrated in degree −1. A map of rings A → B
is classically called syntomic if it is flat and a local complete intersection. Note that if A,B are
Noetherian and A→ B is of finite type, then it is a local complete intersection if and only if LB/A
has Tor amplitude in [−1, 0] [Qui70, Theorem 5.5]; this equivalence even remains valid without the
finite type hypothesis provided that “local complete intersection” is replaced by a more general
notion for non-finite type morphisms of Noetherian rings, [Avr99]. Thus, ignoring p-completion
issues, the above definition of quasisyntomic is designed to extend the usual notion of syntomic to
the non-Noetherian, non-finite-type setting.

Example 4.11. (1) The p-adic completion of a smooth algebra over a perfectoid ring lies in QSyn
by Example 4.23 below and Corollary 4.8.

(2) Any p-complete local complete intersection Noetherian ring A lies in QSyn (cf. [Sta18, Tag
09Q3] for the definition of a local complete intersection ring; it is equivalent to the map Z → A
being a local complete intersection in the sense of [Avr99]). The boundedness of the p∞-torsion
is clear as A is Noetherian. The rest follows from (the easy direction of) the following theorem of
Avramov.

Theorem 4.12 ([Avr99, Theorem 1.2]). A Noetherian ring A is a local complete intersection if
and only if LA/Z has Tor-amplitude in [−1, 0].

Remark 4.13 (HKR for quasismooth maps). Say A → B is a map of p-complete rings with
bounded p∞-torsion. Consider the p-completion HH(B/A;Zp) of the Hochschild complex. By p-
completing the HKR filtration from §2.2, we obtain a T-equivariant complete descending N-indexed
filtration FilnHKR with griHKRHH(B/A;Zp) ' (∧iL−/A[i])∧p (with the trivial T-action). If A → B

is quasismooth, then each (∧iLB/A[i])∧p ' (Ωi
B/A)∧p [i] is concentrated in homological degree i by

Lemma 4.7. Thus, it follows that π∗HH(B/A;Zp) is the p-completion of the exterior algebra Ω∗B/A,

thus giving a p-complete HKR theorem for quasismooth maps.

Lemma 4.14. Let A → B be a quasisyntomic cover of p-complete rings. Then A ∈ QSyn if and
only if B ∈ QSyn.

Proof. By Corollary 4.8, we can assume that A and B have bounded p∞-torsion. Assuming A ∈
QSyn, the transitivity triangle for Zp → A→ B and the quasisyntomicity of A and A→ B imply
that B ∈ QSyn. Conversely, assume B ∈ QSyn. The transitivity triangle for Zp → A→ B and the
quasisyntomicity of B and A → B show that LA/Zp⊗L

AB ∈ D(B) has p-complete Tor amplitude
in [−1, 1]. By connectivity, this trivially improves to [−1, 0]. As A → B is p-completely faithfully
flat, it follows that LA/Zp ∈ D(A) also has p-complete Tor amplitude in [−1, 0]. �

7This notion is distinct from other notions with the same name used sometimes in the literature. For instance, it
differs from Berthelot’s notion of a quasismooth map (which is in terms of a lifting property with respect to nilideals,
cf. [Ber74, IV.1.5]) or Lurie’s notion of a quasismooth map of derived schemes (which, in fact, is much closer to our
notion of quasisyntomic, cf. [Lur18b, page 9]).
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Lemma 4.15. All rings below are assumed to be p-complete with bounded p∞-torsion.

(1) If A→ B and B → C are quasisyntomic (resp. quasismooth), then A→ C is quasisyntomic
(resp. quasismooth). If A→ B and B → C are covers, then so is A→ C.

(2) If A→ B is quasisyntomic (resp. quasismooth) and A→ C is arbitrary, then the p-adically
completed pushout C → D := B⊗̂AC of A→ B is also quasisyntomic (resp. quasismooth).
If A→ B is a cover, then so is C → D.

Proof. (1) This is clear from the transitivity triangle and stability of faithful flatness under com-
position.

(2) Let D′ := B̂⊗L
AC, so D′ is p-completely flat over C by base change and D = H0(D′). As

D′ is p-completely flat over C, it is discrete by Lemma 4.7, so D ' D′. As the formation of
cotangent complexes commutes with derived base change, we get that C → D is quasisyntomic
(resp. quasismooth). Moreover, faithful flatness is preserved under base change. �

We follow the conventions of [Sta18, Tag 00VG] for sites. Recall that the axioms for a covering
family are: (a) isomorphisms are covers, (b) covers are stable under compositions, and (c) the
pushout of a cover along an arbitrary map is required to exist and be a cover.

Lemma 4.16. The category QSynop forms a site.

Proof. The only nontrivial assertion is the existence of pushouts of covers. Fix a diagram C ←
A→ B in QSyn with A→ B being a quasisyntomic cover. Let D := B⊗̂AC be the pushout in p-
complete rings. As C has bounded p∞-torsion, Lemma 4.15 implies that C → D is a quasisyntomic
cover. Lemma 4.14 then implies that D ∈ QSyn. It is then immediate that C → D provides a
pushout of A→ B in QSyn. �

4.3. Perfectoid rings. For later reference, we recall a few facts about perfectoid rings in the sense
of [BMS16, Definition 3.5], sometimes also called integral perfectoid rings to distinguish them from
the perfectoid Tate rings usually studied in relation to perfectoid spaces.

Definition 4.17. A ring R is perfectoid if it is p-adically complete, there is some π ∈ R such that
πp = pu for some unit u ∈ R×, the Frobenius map x 7→ xp on R/p is surjective, and the kernel

of the map θ : Ainf(R) → R is generated by one element. Here Ainf(R) = W (R[) where R[ is the
inverse limit of R/p along the Frobenius map, and θ : Ainf(R)→ R is Fontaine’s map (written θR
if there is any chance of confusion), cf. [BMS16, Lemma 3.2].

The main properties of perfectoid rings that we need are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.18. Let R be a perfectoid ring.

(1) The kernel of θ : Ainf(R) → R is generated by a non-zero-divisor ξ of the form p+ [π[]pα,

where π[ = (π, π1/p, . . .) ∈ R[ is a system of p-power roots of an element π as in the
definition and α ∈ Ainf(R) is some element.

(2) The cotangent complex LR/Zp has p-complete Tor-amplitude concentrated in degree −1, and
its derived p-completion is isomorphic to R[1].

(3) The p∞-torsion in R is bounded. More precisely, R[p∞] = R[p].

In particular, R ∈ QSyn.

Proof. Part (1) follows from the proof of [BMS16, Lemma 3.10], in particular the construction of
the element ξ in the beginning. For part (2), it is enough to see that the p-completion of LR/Zp is

isomorphic to R[1] by Lemma 4.4. We use the transitivity triangle for Zp → Ainf(R)
θ−→ R to see

that the p-completions of LR/Zp and LR/Ainf(R) agree, as Zp → Ainf(R) is relatively perfect modulo

p. But LR/Ainf(R)
∼= ker(θ)/ ker(θ)2[1] ∼= R[1] as ker θ is generated by a non-zero-divisor.
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For part (3), we give two proofs. We start with a proof by “overkill”: By v-descent, any perfectoid
ring embeds into a product of perfectoid valuation rings: Using the v-descent results of [BS17], one

sees that the functor taking any perfect R[-algebra S to the perfectoid ring S] = W (S) ⊗W (R[) R
defines a v-sheaf. In particular, taking for S a v-cover given as a product of valuation rings, also
S] is a product of valuation rings, into which R embeds. The claim follows as any valuation ring is
a domain, and thus either p-torsionfree or killed by p.

Now we give a more elementary proof. Write R = Ainf(R)/ξ. If x ∈ A[pn], then x lifts to
x̃ ∈ Ainf(R) with pnx̃ ∈ (ξ). It is thus enough to show the following: if f ∈ Ainf(R) and p2f ∈ (ξ),
then pf ∈ (ξ). Assume p2f = gξ for some g ∈ Ainf(R). Write g =

∑
i≥0[gi]p

i and ξ =
∑

i≥0[ai]p
i

for the p-adic expansions of g and ξ with gi, ai ∈ R[. We shall show that g0 = 0 ∈ R[; this will
imply p | g, and hence pf = g

pξ ∈ (ξ) as Ainf(R) is p-torsionfree, as wanted. We can write

gξ = [a0g0] + ([a0g1] + [a1g0])p+ hp2

for some h ∈ Ainf(R) = W (R[). As p2 | gξ, we get

a0g0 = 0 and then a0g1 + a1g0 = 0

in R[. Multiplying the second equation by g0 and using the first equation yields a1g
2
0 = 0 ∈ R[.

But a1 by the choice of ξ in (1), so g2
0 = 0, which implies g0 = 0 as R[ is perfect. �

Note that Ainf(R) = W (R[) carries a natural Frobenius automorphism ϕ. We will also often use

the map θ̃ = θ ◦ ϕ−1 : Ainf(R)→ R, whose kernel is generated by ξ̃ = ϕ(ξ).

4.4. Quasiregular semiperfectoid rings. A basis for the topology of QSyn is given by the
quasiregular semiperfectoid rings, defined as follows.

Definition 4.19. A ring S is quasiregular semiperfectoid if:

(1) The ring S is quasisyntomic, i.e. S ∈ QSyn.
(2) There exists a map R→ S with R perfectoid.
(3) The Frobenius of S/pS is surjective, i.e. S/pS is semiperfect.

Write QRSPerfd for the category of quasiregular semiperfectoid rings. We equip QRSPerfd with
the topology determined by quasisyntomic covers.

Remark 4.20. For S ∈ QRSPerfd, condition (3) in the definition ensures that Ω1
(S/pS)/Fp = 0, and

thus LS/R⊗L
SS/pS ∈ D≤−1(S/pS) for any map R→ S. This observation shall be used often in the

sequel. Moreover, it implies that LS/Zp has p-complete Tor amplitude concentrated in degree −1.

Remark 4.21. Conditions (2) and (3) can be replaced by the condition that there exists a surjective

map R → S from a perfectoid ring R. This is clearly sufficient; conversely, R⊗̂ZpW (S[) is a

perfectoid ring surjecting onto S, where S[ is the inverse limit perfection of S/pS.

Remark 4.22. In Definition 4.19, condition (2) is not implied by the other conditions. For example,
the ring Zp itself satisfies (1) and (3) but not (2).

Example 4.23. Any perfectoid ring R lies in QRSPerfd. Indeed, conditions (2) and (3) in Defini-
tion 4.19 are automatic. For (1), use Proposition 4.18.

Lemma 4.24. Fix a p-complete ring S with bounded p∞-torsion such that S/pS is semiperfect.
Then S is quasiregular semiperfectoid if and only if there exists a map R → S with R perfectoid
such that LS/R ∈ D(S) has p-complete Tor amplitude concentrated in degree −1. In this case, the
latter condition holds true for every map R→ S with R perfectoid.
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In particular, a ring S is quasiregular semiperfectoid if and only if it is p-complete with bounded
p∞-torsion and can be written as the quotient S = R/I of a perfectoid ring R by a “p-completely
quasiregular” ideal I (i.e. LS/R has p-complete Tor amplitude concentrated in degree −1); in that
case, whenever S = R/I for some perfectoid ring R, the ideal I is p-completely quasiregular.

Proof. Assume that there exists a map R → S with R perfectoid such that LS/R ∈ D(S) has p-
complete Tor amplitude concentrated in degree −1. Then the transitivity triangle for Zp → R→ S
and Example 4.23 ensure that LS/Zp ∈ D(S) also has p-complete Tor amplitude concentrated in
degree −1, whence S is quasisyntomic, and thus satisfies Definition 4.19.

Conversely, assume that S is quasiregular semiperfectoid. Fix a map R→ S with R perfectoid.
We shall show that LS/R ∈ D(S) has p-complete Tor amplitude concentrated in degree −1. The
transitivity triangle for Zp → R→ S, base changed to S/pS, gives

LR/Zp⊗
L
RS/pS

αS−−→ LS/Zp⊗
L
SS/pS → LS/R⊗L

SS/pS.

As the first two terms have Tor amplitude concentrated in degree −1 (by Example 4.23 and the
assumption S ∈ QRSPerfd), it is sufficient to show that the map βS := π1(αS) of flat S/pS-modules
is pure (i.e., injective after tensoring with any discrete S/pS-module). We shall use the following
criterion:

Lemma 4.25. Let A be a commutative ring. Fix a map β : F → N of A-modules with F finite
free and N flat. Assume that β ⊗A k is injective for every field k. Then β is pure.

Proof. Write N as filtered colimit colimiNi with Ni finite free (by Lazard’s theorem). By finite
presentation of F , we may choose a map βi : F → Ni factoring β. For j ≥ i, write βj : F → Nj for
the resulting map that also factors β. The assumption on β trivially implies that βj ⊗A k is also
injective for every residue field k of A and all j ≥ i. But then βj must be split injective for j ≥ i
as both F and Nj are finite free. The claim follows as filtered colimits of split injective maps are
pure. �

As the p-completion of LR/Zp coincides with ker(θR)/ ker(θ2
R)[1] ∼= R[1] (cf. Example 4.23), βS

can be viewed as the map

ker(θR)/ ker(θR)2 ⊗R S/pS
βS−→ π1(LS/Zp⊗

L
SS/pS)

of S/pS-modules. Note that the source of this map is a free S/pS-module whose formation com-
mutes with base change in S, and the target is flat over S/pS. By the above lemma, it is enough
to show that βS ⊗ k is injective for all perfect fields k under S/pS. But βS ⊗ k factors βk by
functoriality, and βk is an isomorphism (as αk is so for any perfectoid ring k by [BMS16, Lemma
3.14]). This gives injectivity for βS ⊗ k, as wanted. �

Lemma 4.26. The category QRSPerfdop forms a site.

Proof. The only nontrivial assertion is the existence of pushouts of covers. Fix a diagram C ←
A → B in QRSPerfd with A → B be a quasisyntomic cover. Let D := B⊗̂AC be the pushout in
p-complete rings. Lemma 4.15 implies that C → D is a quasisyntomic cover. It is then enough
to check that D ∈ QRSPerfd. Lemma 4.15 implies that D has bounded p∞-torsion as the same
holds for C. It is also clear that D receives a map from a perfectoid ring. Finally, the formula
D/pD = B/pB ⊗A/pA C/pC shows that the Frobenius is surjective on D/pD as the same holds
true for B/pB and C/pC. �

Lemma 4.27. A p-complete ring A lies in QSyn exactly when there exists a quasisyntomic cover
A→ S with S ∈ QRSPerfd.
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Proof. If there exists a quasisyntomic cover A → S with S ∈ QRSPerfd, then A ∈ QSyn by
Lemma 4.14.

Converely, assume A ∈ QSyn. Choose a free p-complete algebra F = ̂Zp[{xi}i∈I ] on a set I
with a surjection F → A. Let F → F∞ be the quasisyntomic cover obtained by formally adjoining
p-power roots of {p}t {xi}i∈I in the p-complete sense, so F∞ is perfectoid. Set A→ S be the base
change of F → F∞ along F → A in the p-complete sense; we shall check that A → S solves the
problem. By Lemma 4.15, A → S is a quasisyntomic cover and thus S ∈ QSyn by Lemma 4.14.
To finish proving S ∈ QRSPerfd, it is now enough to observe that the ring F∞ is perfectoid, and
the map F∞ → S is surjective. �

Remark 4.28. The construction of the cover A → S in the second paragraph of the proof of
Lemma 4.27 shows a bit more: the map A/pA → S/pS displays S/pS as a free A/pA-module,
and L(S/pS)/(A/pA)[−1] is a free S/pS-module (as the analogous assertions are true for F → F∞).
Moreover, the ring S ∈ QRSPerfd receives a map from a p-torsionfree perfectoid ring.

Lemma 4.29. Let A→ S be a quasisyntomic cover in QSyn with S ∈ QRSPerfd. Then all terms
of the Cech nerve S• lie in QRSPerfd.

Proof. Each term Si is a quasisyntomic cover of S. In particular, each Si has bounded p∞-torsion
by Lemma 4.15 and receives a map from a perfectoid ring (as S does). As Si/pSi is a quotient of

(S/pS)⊗Fp (i+1), its Frobenius is surjective. �

Proposition 4.30. Restriction along u : QRSPerfdop → QSynop induces an equivalence

ShvC(QSynop) ' ShvC(QRSPerfdop)

for any presentable ∞-category C.

Denote the inverse ShvC(QRSPerfdop) → ShvC(QSynop) by F 7→ Fi; we shall call Fi the
unfolding of F . Explicitly, given A ∈ QSyn, one computes Fi(A) as the totalization of F (S•)
where S• is chosen as in Lemma 4.29.

Proof. It is enough to see that the corresponding ∞-topoi Shv(QRSPerfdop) and Shv(QSynop) are
equivalent (corresponding to the case where C is the ∞-category of spaces); both sides are equiv-
alent to the contravariant functors from the corresponding ∞-topos to C taking colimits to limits
by [Lur18b, Proposition 1.3.17]. We define an inverse functor Shv(QRSPerfdop) → Shv(QSynop)
as follows. There is a functor QSynop → Shv(QRSPerfdop) sending any A ∈ QSynop to the
sheaf hA it represents on QRSPerfdop. This functors takes covers to effective epimorphisms (as
pullbacks of quasisyntomic maps are quasisyntomic, and can be covered by quasiregular semiper-
fectoids), and preserves their Cech nerves. This implies that for any F ∈ Shv(QRSPerfdop),
the presheaf A 7→ HomShv(QRSPerfdop)(hA, F ) defines a sheaf on QSynop, defining the desired

functor Shv(QRSPerfdop) → Shv(QSynop). It is clear that the composite Shv(QRSPerfdop) →
Shv(QSynop)→ Shv(QRSPerfdop) is the identity. In the other direction, the composite

Shv(QSynop)→ Shv(QRSPerfdop)→ Shv(QSynop)

is the identity by using the previous lemma: For any F ∈ Shv(QSynop) and A ∈ QSynop, we have
to show that

F (A) = HomShv(QRSPerfdop)(hA, F |QRSPerfdop) ,

noting that there is a natural map from left to right. But hA is the colimit of the Cech nerve hS•
as in the previous lemma, and thus

HomShv(QRSPerfdop)(hA, F |QRSPerfdop) = lim HomShv(QRSPerfdop)(hS• , F |QRSPerfdop)

= limF (S•) = F (A) ,

as desired. �
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Remark 4.31. We shall often use Proposition 4.30 for the filtered derived category C = D̂F (R),
which we will be recalled in §5.1 (and which the reader should consult for the ensuing notation).
Therefore we remark that the unfolding process is compatible with the evaluation and associated
graded functors for such sheaves, i.e., if F ∈ Shv

D̂F (R)
(QRSPerfd) unfolds to Fi, then Fi(i) =

F (i)i and gri(Fi) = (griF )i. In particular, if F corresponds to an N-filtered object (i.e., gri = 0
for i < 0), then passage to the underlying non-filtered sheaf is also compatible with unfolding, i.e.,
Fi(−∞) = F (−∞)i as they both coincide with F (0)i by the previous observations.

4.5. Variants. In applications, we shall often need to restrict attention to smaller subcategories
of QSyn and QRSPerfd which are still related by an analog of Proposition 4.30; in particular, we
will often fix a base ring.

Variant 4.32 (Slice categories, I). Fix a ring A. We can consider the category QSynA of maps
A → B with B ∈ QSyn as well as the full subcategory QRSPerfdA ⊂ QSynA spanned by maps
A → S with S ∈ QRSPerfd. One can then check that the analogs of Lemma 4.26, Lemma 4.16,
Lemma 4.27 and Proposition 4.30 hold true for these categories. The following lemma is quite
useful in working in these categories in practice:

Lemma 4.33. Assume A is perfectoid or A = Zp. For any B ∈ QSynA, the complex LB/A ∈
D(B) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [−1, 0]. Hence, the p-adic completion of ∧iLB/A[−i] lies in

D≥0(B).

Proof. Let us explain the assertion about the cotangent complex first. If A = Zp, this is true
by definition, so assume that A is perfectoid. Choose a quasisyntomic cover B → S with S ∈
QRSPerfd. By Lemma 4.24, we know that LS/A ∈ D(C) has p-complete Tor amplitude concentrated
in degree −1. The transitivity triangle for A → B → S and the quasisyntomicity of B → S then
shows that LB/A⊗L

BS ∈ D(S) has p-complete Tor amplitude in [−1, 1], and thus in [−1, 0] by
connectivity. We conclude using p-complete faithful flatness of B → S.

For exterior powers: it follows formally from the previous paragraph (and the corresponding
statement over B/pB) that ∧iBLB/A has p-complete Tor amplitude in [−i, 0]. The claim now
follows from Lemma 4.6. �

Variant 4.34 (Slice categories, II). There is another variant of the slice category. Fix a quasisyn-
tomic ring A. We consider the category qSynA of quasisyntomic A-algebras, with the quasisyntomic
topology. Again, it has a full subcategory qrsPerfdA ⊂ qSynA, and the previous results including
Proposition 4.30 stay true. In fact, all statements about covers of A in QSyn or QRSPerfd are
immediately statements about covers in qSynA and qrsPerfdA.

For a map A→ B of quasisyntomic rings, there is an associated functor qSynA → qSynB sending
C to C⊗̂AB. It is however not clear that this induces a morphism of topoi, as our sites do not have
finite limits. For this reason, we prefer to work in big sites like QSyn or QSynA to get functoriality
of our constructions in the algebras.

Variant 4.35 (Restricting to topologically free objects over OC). In this variant, we specialize
to working over OC where C is a perfectoid field of characteristic 0, and explain an analog of the
preceding theory where, roughly, all instances of “flat” are replaced by “projective”; this will be
used in the proof of Theorem 9.6. Define a map A→ B of p-complete and p-torsionfree rings to be
a proj-quasisyntomic map (resp. cover) if the following properties hold:

(1) B/p is a projective (resp. projective and faithfully flat) A/p-module.
(2) L(B/p)/(A/p) ∈ D(B/p) has projective amplitude8 in [−1, 0].

8A complex K over a commutative ring R has projective amplitude in [a, b] if it can be represented by a complex of
projective modules located in degrees a, ..., b. This is equivalent to requiring that ExtiR(K,N) = 0 for any R-module
N whenever i /∈ [−b,−a]; see [Sta18, Tag 05AM] for more.
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Let qSynproj
OC ⊂ qSynOC be the full subcategory spanned by proj-quasisyntomic OC-algebras. Let

qrsPerfdproj
OC := qSynproj

OC ∩ QRSPerfdOC , so L(S/p)/(OC/p)[−1] is a projective S/p-module for S ∈
qrsPerfdproj

OC . Note that p-adic completions of smooth OC-algebras lie in qSynproj
OC : the condition on

cotangent complexes is clear, and any finitely presented flat OC/p-algebra is free9.

We equip (the opposites of) qSynproj
OC and qrsPerfdproj

OC with the topology determined by proj-

quasisyntomic covers. It is easy to see that proj-quasisyntomic maps (resp. covers) are stable under
base change and composition, which gives analogs of Lemma 4.26 and Lemma 4.16. Remark 4.28

then ensures that objects in qSynproj,op
OC can be covered by those in qrsPerfdproj,op

OC , giving an analog
of Lemma 4.27. It is then easy to see that the analog of Proposition 4.30 holds true for these
categories.

9Write OC/p as a direct limit of artinian local rings Ri ⊂ OC/p. Then any finitely presented flat OC/p-algebra A
descends to a finitely presented flat Ri-algebra Ai for some i� 0. As flat modules over artinian local rings are free,
Ai is free over Ri, and hence A is free over OC/p.
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5. Negative cyclic homology and de Rham cohomology

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.17. As this theorem concerns the existence of
filtrations on objects of the derived category, we start with some reminders about the filtered derived
category in §5.1; the main results here are the existence of a Beilinson t-structure (Theorem 5.4) and
the interaction of this t-structure with the Berthelot-Ogus-Deligne Lη-functor (Proposition 5.7).
With this language in place, we study some important examples of sheaves on the quasisyntomic
site (such as de Rham complexes or negative cyclic homology) in §5.2 and prove Theorem 1.17.

5.1. Recollections on the filtered derived category. Recall the following notion, where Zop

is the category whose objects are the integers n ∈ Z, and there is at most one map n→ m, which
exists precisely when n ≥ m.

Definition 5.1 (Filtered derived category). For any E∞-ring R, write

DF (R) := Fun(Zop, D(R))

for the filtered derived category of R; write DF = DF (S). We view these as symmetric monoidal
presentable stable ∞-categories via the Day convolution symmetric monoidal structure, cf. [GP16].
Recall that this means that, for F,G ∈ DF (R), one has

(F⊗L
RG)(i) = colim

j+k≥i
F (j)⊗L

RG(k) .

Given F ∈ DF (R), we call F (−∞) := colimi F (i) the underlying spectrum with F (i) → F (−∞)
specifying the i-th filtration level. Such an F is called complete if F (∞) := limi F (i) vanishes; in

this case, we have F (−∞) ' limi F (−∞)/F (i). Write D̂F (R) ⊂ DF (R) for the complete filtered
derived category, i.e., the full subcategory spanned by complete objects.

For F ∈ DF (R), write gri(F ) = F (i)/F (i − 1). We shall often denote F ∈ D̂F (R) as
(F (−∞), F (?)) or simply F (?); the former notation reflects the intuition that F gives a com-
plete descending Z-indexed filtration F (?) on the underlying spectrum F (−∞), and will typically
be used only in the N-indexed case (i.e., when griF = 0 all i < 0, whence F (0) ' F (−∞)).

Lemma 5.2. With notation as above:

(1) The collection of functors given by {gri(−)}i∈Z and F 7→ F (∞) is conservative on DF (R).

On the subcategory D̂F (R), the collection {gri(−)}i∈Z is already conservative.

(2) The inclusion D̂F (R) ⊂ DF (R) has a left-adjoint F 7→ F̂ called completion. Explicitly,

this is given by the formula F̂ (i) = F (i)/F (∞) for all i. The completion functor commutes
with the associated graded functors gri(−).

(3) Both DF (R) and D̂F (R) have all limits and colimits. The evaluation functors F 7→ F (i)
and the associated graded functors gri(−) commute with all limits and colimits in DF (R).

The associated graded functors gri(−) commute with all limits and colimits in D̂F (R).

(4) There is a unique symmetric monoidal structure on D̂F (R) compatible with the one on
DF (R) under the completion map.

(5) For F,G ∈ DF (R) or F,G ∈ D̂F (R), we have a functorial isomorphism grn(F⊗L
RG) '

⊕i+j=ngri(F )⊗L
Rgrj(G).

Proof. See the first 8 pages of [GP16]. �

The next results of this section are an elaboration of [Bei87, Appendix A]. From now on, assume
that R is connective. We begin by recalling that DF (R) supports a natural t-structure.
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Definition 5.3. Let DF≤0(R) ⊂ DF (R) be the full subcategory spanned those F ’s with gri(F ) ∈
D≤i(R) for all i; dually, DF≥0(R) ⊂ DF (R) is the full subcategory spanned by those F ’s with
F (i) ∈ D≥i(R) for all i. We shall refer to the pair (DF≤0(R), DF≥0(R)) as the Beilinson t-
structure on DF (R); this name is justified by Theorem 5.4 below.

The Beilinson t-structure is not left-complete: the∞-connected objects of DF (R) (i.e., objects in
∩iDF≤−i(R)) are exactly those F ’s with gri(F ) = 0 for all i, i.e., constant diagrams. In particular,
no complete objects are ∞-connected. The next result summarizes the existence of this t-structure
and describes the truncation and homology functors:

Theorem 5.4 (Beilinson). With notation as above.

(1) The Beilinson t-structure (DF≤0(R), DF≥0(R)) is a t-structure on DF (R). This t-structure
is compatible with the symmetric monoidal structure, i.e., DF≤0(R) ⊂ DF (R) is a sym-
metric monoidal subcategory.

(2) If τ≤0
B denotes the connective cover functor for the t-structure from (1), then there is a

natural isomorphism gri ◦ τ≤0
B (−) ' τ≤i ◦ gri(−).

(3) Assume R is discrete, i.e. πiR = 0 for i 6= 0. The heart DF (R)♥ := DF≤0(R) ∩DF≥0(R)
is equivalent to the abelian category Ch(R) of chain complexes of R-modules via the fol-
lowing recipe: given F ∈ DF (R), its 0-th cohomology H0

B(F ) in the Beilinson t-structure
corresponds to the chain complex (gr•(F )[•], d) where d is induced as the boundary map for
the standard triangle

gri+1(F ) := F (i+ 1)/F (i+ 2)→ F (i)/F (i+ 2)→ gri(F ) := F (i)/F (i+ 1)

by shifting. The resulting functor H0
B : DF≤0(R) → DF (R)♥ ' Ch(R) is symmetric

monoidal with respect to the standard symmetric monoidal structure on the category of
chain complexes.

Proof. (1) Let us explain why we get a t-structure. As each D≤i(R) ⊂ D(R) is stable under
colimits, and because each gri(−) commutes with colimits, DF≤0(R) ⊂ DF (R) is also closed under
colimits. Thus, by presentability, there is a functor R : DF (R) → DF≤0(R) that is right adjoint
to the inclusion. For any Y ∈ DF (R), this gives an exact triangle

R(Y )→ Y → Q(Y )

defining Q(Y ). We must check that Q(Y ) ∈ DF>0(R), i.e., Q(Y )(i) ∈ D>i(R) or equivalently
that Map(X,Q(Y )(i)) = 0 if X ∈ D≤i(R). The functor F 7→ F (i) has a left-adjoint Li such
that Li(X)(j) equals 0 if j > i and equals X if j ≤ i (with all transition maps being the iden-
tity). In particular, we have gri(Li(X)) = X and grj(Li(X)) = 0 for j 6= i. Thus, if X ∈ D≤i,
then Li(X) ∈ DF≤0(R). By adjointness, we have an identification MapDF (R)(Li(X), Q(Y )) =

MapD(R)(X,Q(Y )(i)), so it is enough to show that each map η : Li(X) → Q(Y ) is nullhomotopic

if X ∈ D≤i(R). Pulling back the preceding fiber sequence along η gives a map of fiber sequences

R(Y ) // F //

��

Li(X)

η

��
R(Y ) // Y // Q(Y ).

As X ∈ D≤i(R), we have Li(X) ∈ DF≤0(R). Also, R(Y ) ∈ DF≤0(R) by construction. Stability
of DF≤0(R) under extensions shows that F ∈ DF≤0(R). But then by the defining property of
R(Y ) → Y , the map F → Y above factors uniquely over R(Y ) → Y . As the left vertical map
is identity, this implies that F splits uniquely as R(Y ) ⊕ Li(X), and thus the first fiber sequence
above is split (i.e., has 0 boundary map). On the other hand, since F → Y factors over R(Y ), it
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follows that η factors over the boundary Li(X) → R(Y )[1]; as we just explained that the latter is
0, we must also have η = 0, as wanted.

The assertion about symmetric monoidal structures follows from Lemma 5.2 (5).

(2) We shall use the following fact: any exact and t-exact functor between stable ∞-categories
equipped with t-structures commutes with the truncation functors associated to the t-structures.
Now for each i ∈ Z, by definition of the t-structure, the exact functor gri : DF (R) → D(R)
is t-exact if DF (R) is equipped with the Beilinson t-structure (DF≤0(R), DF≥0(R)) and D(R) is
equipped with the shift (D≤i(R), D≥i(R)) of the usual t-structure. The desired formula now follows
immediately from the previous quoted fact about stable ∞-categories with t-structures.

(3) The heart comprises those F with gri(F ) ∈ D≤i(R) and F (i) ∈ D≥i(R). It is easy to see
that this forces the following:

(a) gri(F ) is concentrated in cohomological degree i.
(b) F is complete.

Conversely, any F satisfying these conditions necessarily lies in the heart: it is clear that F ∈
DF≤0(R) by (a), and the inclusion F ∈ DF≥0(R) follows from the formula F (i) = limj≥i F (i)/F (j)
(by (b)), the hypothesis that grj(F ) ∈ D≥i(R) for j ≥ i (by (a)), and the stability of D≥i(R) ⊂
D(R) under limits. In particular, there is a natural functor G : Ch(R) → DF (R)♥ given by
G(K•)(i) = K≥i and obvious transition maps; this functor is exact. We shall check that G is fully
faithful and essentially surjective by first handling the bounded case, then the bounded above case
(by passage to filtered direct limits along the stupid truncation), and then the general case (by
passage to cofiltered inverse limits along the stupid truncation).

Let us first check the result in the bounded case. Write Chb(R) ⊂ Ch(R) for the full subcategory
of bounded chain complexes; this is an abelian subcategory. Similarly, write DF (R)♥,b ⊂ DF (R)♥

for the full subcategory spanned by bounded filtrations, i.e., those F ’s with gri(F ) = 0 for |i| � 0. It

is clear that G restricts to a functor Gb : Chb(R)→ DF (R)♥,b. It is proven in [BBD82, Proposition
3.1.8] (see also [Bei87, Proposition A.5]) that Gb is an equivalence. As the definitions in [BBD82]

and here are not obviously the same, we briefly sketch a proof. Note that every K• ∈ Chb(R) admits
a functorial finite filtration with graded pieces of the form M [−i], where M is an R-module, i is
an integer, and as usual M [−i] indicates the R-complex given by M concentrated in cohomological
degree i. Similarly, any F ∈ DF (R)♥,b admits a functorial finite filtration with graded pieces of the
form Li(M [−i]), where Li is the functor from (1), M is an R-module, and i is an integer. Moreover,
these pieces match up: for an R-module and an integer i, we have G(M [−i]) = Li(M [−i]), as one
readily checks by unwinding definitions. By Lemma 5.6, it is enough to show the following: for
R-modules M and N and integers i and j, the functor G induces isomorphisms

ExtaCh(R)(M [−i], N [−j]) ∼= ExtaDF (R)(Li(M [−i]), Lj(N [−j])).

Using the definition of Li as a left-adjoint as well as the explicit definition of Lj , one computes

that ExtaDF (R)(Li(M [−i]), Lj(N [−j])) vanishes if i > j and equals Exta−i+jR (M,N) if i ≤ j. On

the other hand, by twisting, the left side above identifies with ExtaCh(R)(M,N [i − j]). The claim

now follows from Proposition 5.5 applied with c = i− j.
Let us now extend the result to complexes that are bounded above. Let Ch−(R) ⊂ Ch(R)

be the full subcategory of bounded above complexes K• (i.e., Ki = 0 for i � 0). Any such
K• can be written functorially as the filtered colimit colimiK

≥−i of bounded complexes. Here
K≥−i → K• is the displayed truncation of K•, and can be viewed as the universal object in Ch(R)
mapping to K which vanishes in degrees < −i. Similarly, write DF (R)♥,− ⊂ DF (R)♥ for the
full subcategory spanned by those F which are bounded above (i.e., gri(F ) = 0 for i � 0). Any
such F can be written functorially as the filtered colimit colimi F

≥−i of bounded filtrations. Here
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F≥−i ∈ DF (R)♥,b is defined by F≥−i(j) = F (j) if j ≥ −i and F (j) = F (−i) if j ≤ −i, and has
a similarly universal property to the one for K≥−i. One then checks by reduction to the bounded
case (and using that G : Ch(R) → DF (R)♥ commutes with filtered colimits) that G induces an
equivalence Ch−(R) ' DF (R)♥,− on bounded above objects.

Finally, we handle the general case. AnyK• ∈ Ch(R) can be written functorially as the N-indexed
inverse limit limiK

≤i of bounded above complexes; here K• → K≤i is the displayed truncation of
K, and is the universal map from K• into a complex that vanishes in degrees > i. Note that the
N-indexed diagram {K≤i} is essentially constant in each degree j. Similarly, any F ∈ DF (R)♥

can be written as the N-indexed inverse limit limi F
≤i of bounded above filtrations. Here F≤i is

defined by F≤i(j) is 0 if j > i and F≤i(j) = F (j)/F (i + 1) for j ≤ i, and the map F → F≤i is
the universal map from F into an object G of DF (R)♥ with grj(G) = 0 for j > i. Note that the
N-indexed diagram {F≤i} is essentially constant on applying grj for each j. One then checks by
reduction to the bounded above case (and using that G carries the N-indexed limit diagrams in
Ch(R) which are essentially constant in each degree to N-indexed limit diagrams in DF (R)♥ that
are essentially constant after applying each grj) that G induces an equivalence Ch(R) ' DF (R)♥

of abelian categories.
The final statement follows from Lemma 5.2 (5). �

The proof above used the following description of Ext-groups in the abelian category of chain
complexes of R-modules.

Proposition 5.5. Let R be a commutative ring. For an integer c, write K• 7→ K[c]• for the “shift to
the left by c” autoequivalence of the abelian category Ch(R) of chain complexes, i.e., K[c]i = Ki+c.
Then for R-modules M and N regarded as complexes with trivial differential, ExtiCh(R)(M,N [c]) = 0

for all i ∈ Z if c > 0, and identifies with Exti−cR (M,N) if c ≤ 0.

Proof. We work in the abelian category of Z-graded R-modules. For a graded R-module K•, write
K•{c} for the “shift to the left by c” autoequivalence of graded R-modules, i.e., (K•{c})i = Ki+c.
Write S for the graded ring R[ε]/(ε2) where ε has degree 1, so S = R⊕R{−1} as a graded R-module.
Then Ch(R) can be thought of as the abelian category of graded S-modules in the abelian category
of graded R-modules: restriction of scalars along R → S gives the underlying graded R-module,
while the action of ε ∈ R yields the differential. Under this correspondence, the twisting notations
are compatible. Thus, we must compute ExtiS,gr(M,N{c}) for R-modules M and N (regarded
as graded S-modules placed in degree 0 with ε acting as 0). We shall use the standard infinite
resolution(

...→ S{−i} ⊗RM → S{−(i− 1)} ⊗RM → ..→ S{−1} ⊗RM → S ⊗RM
)
∼→M

of graded S-modules, where all the transition maps are induced by multiplication by ε. Applying
RHomS,gr(−, N) to this resolution and noting that RHomR(M,N{i}) = 0 for i 6= 0 for grading
reasons, we learn that RHomS,gr(M,N{c}) vanishes if c > 0, and equals RHomR(M,N)[c] if c ≤ 0,
as wanted. �

The following lemma was also used above.

Lemma 5.6. Let G : A → B be an exact functor between abelian categories. Assume that there
exists a collection S ⊂ A of objects of A with the following properties:

(1) Each object of A admits a finite filtration with graded pieces in S.
(2) Each object of B admits a finite filtration with graded pieces in G(S).
(3) For X,Y ∈ S, the functor G induces bijections Ext∗A(X,Y ) ∼= Ext∗B(G(X), G(Y )).

Then G is an equivalence.
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Proof. Let us first show that if X ∈ S, then Ext∗A(X,Z) ∼= Ext∗B(G(X), G(Z)) for all Z ∈ A. This
holds true for Z ∈ S by assumption. Applying (1) and the 5-lemma using (3) then implies the claim
for all Z. Next, holding Z fixed but letting X vary through all of A and repeating the previous
argument gives Ext∗A(W,Z) ∼= Ext∗B(G(W ), G(Z)) for all W,Z ∈ A. In particular, we have shown
full faithfulness. Essential surjectivity follows from (2) by induction on the length of the filtration
using the statement about Ext1-groups just proven to facilitate the induction. �

Theorem 5.4 (3) is somewhat surprising at first glance: it extracts an honest chain complex out
from a construction involving derived categories, thus implementing a “strictification” procedure.
Another such construction is the Berthelot-Ogus-Deligne Lη-functor that played a central role in
[BMS16] (see Proposition 6.12 in op.cit. for an explicit example of the “strictification” implemented
by Lη). We now explain why the latter is a special case of the former by explaining a description
of the Lη-functor in terms of filtered derived categories. This result is crucial to the sequel and will
be used in particular in Corollary 7.10.

Proposition 5.7. Let R be a ring, and let I ⊂ R be an ideal defining a Cartier divisor. Fix
K ∈ D(R). Let I? ⊗K ∈ DF (R) be the I-adic filtration on K, i.e., the i-th level of the filtration

is Ii ⊗R K with obvious maps. Then LηIK identifies with the R-complex underlying τ≤0
B (I? ⊗K).

Proof. Choose a complex K• representing K such that each Ki is I-torsion-free. Then we have an
evident filtered complex (I?K•) representing I? ⊗K ∈ DF (R). By definition, ηIK

• ⊂ K•[1/I] is
the subcomplex with (ηIK

•)n = {x ∈ InKn | dx ∈ In+1Kn+1}.
Define a filtration G?,• on ηIK

• via Gi,• = IiK•∩ηIK• as subcomplexes of K•[1/I]. Then there
is an evident inclusion

β̃ : G?,• → I?K•

of filtered complexes, and hence a map

β : G? → I?K

in DF (R). We shall check that this map is a connective cover map for the Beilinson-t-structure,
which will prove the proposition.

To check this, we need to check that griβ : griG? → griI?K identifies the source with τ≤i of the
target, and that β(∞) is an equivalence. Note that β(∞) is an equivalence as in any given degree
n, the map Gi,• → IiK• is an isomorphism in degrees i > n.

On the other hand, by construction the map of complexes griG?,• → griI?K• is injective, and the
inclusions In+1Kn ⊂ (ηIK

•)n ⊂ InKn imply that is an isomorphism for n < i and the left-hand
side is zero for n > i. It remains to see that in degree i, the image is precisely the set of cocycles.
But this follows from the exact definition of ηIK

•. �

Remark 5.8. The interpretation of LηI coming from Proposition 5.7 gives a concrete measure of
the failure of LηI to preserve exact triangles: if K → L → M is an exact triangle in D(R), then
the induced sequence on applying LηI is an exact triangle if the boundary map H0

B(M)→ H1
B(K)

is the 0 map. Via Theorem 5.4 (3), the latter is equivalent to requiring that the boundary map
H i(M⊗L

RR/I)→ H i+1(K⊗L
RR/I) be the zero map for all i.

Corollary 5.9. With notation from Proposition 5.7, the functor LηI : D(R) → D(R) of ∞-
categories has a natural structure as a lax symmetric monoidal functor. In particular, it takes
E∞-R-algebras to E∞-R-algebras.

Proof. By the previous proposition, the functor LηI can be written as a composite of the following
three functors:

(1) The functor K 7→ I?⊗L
RK : D(R)→ DF (R).

(2) The connective cover functor τ≤0
B : DF (R)→ DF (R).
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(3) The functor F 7→ F (∞) : DF (R)→ D(R).

It is a general fact that the connective cover functor is lax symmetric monoidal. In fact, a right
adjoint to a symmetric monoidal functor is always lax symmetric monoidal by [Lur18a, Corollary

7.3.2.7], and τ≤0
B : DF (R) → DF≤0(R) is right adjoint to the symmetric monoidal inclusion

DF≤0(R) ⊂ DF (R).
The functor F 7→ F (−∞) : DF (R)→ D(R) is symmetric monoidal; for this, note that

(F⊗L
RG)(−∞) = colim

i→−∞
colim
j+k≥i

F (j)⊗L
RG(k) = colim

j,k→−∞
F (j)⊗L

RG(k)

= colim
j→−∞

F (j)⊗L
R colim
k→−∞

G(k) = F (−∞)⊗L
RG(−∞) .

Finally, the functor K 7→ I?⊗L
RK can be written as the composite of the symmetric monoidal

functor K 7→ L0(K) (from the proof of Theorem 5.4) and the functor F 7→ I?⊗L
RF that is lax

symmetric monoidal as I? ∈ DF (R) has a natural structure as E∞-algebra in DF (R). In fact, I?

has a strict commutative ring structure on the level of filtered R-modules (thus, of filtered chain
complexes). �

5.2. De Rham complexes and negative cyclic homology. Now we return to the quasisyn-
tomic site, and fix a base ring R ∈ QSyn. Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.17 relating
negative cyclic homology to de Rham cohomology.

Example 5.10 (Hodge-completed derived de Rham complex). Consider the D̂F (R)-valued pre-

sheaf on QSynop
R determined by the p-adic completion (L̂Ω−/R, L̂Ω

≥?
−/R) of the Hodge-completed

derived de Rham complex. We claim that this is a sheaf. By closure of the sheaf property under

limits and the behaviour of limits in D̂F (R), we are reduced to checking that A 7→ (∧iALA/R)∧p is

a sheaf on QSynop
R for all i, which follows from Theorem 3.1.

Example 5.11 (p-completed derived de Rham complex). Consider the D(R)-valued presheaf on
qSynop

R determined by the p-adic completion of the derived de Rham complex; we will simply
denote this as LΩ−/R and leave the p-adic completion implicit. We claim that this is a sheaf. It is

enough to check that A 7→ LΩA/R⊗L
ZZ/pZ is a sheaf. The conjugate filtration on derived de Rham

cohomology modulo p endows LΩA/R⊗L
ZZ/pZ with a functorial increasing exhaustive N-indexed

filtration with graded pieces ∧iALA/R[−i]⊗L
ZZ/pZ. As any A ∈ qSynR is quasisyntomic over R,

each graded piece, and hence each finite level of the filtration, takes values in D≥−1(R). The claim
now follows as sheaves valued in D≥−1(R) are closed under filtered colimits in the corresponding
presheaf category.

If R is perfectoid or R = Zp, the same discussion applies to the larger site QSynop
R , using

Lemma 4.33.

The next example is a toy example of the key construction of this paper:

Example 5.12 (Recovering Hodge- and p-completed derived de Rham complex from HC−).
We shall need the following result describing the Hochschild homology of quasiregular semiperfec-
toid R-algebras:

Lemma 5.13. Fix S ∈ qrsPerfdR; if R is perfectoid or R = Zp, we allow more generally S ∈
QRSPerfdR.

(1) For each i ≥ 0, the S-complex ∧iSLS/R[−i] is p-completely flat, and in particular its p-
completion is concentrated in degree 0.

(2) We have πoddHH(S/R;Zp) = 0, and there is multiplicative identification of π2iHH(S/R;Zp)
with the p-completion of ∧iLS/R[−i].
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Proof. It suffices to prove part (1): The HKR filtration then implies (2) as the p-completion of
griHKRHH(S/R) ' ∧iSLS/R[i] is concentrated in degree 2i by part (1). Moreover, by stability of
p-completely flat modules under divided powers, it suffices to handle the case i = 1.

If R = Zp and S ∈ QRSPerfdR, then LS/R[−1] is p-completely flat by Remark 4.20. If R is
perfectoid and S ∈ QRSPerfdR, we use Lemma 4.24 for the same conclusion. Finally, if R ∈ QSyn
is general and S ∈ qrsPerfdR, then LS/R has p-complete Tor-amplitude in [−1, 0] but Ω1

S/R = 0, so

LS/R[−1] is p-completely flat. �

In particular, for S ∈ qrsPerfdR, as π∗HH(S/R;Zp) lives only in even degrees, the homotopy
fixed point spectral sequence calculating HC−(S/R;Zp) degenerates to yield a complete descending
multiplicative filtration on π0HC−(S/R;Zp) with the i-th graded piece being the p-completion
of ∧iSLS/R[−i]. By the same reasoning used in Example 5.10, it follows that π0HC−(−/R) is a

D(R)-valued sheaf on qrsPerfdR, and thus unfolds to a sheaf (π0HC−(−/R;Zp))i on qSynR by
Proposition 4.30. Again, if R is perfectoid or R = Zp, the dicussion applies also to QSynR.

Proposition 5.14. The sheaf (π0HC−(−/R;Zp))i on qSynR is canonically identified with the

p-adic completion L̂Ω−/R of the Hodge-completed derived de Rham complex from Example 5.10.

Proof. It is convenient to use filtrations. Thus, for S ∈ qrsPerfdR, viewing π0HC−(S/R;Zp) with

the filtration defined via homotopy fixed point spectral sequence as above gives a D̂F (R)-valued

sheaf F on qrsPerfdR. This unfolds to a D̂F (R)-valued sheaf Fi on qSynR; the underlying sheaf of
complexes coincides with the sheaf (π0HC−(−/R;Zp))i of interest. In the paragraph above, for a
quasismooth R-algebra A, we have identified gri(Fi)(A) with the p-adic completion of Ωi

A/R[−i]; as

R has bounded p∞-torsion, so does A by Lemma 4.15, and hence this graded piece is concentrated

in cohomological degree i by quasismoothness and Lemma 4.7. In particular, Fi(A) ∈ D̂F (R)♥.
As the equivalence in Proposition 4.30 is symmetric monoidal, Theorem 5.4(3) tells us that Fi(A)
is given by a commutative differential graded R-algebra of the form

A→ (Ω1
A/R)∧p → (Ω2

A/R)∧p → · · ·

By checking in the example of A = R̂[x], one concludes that the differential coincides with the
de Rham differential (see [NS17, Lemma IV.4.7] for a similar calculation). In other words, Fi

coincides with L̂Ω−/R on the category of quasismooth R-algebras. Hence, their left Kan extensions

(as functors to D̂F (R)) to all p-complete simplicial commutative R-algebras also coincide. But
these extensions, when restricted to qSynR, agree with the original functors as the same holds
true for the associated graded functors of either functor (as they are given by the p-completions of
∧iL−/R[−i]). The result follows. �

In fact, we can now prove Theorem 1.17.

Proof of Theorem 1.17. We analyze the sheaf (π2nHC−(−/R;Zp))i on qSynR for any n ∈ Z. For
n ≤ 0, periodicity (given by multiplication by the generator of π2nHC−(R/R;Zp) ' R) shows that
it gets identified with (π0HC−(−/R;Zp))i, as desired. For n > 0, the analysis of the previous proof
shows that on quasismooth R-algebras A, it is given by a complex

(Ωn
A/R)∧p → (Ωn+1

A/R)∧p → . . . ,

and one can identify this as a subcomplex of the complex for (π0HC−(−/R;Zp))i via multiplication
by the generator of π−2nHC−(R/R;Zp) ∼= R. By left Kan extension, we get this description in
general.

It remains to see that the filtration is complete and exhaustive. Completeness can be checked
locally on qSynR, and is evident on qrsPerfdR as the Postnikov filtration is complete. To see that it
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is exhaustive, we note that on any homotopy group πiFilnHC−(A/R;Zp), the filtration is eventually
constant and equal to πiHC−(A/R;Zp); indeed, it suffices to take n sufficiently negative so that
i ≥ 2n.

The case of HP is similar, but easier by 2-periodicity. �
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6. THH over perfectoid base rings

The first goal in this section, realized in §6.1, is to analyze the theories THH, TC− and TP
for perfectoid rings, and in particular prove Theorem 1.6. In fact, with little extra effort, we can
also identify THH of a smooth algebra over a perfectoid ring in §6.3, which generalizes a result of
Hesselholt; the key tool here is Theorem 6.7, which explains why the topological theory provides
a 1-parameter deformation of the algebraic theory. The formulation of these theorems in explicit
terms entails making certain choices; one can formulate the results in a more invariant way in the
language of Breuil-Kisin twists, which is discussed in §6.2.

For the rest of this section, fix a perfectoid ring R, and set Ainf = Ainf(R) with the map
θ = θR : Ainf → R.

6.1. THH,TC− and TP for perfectoid rings. Bökstedt calculated π∗THH(Fp) to be a poly-
nomial ring on a degree 2 generator [Bök85a]. Using his result, we can prove the analog for any
perfectoid ring:

Theorem 6.1. The ring π∗THH(R;Zp) = R[u] is a polynomial ring, where u ∈ π2THH(R;Zp) ∼=
π2HH(R;Zp) = ker(θ)/ ker(θ)2 is a generator of ker(θ)/ ker(θ)2.

Proof. We first claim that πiHH(R;Zp) ∼= R if i ≥ 0 is even and = 0 else (however without
identifying the multiplicative structure, which would be a divided power algebra). This follows from
the HKR filtration, as the graded pieces are given by (∧iRLR/Zp)∧p [i] ' R[2i], cf. Proposition 4.18.

In particular, HH(R;Zp) is a pseudocoherent complex of R-modules, i.e. it can be represented
by a complex of finite free R-modules that is bounded to the right (but not to the left). Thus, the
same is true for

THH(R;Zp)⊗THH(Z) Z = HH(R;Zp) ,
where we use Lemma 2.5. By induction using the finiteness in Lemma 2.5, all THH(R;Zp)⊗THH(Z)

τ≤nTHH(Z) are pseudocoherent, which implies that THH(R;Zp) itself is pseudocoherent.
Next, we check that for any map R→ R′ between perfectoid rings the induced map

THH(R;Zp)⊗L
RR
′ → THH(R′;Zp)

is an equivalence. It suffices to check the assertion after tensoring over THH(Z) with Z (as then
by induction it follows for the tensor product over THH(Z) with τ≤nTHH(Z), and one can pass to
the limit). Thus, it suffices to see that

HH(R;Zp)⊗L
RR
′ → HH(R′;Zp)

is an equivalence, which the HKR filtration reduces to (∧iRLR/Zp)∧p⊗L
RR
′ ' (∧iR′LR′/Zp)∧p ; but this

follows from the description (LR/Zp)
∧
p [−1] ' (ker θ)/(ker θ)2 = R ·u, which is compatible with base

change [BMS16, Lemma 3.14].
We know by Bökstedt’s theorem that the theorem holds true for R = Fp, cf. [NS17, Theorem

IV.4.4]. Thus, the base change property implies that it holds if R is of characteristic p.
In general, we argue by induction on i, so assume the result is known in degrees < i. As

then τ<iTHH(R;Zp) is a perfect complex of R-modules, it follows that τ≥iTHH(R;Zp) is still
pseudocoherent, and in particular M = πiTHH(R;Zp) is a finitely generated R-module. Consider
the map

M ′ =

{
R · ui/2 i even ≥ 0,

0 else
→M = πiTHH(R;Zp)

and let R is the direct limit perfection of R/p. Then R → R is surjective, the kernel lies in the
Jacobson radical, and R is a perfect ring of characteristic p. By the base change property and
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freeness of πjTHH(R;Zp) for j < i, we see that

M ⊗R R = πiTHH(R;Zp),

which by the known case of characteristic p is given by M ′ ⊗R R = R · ui/2 (if i is even, or 0 else).
Thus, the map

M ′ ⊗R R→M ⊗R R
is an isomorphism.

In particular, if i is odd, then M ⊗RR = 0, which by Nakayama’s lemma implies that M = 0, as
desired. If i is even, then Nakayama’s lemma implies that M ′ ∼= R→M is surjective. To see that
it is an isomorphism, it suffices to see that the rank of M at all points of SpecR is at least 1, as R
is reduced. All points of characteristic p lie in SpecR ⊂ SpecR, and we know that M ⊗R R ∼= R,
giving the result in that case. On the other hand, rationally we have

M ⊗Z Q = πiTHH(R;Zp)⊗Z Q = πiHH(R;Zp)⊗Z Q ' R⊗Z Q

using THH(Z) ⊗Z Q = Q (Lemma 2.5), showing that the rank of M at characteristic 0 points is
also at least 1. �

Write ϕ : THH(R;Zp)→ THH(R;Zp)tCp for the cyclotomic Frobenius, and ϕhT : TC−(R;Zp)→
TP(R;Zp) ' (THH(R;Zp)tCp)hT for the induced map (using [NS17, Lemma II.4.2]). These fit into
a commutative diagram

TC−(R;Zp)
ϕhT //

can

��

TP(R;Zp)

can

��
THH(R;Zp) ϕ

// THH(R;Zp)tCp

(1)

of E∞-ring spectra, where the vertical maps are the usual ones (cf. also [NS17, Corollary I.4.3] for
the right vertical map).

Proposition 6.2. The square obtained by applying π∗ to the square (1) above is given by

Ainf [u, v]/(uv − ξ)
ϕ−linear

u7→σ, v 7→ϕ(ξ)σ−1

//

θ−linear u7→u, v 7→0

��

Ainf [σ, σ
−1]

θ̃−linear σ 7→σ
��

R[u]
R−linear
u7→σ // R[σ, σ−1].

Here ξ has degree 0 and is a generator of the ideal ker(θ), u and σ have degree 2, while v has
degree −2.

Before embarking on the proof, we note that in addition, we also have the canonical map

TC−(R;Zp)
can−−→ TP(R;Zp). (2)

Proposition 6.3. The map on π∗ obtained from the canonical map in (2) above is given by

Ainf [u, v]/(uv − ξ)
Ainf−linear
u7→ξσ, v 7→σ−1

// Ainf [σ, σ
−1],

where we use the presentations from 6.2.

More precisely, the statement is that generators u, v, σ and ξ can be chosen such that these
descriptions hold true. Now we prove both propositions together.
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Proof. First, we identify F (R) := π0TP(R;Zp). Note that by the Tate spectral sequence, TP(R;Zp)
is concentrated in even degrees, and F (R) has a multiplicative complete descending filtration
FiliF (R) ⊂ F (R) with griF (R) ∼= π2iTHH(R;Zp) ∼= R in degrees i ≥ 0, and = 0 else. In par-
ticular, F (R) → π0THH(R;Zp) = R is a p-adically complete pro-nilpotent thickening. By the
universal property of Ainf [Fon94, §1.2], we get a unique map Ainf → F (R) over R. Moreover, this
sends the ideal ker(θ) into Fil1F (R) = ker(F (R) → R), and thus by multiplicativity ker(θ)i into
FiliF (R). We claim that this induces a graded isomorphism Ainf → F (R). For this, we need to
check that the maps on gri are isomorphisms, i.e. certain maps R→ R are isomorphisms. This can
be checked after base change to perfect fields of characteristic p. As all constructions are functorial
in R, we can therefore assume that R = k is a perfect field of characteristic p. But then there is a
map Fp → k, and using functoriality again, we are reduced to the case of Fp, where it follows from
[NS17, Corollary IV.4.8].

Moreover, the Tate spectral sequence implies that TP(R;Zp) is 2-periodic, so we find an isomor-
phism π∗TP(R;Zp) ∼= Ainf [σ, σ

−1] by choosing a generator σ ∈ π2TP(R;Zp).
Looking at the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence for TC−(R;Zp), which maps to the Tate

spectral sequence via the canonical map, we see again that everything is concentrated in even
degrees, and that generators in degree 2 and −2 multiply to a generator for Fil1F (R) = ker(θ) ⊂
F (R) = Ainf ; thus, we can find an isomorphism π∗TC−(R;Zp) ∼= Ainf [u, v]/(uv − ξ) ⊂ Ainf [σ

±1]
under which v 7→ σ−1 and u 7→ ξσ under the canonical map.

Next, we identify

π0ϕ
hT : π0TC−(R;Zp) = Ainf → π0TP(R;Zp) = Ainf .

For this, we look at the commutative diagram

π0TC−(R;Zp) //

��

π0TP(R;Zp)

��

// π0R
tT = R

��
R π0THH(R;Zp) // π0THH(R;Zp)tCp // π0R

tCp = R/p .

By [NS17, Corollary IV.2.4], the lower composite is given by the Frobenius map x 7→ xp. The left
vertical map is given by θ : Ainf → R by construction. The right upper horizontal map is also
θ : Ainf → R, and the right-most vertical map is the canonical reduction map R→ R/p. It follows
that the map f = π0ϕ

hT makes the diagram

Ainf
f //

θ
��

Ainf

θ
��

R ϕ
// R/p

commute. As Ainf is the universal p-adically complete pro-nilpotent thickening of R/p, this shows
that f must be the Frobenius map ϕ.

Now we claim that the map

π2ϕ
hT : π2TC−(R;Zp) = Ainf · u→ π2TP(R;Zp) = Ainf · σ

is an isomorphism. Again, this can be checked after replacing R by a perfect field, and then by Fp,
where it follows from [NS17, Proposition IV.4.9]. In particular, u maps to ασ for some unit α ∈ Ainf .
Replacing ξ by ϕ−1(α)ξ, we can then arrange that u maps to σ on the nose. By multiplicativity, it
follows that v maps to ϕ(ξ)σ−1.
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It remains to get the description of THH(R;Zp)tCp . We have a commutative diagram of rings

Ainf [u, v]/(uv − ξ)
ϕ−linear

u7→σ, v 7→ϕ(ξ)σ−1

//

θ−linear u7→u, v 7→0

��

Ainf [σ, σ
−1]

��
R[u] // π∗THH(R;Zp)tCp .

As v 7→ 0 on the left (for degree reasons), this induces a natural map

Ainf [σ, σ
−1]/ϕ(ξ)σ−1 = R[σ, σ−1]→ π∗THH(R;Zp)tCp ,

which is θ̃-linear. It remains to see that this is an isomorphism. For this, it is enough to see that
the natural map of E∞-ring spectra

TP(R;Zp)⊗TC−(R;Zp) THH(R;Zp)→ THH(R;Zp)tCp

is an equivalence, i.e. (1) is a pushout. More generally, for any T-equivariant THH(R;Zp)-module
M (such as M = THH(R;Zp)tCp via ϕ), we claim that the natural map

MhT ⊗TC−(R;Zp) THH(R;Zp)→M

is an equivalence. For this, we note that THH(R;Zp) = TC−(R;Zp)/v is a perfect TC−(R;Zp)-
module, so both sides commute with limits in M . By Postnikov towers, we can therefore assume
that M is bounded below, so after shifting coconnective. In that case, both sides commute with
filtered colimits in M , and we may assume that M is bounded above as well, and then by induction
concentrated in degree 0. But then the result follows from MhT/v = M , which is the first part of
[NS17, Lemma IV.4.12]. �

We note that the final paragraph of this proof actually implies the following result for R-algebras
A.

Proposition 6.4. For any connective E∞-R-algebra A, the natural maps

TC−(A;Zp)/v = TC−(A;Zp)⊗TC−(R;Zp) THH(R;Zp)→ THH(A;Zp)

and

TP(A;Zp)/ξ̃ = TP(A;Zp)⊗TP(R;Zp) THH(R;Zp)tCp → THH(A;Zp)tCp

are equivalences of E∞-ring spectra.

In particular, the map ϕ : THH(A;Zp) → THH(A;Zp)tCp can be recovered from the map ϕhT :
TC−(A;Zp) → TP(A;Zp) by modding out by v. In traditional approaches to the cyclotomic
structure on THH, one would first analyze ϕ : THH(A;Zp) → THH(A;Zp)tCp by hand; here, we

will not do such an analysis but instead identify directly ϕhT. The present discussion shows that
the identification of ϕhT then also leads to an identification of ϕ.

Proof. This follows by applying the equivalence

MhT ⊗TC−(R;Zp) THH(R;Zp)→M

valid for any T-equivariant THH(R;Zp)-module M to M = THH(A;Zp) resp. M = THH(A;Zp)tCp .
In the second case, we also use that

TP(R;Zp)⊗TC−(R;Zp) THH(R;Zp)→ THH(R;Zp)tCp

is an equivalence. �
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6.2. Breuil-Kisin twists. Before going on, we want to make the previous identifications more
canonical. Let Ainf{1} := π2TP(R;Zp); this is a free Ainf -module of rank 1. For any Ainf -module
M and i ∈ Z, we define the Breuil-Kisin twist M{i} = M ⊗Ainf

Ainf{1}⊗i. If M is an R-module,

then M{i} denotes the corresponding twist when M is considered as Ainf -module via θ̃.
With these notations, there is a natural isomorphism of graded rings

π∗TP(R;Zp) =
⊕
i∈Z

Ainf{i}

where Ainf{i} sits in degree 2i. The canonical map π∗TC−(R;Zp) → π∗TP(R;Zp) is an isomor-
phism in negative degrees, and has image (ker θ)iAinf{i} in degree 2i ≥ 0. On the other hand, the
Frobenius map ϕ : π∗TC−(R;Zp) → π∗TP(R;Zp) induces on π−2 a ϕ-linear Frobenius endomor-
phism ϕAinf{−1} : Ainf{−1} → Ainf{−1} that becomes an isomorphism after inverting ξ, respectively

ξ̃ on the target. In particular, we have a map ϕAinf{1} : Ainf{1}[1
ξ ]→ Ainf{1}[1

ξ̃
]. It sends ξAinf{1}

into Ainf{1}. Below, we will relate this to the Breuil-Kisin-Fargues twist from [BMS16, Example
4.24].

Defining the Nygaard filtration on Ainf as N≥iAinf = ξiAinf for i ≥ 0 and N≥iAinf = Ainf for
i ≤ 0, we see that

π∗TC−(R;Zp) =
⊕
i∈Z
N≥iAinf{i} .

Moreover, if we set N iAinf = N≥iAinf/N≥i+1Ainf
∼= R · ξi, then the formula THH(A;Zp) =

TC−(A;Zp)/v implies that

π∗THH(R;Zp) =
⊕
i≥0

N iAinf{i} .

But we know that there is a canonical isomorphism π2THH(R;Zp) ∼= (ker θ)/(ker θ)2 ∼= N 1Ainf . It
follows that N 1Ainf{1} ' N 1Ainf canonically, or in other words Ainf{1} ⊗Ainf ,θ R

∼= R canonically.

This explains our choice above to define R{1} = Ainf{1} ⊗Ainf ,θ̃
R as the base change via θ̃; the

base change via θ is canonically trivial.
On the other hand, THH(R;Zp)tCp = TP(R;Zp)/ξ̃, and so

π∗THH(R;Zp)tCp =
⊕
i∈Z

(Ainf/ξ̃){i} =
⊕
i∈Z

R{i} .

Next, we know that

ϕ : THH(R;Zp)→ THH(R;Zp)tCp

identifies the source with the connective cover of the target. We see that R{1} ∼= N 1Ainf =
(ker θ)/(ker θ)2 canonically.

Let us summarize the discussion.

Proposition 6.5. Consider the Ainf-module Ainf{1} = π2TP(R;Zp) with the ϕ-linear map

ϕAinf{1} = π2ϕ : Ainf{1}[1
ξ ] ∼= Ainf{1}[1

ξ̃
] ,

which induces an isomorphism ξAinf{1} ∼= Ainf{1}.
(1) There are natural isomorphisms

Ainf{1} ⊗Ainf ,θ R
∼= R ,

Ainf{1} ⊗Ainf ,θ̃
R ∼= (ker θ)/(ker θ)2 = R{1} .
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(2) There are natural isomorphisms

π∗THH(R;Zp) =
⊕
i≥0

R{i} =
⊕
i≥0

N iAinf ,

π∗TC−(R;Zp) =
⊕
i∈Z
N≥iAinf{i} ,

π∗TP(R;Zp) =
⊕
i∈Z

Ainf{i} ,

under which the canonical map TC− → TP corresponds to the inclusion N≥iAinf → Ainf ,
and the Frobenius map TC− → TP corresponds to the Frobenius Ainf{i}[1

ξ ] → Ainf{i}[1
ξ̃
],

which sends N≥iAinf{i} into Ainf{i}.

Remark 6.6. In this remark, we show that these Breuil-Kisin twists agree with those of [BMS16,
Example 4.24]; this is essentially the only spot in the paper that uses “classical” results about
topological Hochschild homology. We recall the construction of loc.cit. which works in the case
that R is p-torsion-free. Starting from the description Ainf = lim←−F Wr(R) identifying the projection

Ainf → Wr(R) with θ̃r : Ainf → Wr(R) as in [BMS16, Lemma 3.2], where the kernel of θ̃r is

generated by the non-zero-divisor ξ̃r = ξ̃ϕ(ξ̃) · · ·ϕr−1(ξ̃), one has canonical isomorphisms

Ainf{1} ⊗Ainf ,θ̃r
Wr(R) = (ker θ̃r)/(ker θ̃r)

2 .

Varying r, the natural maps on the right correspond to p times the natural map on the left. This
determines the transition maps when R is p-torsion-free, and then Ainf{1} as

Ainf{1} = lim←−
r

Ainf{1} ⊗Ainf ,θ̃r
Wr(R) .

Coming back to THH, we know that as THH(R;Zp) → THH(R;Zp)tCp is a connective cover,
also the map

THH(R;Zp)hCpr → (THH(R;Zp)tCp)hCpr ' THH(R;Zp)tCpr+1

induces an equivalence of connective covers. Moreover, the same input implies that the map from
the genuine fixed points

TRr+1(R;Zp) = THH(R;Zp)Cpr → THH(R;Zp)hCpr

is again a connective cover by a result of Tsalidis, [Tsa98], cf. also [NS17, Corollary II.4.9]. By
[HM97, Theorem 3.3], there is a natural isomorphism π0TRr+1(R;Zp) ∼= Wr+1(R) under which
the transition maps for varying r correspond to the Frobenius F : Wr+1(R) → Wr(R). Thus,

THH(R;Zp)tCpr+1 is an even 2-periodic ring spectrum with π0 given by Wr+1(R). The equivalence

TP(R;Zp) ' lim
r

THH(R;Zp)tCpr

from the proof of [NS17, Lemma II.4.2] then induces an isomorphism Ainf
∼= lim←−rWr(R) ∼= Ainf on

the level of π0. This must be the identity by compatibility with θ̃ and the universal property of
Ainf . This implies that the map

Ainf = π0TP(R;Zp)→ π0THH(R;Zp)tCpr = Wr(R)

is given by θ̃r, and in particular is surjective. As both spectra are 2-periodic, it follows that

THH(R;Zp)tCpr = TP(R;Zp)/ξ̃r ,
and thus

π∗THH(R;Zp)tCpr ∼=
⊕
i∈Z

Wr(R){i} .
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On the other hand,

TP(R;Zp) ' (THH(R;Zp)tCpr )h(T/Cpr )

by [NS17, Lemma II.4.1, II.4.2]. Looking at the resulting spectral sequence computing π0 (whose

abutment filtration is determined by multiplicativity to be given by powers of ker θ̃r), we see that
there is a canonical isomorphism

Wr(R){1} ∼= H2(T/Cpr ,Wr(R){1}) ∼= (ker θ̃r)/(ker θ̃r)
2 .

Moreover, the natural transition maps on the left correspond to multiplication by p on the right
(the factor of p coming from the covering T/Cpr → T/Cpr+1). This shows that Ainf{1} has the
description given in [BMS16, Example 4.24]; we leave it to the reader to check compatibility with
the Frobenius map.

6.3. THH for smooth algebras over perfectoid rings. LetR be a perfectoid ring. The following
theorem expresses why the topological theory yields a deformation of the algebraic theory; it will
be useful in controlling the topological theory. Here and in the following, when a perfectoid base
ring is fixed, we will usually omit Breuil-Kisin twists.

Theorem 6.7. Let A be an R-algebra. Then there is a T-equivariant cofiber sequence

THH(A;Zp)[2]
u−→ THH(A;Zp)→ HH(A/R;Zp)

of THH(A;Zp)-module spectra. In particular, by passage to fixed points, there is an induced cofiber
sequence

TC−(A;Zp)[2]
u−→ TC−(A;Zp)→ HC−(A/R;Zp)

of TC−(A;Zp)-module spectra. Likewise, by passage to the Tate construction, there is an induced
cofiber sequence

TP(A;Zp)[2]
ξ·σ−−→ TP(A;Zp)→ HP(A/R;Zp)

of TP(A;Zp)-module spectra.

Proof. As HH(A/R) = THH(A) ⊗THH(R) R by Lemma 2.5, and HH(R/R) = R, it is enough to

prove the first statement for R itself. In this case, note that u ∈ π2TC−(R;Zp) can be viewed
a T-equivariant map A[2] → THH(R;Zp), and hence a THH(R;Zp)-linear T-equivariant map

THH(R;Zp)[2]
u−→ THH(R;Zp). The cofiber of this map is the discrete THH(R;Zp)-module R

non-equivariantly, and thus also T-equivariantly: any discrete module over a T-equivariant connec-
tive E∞-ring carries a unique T-action (the trivial one). �

Next, we shall describe π∗THH(A;Zp) for a quasismooth R-algebra A. First, we give a general
construction relating differential forms and THH.

Construction 6.8. For any R-algebra A, we shall construct a natural graded A-algebra map

µA : (Ω∗A/R)∧p → π∗THH(A;Zp)

of graded derived p-complete A-modules; here the left side denotes the graded A-module obtained
as H0 of the termwise derived p-completion of the exterior algebra Ω∗A/R. To see this, observe that

we have a natural antisymmetrization A-module map

Ω1
A/Z → π1HH(A)

for any ring A. Now the canonical map THH(A) → HH(A) is an isomorphism on τ≤2 [NS17,
Proposition IV.4.2]. Applying this observation for τ≤1 thus gives an A-module map

Ω1
A/Z → π1THH(A).
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Applying the observation for τ≤2, and using that π∗HH(A) is is an anticommutative graded ring
(which holds true for the homotopy ring of any simplicial commutative ring), the preceding map
extends to a map

Ω∗A/Z → π∗THH(A)

of graded A-algebras. Composing with p-completions gives a graded A-algebra map

Ω∗A/Z → π∗THH(A;Zp).

By the universal property of H0 of derived p-completions, this gives a graded A-algebra map

(Ω∗A/Z)∧p → π∗THH(A;Zp),

where the left side is defined as H0 of the termwise derived p-completion of the graded ring Ω∗A/Z.

To finish constructing µA, it is now enough to show that for any R-algebra A, the natural map
Ωi
A/Z → Ωi

A/R induces an isomorphism on H0 after applying derived p-completion. Note that the

map Ωi
A/Z → Ωi

A/R is surjective with p-divisible kernel (as this holds true for i = 1 since Ω1
R/Z is

p-divisible by the perfectoid nature of R). But then the homotopy fiber of the map Ω̂i
A/Z → Ω̂i

A/R

in D(A) obtained by applying the derived p-completion functor lies in D≤−1, so applying H0 gives
the claim.

The map constructed above linearizes to an isomorphism in favorable cases:

Corollary 6.9 (Hesselholt). For any R-algebra A, the map in Construction 6.8 linearizes to give
a map

(Ω∗A/R)∧p ⊗R π∗THH(R;Zp)→ π∗THH(A;Zp)
of graded A⊗R π∗THH(R;Zp)-algebras. If A is quasismooth, this map is an isomorphism.

Proof. Only the last statement requires proof. We begin by noting that the composite

(Ω∗A/R)∧p → π∗THH(A;Zp)→ π∗HH(A/R;Zp)

is an isomorphism of graded rings by the HKR filtration. This implies that the long exact sequence
on π∗ obtained from the first fiber sequence in Theorem 6.7 decomposes into short exact sequences

0→ πi−2THH(A;Zp)
u−→ πiTHH(A;Zp)→ πiHH(A/R;Zp) ∼= (Ωi

A/R)∧p → 0

where the surjective map comes equipped with a preferred section, and the final isomorphism comes
from Remark 4.13. This easily implies the assertion in the corollary by induction on i. �

The following filtration will only play a technical role.

Corollary 6.10. The functor THH(−;Zp) on the category of p-complete R-algebras admits a com-
plete descending multiplicative N-indexed filtration P ?(−) with grnTHHP (−;Zp) being naturally
identified with ⊕

0≤i≤n
i−n even

(∧iL−/R)∧p [n].

Proof. The assertion of the corollary holds true on the category of quasismooth R-algebras by
Corollary 6.9 simply by using the Postnikov filtration. By left Kan extension in p-complete spectra,
one gets a filtration P ?(−) as in the statement above as THH(−) commutes with sifted colimits of
R-algebras; the completeness of THH(−) with respect to P ?(−) is a consequence of the fact that
PnA is n-connective for any p-complete R-algebra A (by left Kan extension from the quasismooth
case). �
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7. p-adic Nygaard complexes

Let R be a perfectoid ring and write Ainf = Ainf(R). We shall explain in §7.2 how to extract

an Ainf -valued cohomology theory �̂S for quasismooth R-algebras S by unfolding π0TC−(−;Zp).
The abutment filtration for the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence unfolds to give a filtration,

called the Nygaard filtration, on �̂S that will be crucial in the sequel. To carry out the unfolding
effectively, we describe TC− for quasiregular semiperfectoid rings in §7.1. This description is also
used in §7.3 to prove Theorem 1.12.

7.1. TC− for quasiregular semiperfectoids. First, we discuss the topological Hochschild ho-
mology of a quasiregular semiperfectoid R-algebra.

Theorem 7.1. Let S ∈ QRSPerfdR and let M = π1(LS/R)∧p be the associated p-completely flat
S-module.

(1) π∗THH(S;Zp) is concentrated in even degrees.
(2) Multiplication by the generator u ∈ π2THH(R;Zp) gives a natural injective map

π2i−2THH(S;Zp)
u−→ π2iTHH(S;Zp).

(3) Write π∞THH(S;Zp) = colimi π2iTHH(S;Zp) = π0THH(S;Zp)[u−1] for the colimit of mul-
tiplication by u; we may view this object as an increasingly filtered commutative R-algebra.
There is a functorial identification

(Γ∗SM)∧p
∼= gr∗π∞THH(S;Zp)

of graded rings (where the left side denotes the p-completion in graded rings). In particular,
each π2iTHH(S;Zp) admits a finite increasing filtration with graded pieces given in ascending

order by (ΓjSM)∧p for 0 ≤ j ≤ i.
(4) Each π2iTHH(S;Zp) is p-completely flat over S.

Proof. By Corollary 6.10, the spectrum THH(S;Zp) admits a complete descending multiplicative
N-indexed filtration with grnTHH(S) being⊕

0≤i≤n
i−n even

(∧iSLS/R)∧p [n].

Note that (∧iSLS/R)∧p has p-complete Tor amplitude concentrated in homological degree i by
Lemma 5.13, and hence it lives in degree i by Lemma 4.7. But then the displayed terms above live
in degree i+ n, which is even. This implies (1) by completeness of the filtration.

For (2) and (3), we use the T-equivariant fiber sequence

THH(S;Zp)[2]
u−→ THH(S;Zp)→ HH(S/R;Zp)

from Theorem 6.7. The preceding paragraph shows that π∗THH(S;Zp) lives in even degrees, and
the same holds for HH(S/R;Zp) by Lemma 5.13. Thus, the long exact sequence on homotopy for
the previous fiber sequence gives short exact sequences

0→ π2i−2THH(S;Zp)
u−→ π2iTHH(S;Zp)→ π2iHH(S/R;Zp)→ 0.

Using the identification π2iHH(S/R;Zp) ∼= πi(∧iSLS/R)∧p
∼= (ΓiSM)∧p from Lemma 5.13, we can write

this as
0→ π2i−2THH(S)

u−→ π2iTHH(S)→ (ΓiRM)∧p → 0.

This proves (2) and (3) by induction; the assertion about multiplicativity is a consequence of the
multiplicativity of the map THH(S;Zp)→ HH(S/R;Zp).

Finally, (4) follows from the last exact sequence above by induction as (ΓiSM)∧p is a p-completely
flat S-module. �
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For any R-algebra A, we view π∗TC−(A;Zp) resp. π∗TP(A;Zp) as a graded algebra over the
graded ring

π∗TC−(R;Zp) = Ainf [u, v]/(uv − ξ) resp. π∗TP(R;Zp) ∼= Ainf [σ, σ
−1] .

In particular, π∗TP(A;Zp) is 2-periodic. By passing to fixed points, Theorem 7.1 yields:

Theorem 7.2. Let S ∈ QRSPerfdR.

(1) The homotopy fixed point spectral sequence calculating TC−(S;Zp) and the Tate spectral
sequence calculating TP(S;Zp) degenerate. Both π∗TC−(S;Zp) and π∗TP(S;Zp) live only

in even degrees. Moreover, the canonical map π∗TC−(S;Zp)
can−−→ π∗TP(S;Zp) is injective

in all degrees, and an isomorphism in degrees ≤ 0.
(2) The (degenerate) homotopy fixed point spectral calculating TC−(R;Zp) or the (degenerate)

Tate spectral sequence calculating TP(R;Zp) endows

�̂S := π0TC−(S;Zp)
can∼= π0TP(S;Zp)

with the same complete descending N-indexed filtration N≥?�̂S, called the Nygaard filtra-
tion, for which it is complete. There are natural identifications of the associated graded

N i�̂S ∼= π2iTHH(S;Zp) for all i ≥ 0.

(3) The filtration level N≥i�̂S ⊂ �̂S = π0TC−(S;Zp) is identified with π2iTC−(S;Zp) via
multiplication by the element vi ∈ π−2iTC−(R;Zp),

π2iTC−(S;Zp)
vi−→ π0TC−(S;Zp).

(4) The cyclotomic Frobenius π∗TC−(S;Zp)
ϕhTS−−→ π∗TP(S;Zp) induces an endomorphism ϕS :

�̂S → �̂S by (2). This endomorphism maps N≥i�̂S to ξ̃i�̂S. This gives a natural divided

Frobenius ϕS,i : N≥i�̂S → �̂S such that

ϕS |N≥i�̂S = ξ̃iϕS,i .

(5) There is a natural isomorphism of R-algebras �̂S/ξ ∼= L̂ΩS/R, and �̂S is ξ-torsion-free.

Proof. As π∗THH(S;Zp) lives in even degrees, (1) and (2) are immediate. Part (3) follows by
unwinding the statement that THH(S;Zp) is a T-equivariant THH(R;Zp)-module spectrum at the
level of the homotopy fixed point spectral sequences.

For (4), we use the last statement of (2) and the identity ϕ(v) = ξ̃σ−1.
For (5), we use Theorem 6.7 to obtain π0TC−(S;Zp)/ξ ∼= π0HC−(S/R;Zp), Proposition 5.14

then implies that π0TC−(S;Zp)/ξ ∼= L̂ΩS/R. Moreover, that theorem shows that any ξ-torsion in
π0TP(S;Zp) would be detected by HP1(S/R;Zp), but this is 0 by the Tate spectral sequence and
the fact that HHodd(S/R;Zp) = 0 by Lemma 5.13(2). �

Remark 7.3. Let S ∈ QRSPerfd but do not fix a perfectoid ring mapping to S. Then (1) and (4)
in Theorem 7.1, and (1) and (2) in Theorem 7.2 continue to hold, i.e., do not depend on the choice
of a perfectoid ring mapping to S.

7.2. Unfolding to �̂(−). We begin by unfolding THH:

Construction 7.4 (Unfolding π2iTHH). By Theorem 7.1 (3), for each S ∈ QRSPerfdR, the S-
module π2iTHH(S;Zp) admits a functorial finite increasing filtration with graded pieces given by

(∧jSLS/R)∧p [−j] for 0 ≤ j ≤ i in ascending order. Theorem 3.1 then implies that π2iTHH(−;Zp)
is a D(R)-valued sheaf on QRSPerfdop

R . By Proposition 4.30, it unfolds to a D(R)-valued sheaf

(π2iTHH(−;Zp))i on QSynop
R ; this sheaf admits a similar filtration by functoriality of unfolding.

In particular, it takes values in D≤i(R).
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A tangible consequence of this discussion is the construction of the “motivic” filtration on THH:

Proposition 7.5. For any A ∈ QSynR, the spectrum THH(A;Zp) admits a functorial complete
descending N-indexed T-equivariant filtration such that griTHH(A;Zp) is canonically an A-module
spectrum with trivial T-action that admits a finite increasing filtration with graded pieces given by

(∧jALA/R)∧p [2i− j] for 0 ≤ j ≤ i in ascending order.

Proof. The claim holds true on QRSPerfdR simply by using the double speed Postnikov filtration
thanks to Construction 7.4. It then follows in general thanks to Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3
and functoriality of unfolding. �

Remark 7.6. By left Kan extension in p-complete T-equivariant spectra, Proposition 7.5 extends
to all p-complete R-algebras.

We now lift the discussion to TC−. First, let us give the analog of Construction 7.4 by con-
structing p-adic Nygaard complexes; these are the main objects of interest from the perspective of
a comparison with integral p-adic Hodge theory.

Construction 7.7 (Unfolding π0TC−). Consider the D̂F (Ainf)-valued functor on QRSPerfdR
given by (�̂(−),N≥?�̂(−)) with notation as in Theorem 7.2. By the same theorem, this functor is

a sheaf, and thus unfolds to a sheaf (�̂(−),N≥?�̂(−)) on QSynop
R . As the equivalence in Proposi-

tion 4.30 is symmetric monoidal, this sheaf is valued in E∞-algebras in D̂F (Ainf). By construction,

for any A ∈ QSynR, the underlying E∞-Ainf -algebra �̂A is (p, ξ)-complete (as it is given by a limit
of the values for objects of QRSPerfdR, which are all (p, ξ)-complete) and comes equipped with a

complete descending multiplicative N-indexed filtration N≥?�̂A. Write N i�̂A for the i-th graded

piece. The cyclotomic Frobenius induces a Frobenius semilinear map ϕA : �̂A → �̂A. When F is

a perfectoid R-algebra, then �̂F = Ainf(F ), N≥i�̂F = ker(θF )i, and ϕF is the usual Frobenius on
Ainf(F ).

The associated graded pieces N i�̂A constructed above coincide with those in Construction 7.4.

Proposition 7.8. For A ∈ QSynR, each N i�̂A ' griTHH(A;Zp)[−2i] is functorially an A-
complex that admits a finite increasing filtration with graded pieces given in ascending order by

(∧jALA/R)∧p [−j] for 0 ≤ j ≤ i.

Proof. As N i�̂(−) = (π2iTHH(−;Zp))i by Theorem 7.2 (2), this assertion is simply a reformulation
of Construction 7.4. �

The complexes �̂A constructed above deform de Rham cohomology across θ : Ainf → R.

Proposition 7.9. For A ∈ QSynR, there is a natural identification of E∞-R-algebras �̂A/ξ '
L̂ΩA/R.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 7.2 (5) by descent. �

For the purposes of our later comparison with the AΩ-theory, we record some features of the
Nygaard complexes for p-adic completions of smooth R-algebras.

Corollary 7.10. Assume A ∈ QSynR is the p-adic completion of a smooth R-algebra of relative
dimension d. Then

(1) For each i ≥ 0, we have N i�̂A ∈ D[0,max(i,d)](Ainf) and N≥i�̂A ∈ D[0,d](Ainf). In particular,

we have (�̂A,N≥?�̂A) ∈ DF≤0(Ainf).

(2) The ring H0(�̂A) has no ϕr(ξ)-torsion for any r ∈ Z.
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(3) The linearization of the Frobenius map ϕA factors functorially over a map

�̂A → Lηξϕ∗�̂A ' ϕ∗Lηξ̃�̂A

of E∞-algebras in D(Ainf).

Proof. For (1), everything follows from Proposition 7.8.
For (2), we may assume by Zariski localization that A admits an étale map to a torus, so that

we can choose a quasisyntomic cover A → F in QSynR with F perfectoid by extracting p-power

roots of the coordinates on the torus. As �̂(−) takes values in D≥0, the map H0(�̂A) → H0(�̂F )

is injective by the sheaf property. But �̂F ' Ainf(F ), and this ring has no ϕr(ξ)-torsion for any
r ∈ Z: as F is perfectoid, the image of ξ ∈ Ainf(F ) is a nonzerodivisor and ϕ is an automorphism.

For (3), we shall use Proposition 5.7 (including its notation). Note that for any A ∈ QSynR, the

Frobenius map ϕ : �̂A → �̂A defines a map

N≥∗�̂A → ϕ∗ξ̃
∗�̂A = ξ∗ϕ∗�̂A

of E∞-algebras in D̂F (Ainf): this is clear for A ∈ QRSPerfdR by Theorem 7.2 and thus follows
in general by descent. For A as in the corollary, the left side lies in the connective part DF≤0

by (1), so the map above factors uniquely over τ≤0
B of the target. This gives the desired map by

Proposition 5.7. �

Remark 7.11. Iterating Corollary 7.10 (3) gives a functorial map

�̂A → (Lηξϕ∗)
◦r�̂A ' Lηξrϕr∗�̂A.

factoring r-fold Frobenius on �̂A; here ξr = ξϕ−1(ξ) · · ·ϕ−r+1(ξ) generates the kernel of θr : Ainf →
Wr(R), and the natural identification of functors (Lηξϕ∗)

◦r ' Lηξrϕ
r
∗ falls out immediately by

expanding both sides. For instance, when r = 2, we have

Lηξϕ∗Lηξϕ∗ = LηξLηϕ−1(ξ)ϕ
2
∗ ' Lηξ2ϕ2

∗,

where the last isomorphism uses LηfLηg ' Lηfg, cf. [BMS16, Lemma 6.11]

We shall also need the following non-Nygaard-completed variant of �̂ in the sequel.

Construction 7.12 (Non-complete variant of �̂). For A the p-adic completion of a smooth R-

algebra, we have �̂A/ξ ' LΩA/R by Proposition 7.9 and the fact that the combined Hodge and
p-adic filtration is commensurate with the p-adic filtration for smooth R-algebras. By left Kan
extension in (p, ξ)-complete Ainf -complexes, we obtain a new functor A 7→ �A on all p-complete
simplicial commutative R-algebras. By construction, we have an identification �(−)/ξ ' LΩ−/R.

This implies �(−) is a D(Ainf)-valued sheaf on QSynop
R (by Example 5.11) and that it takes discrete

values on QRSPerfdop
R . We warn the reader that unlike �̂A, the E∞-algebra �A depends on the

choice of the perfectoid ring R mapping to A, at least a priori.

7.3. Motivic filtrations. The “motivic” filtration for TC− is given by the following proposition,
which proves most of Theorem 1.12 when working over a fixed perfectoid base ring.

Proposition 7.13. For any A ∈ QSynR, we have:

(1) The spectrum TC−(A;Zp) admits a functorial complete and exhaustive descending multi-

plicative Z-indexed filtration with griTC−(A;Zp) = N≥i�̂A[2i]. In particular, there exists a
spectral sequence

Eij2 : H i−j(N≥−j�̂A)⇒ π−i−jTC−(A;Zp).
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(2) The spectrum TP(A;Zp) admits a functorial complete and exhaustive descending multiplica-

tive Z-indexed filtration with griTP(A;Zp) = �̂A[2i]. In particular, there exists a spectral
sequence

Eij2 : H i−j(�̂A)⇒ π−i−jTP(A;Zp),
For A ∈ QRSPerfdR (and thus for A = R itself), both filtrations are given by the double speed
Postnikov filtration on the corresponding spectra.

Proof. (1) For each n ∈ Z, the functor A 7→ τ≥2nTC−(A;Zp) on QRSPerfdR is a sheaf by The-
orem 7.2 and Theorem 7.1 (and stability of sheaves under limits). Write FilnTC−(−;Zp) for

its unfolding. As n varies, this gives a D̂F (Ainf)-valued sheaf Fil∗TC−(−;Zp) on QSynR; here
the completeness follows from the completeness of the Postnikov filtration and the fact that a
DF (Ainf)-valued sheaf on QSynR takes complete values if and only if its restriction to QRSPerfdR
does so. The i-th graded piece of this sheaf is

(
π2iTC−(−;Zp)[2i]

)i ∼= N≥i�̂(−)[2i]. It remains to

prove that the filtration is exhaustive; but on any homotopy group πiFilnTC−(A;Zp), the filtration
is eventually constant and equal to πiTC−(A;Zp); indeed, it suffices to take n sufficiently negative
so that i ≥ 2n.

For part (2), the argument is identical. �

The use of the perfectoid base ring R above is rather mild: the spectra TC−(A;Zp) and TP(A;Zp)
as well as their Postnikov filtrations are obviously independent of the choice of R, and the only role
played by R is in making sense of the Breuil-Kisin twist. In fact, this can also be done in a direct
way, thus proving Theorem 1.12 in general:

Proof of Theorem 1.12. Parts (1) and (2) clear; part (4) follows formally by reduction to the case
of a perfectoid base ring once (3) is known, and part (5) follows formally from part (4). Thus, it
remains to prove part (3).

Assume first that A is an R-algebra with R perfectoid. Then the Breuil-Kisin twist �̂A{1} ∼=
�̂R{1} ⊗�̂R

�̂A is trivial by the above discussion. After base change along �̂A → A, it is even

canonically trivial: The map

gr∗TP(A;Zp)⊗�̂A
A→ gr∗HP(A/A;Zp)

is an equivalence, and thus

�̂A{1} ⊗�̂A
A = gr1TP(A;Zp)[−2]⊗�̂A

A = gr1HP(A/A;Zp)[−2] = A

canonically.

In the general case, it suffices to prove that �̂A{1} is an invertible �̂A-module in the presentably

symmetric monoidal stable∞-category D̂F (Z), and commutes with base change: As tensoring with

the invertible module �̂Zp{1} is an equivalence on the category of completed filtered �̂Zp-modules,
and in particular commutes with all limits, all other statements of Theorem 1.12 follow via descent.

Write D̂F≥0(Z) for the ∞-category of N-filtered complexes of abelian groups. This is a pre-

sentably symmetric monoidal stable ∞-subcategory of D̂F (Z). Write Gr(Z)≥0 := Fun(N, D(Z))
for the ∞-category of N-graded objects in D(Z); this is also a presentably symmetric monoidal
stable ∞-category (via the Day convolution symmetric monoidal structure). Taking associated
graded gives an exact and conservative symmetric monoidal functor

gr∗ : D̂F (Z)≥0 → Gr(Z)≥0.

In particular, if A ∈ CAlg(D̂F (Z)≥0), then gr∗(A) ∈ CAlg(Gr(Z)≥0), and taking associated gradeds
gives an exact and conservative symmetric monoidal functor

gr∗ : ModA(D̂F (Z)≥0)→ Modgr∗(A)(Gr(Z)≥0).
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We need the following lemma:

Lemma 7.14. Fix M,N ∈ ModA(D̂F (Z)≥0) with a map η : M ⊗A N → A in ModA(D̂F≥0(Z)).
Assume the following:

(1) The natural map gr0(M)⊗gr0(A) gr∗(A)→ gr∗(M) is an equivalence, and similarly for N .

(2) The map η induces an isomorphism gr0(M)⊗gr0(A) gr0(N)→ gr0(A).

Then η is an equivalence. In particular, both M and N are invertible A-modules.

Proof. As gr∗ is conservative, it is enough to show that gr∗(η) is an equivalence. By (1), this reduces
to checking that gr0(η) is an equivalence, but this is exactly ensured by (2). �

We apply the lemma to M = �̂A{1} and N = �̂A{−1} as completed filtered modules over �̂A. By

the above discussion, we know that there is a canonical isomorphism gr0(�̂A{1}) ' gr0(�̂A) locally
for the quasisyntomic topology, which thus glues to such an isomorphism by descent. In particular,

condition (2) follows (as there is a compatible such isomorphism for gr0(�̂A{−1})). On the other
hand, condition (1) can be checked locally in the quasisyntomic topology, and for quasiregular
semiperfectoid A, it follows by 2-periodicity of the Tate spectral sequence for TP(A;Zp). �

7.4. The syntomic sheaves Zp(i) and K-theory. As in the statement of Theorem 1.12(4), for
any quasisyntomic ring A we introduce its “syntomic cohomology”

Zp(i)(A) := grnTC(A;Zp)[−2i] = hofib(ϕ− can : N≥i�̂A{i} → �̂A{i}).
In the case of S ∈ QRSPerfd, this is given by the two term complex

Zp(i)(S) = (τ[2i−1,2i]TC(S;Zp))[−2i] = hofib(ϕ− can : π2iTC−(S;Zp)→ π2iTP(S;Zp))
with cohomology

H0(Zp(i)(S)) = TC2i(S;Zp), H1(Zp(i)(S)) = TC2i−1(S;Zp).
We can relate these Zp(i) to algebraic K-theory using the following theorem; this will appear in

forthcoming work of Clausen, Mathew, and the second author. We denote by K(−) the connective
algebraic K-theory of a ring, and by K(−;Zp) its p-completion.

Theorem 7.15 ([CMM18]). Let S be a ring which is Henselian along pS and such that S/pS is
semiperfect, e.g., S ∈ QRSPerfd. Then the trace map K(S;Zp)→ τ≥0TC(S;Zp) is an equivalence.

Using this, we can identify the complexes Zp(n) for n ≤ 1. First, we handle the case n ≤ 0.

Proposition 7.16. For n < 0, the sheaf of complexes Zp(n) = 0 vanishes. For n = 0, there is a
natural isomorphism Zp(0) = lim←−r Z/p

rZ.

Proof. For any connective ring spectrum A, one has πiTC(A;Zp) = 0 for i < −1 by comparison
with the classical definition of TC, cf. [NS17, Theorem II.4.10] noting that the spectra TRr(A) are
all connective. Moreover, using the identification π0TRr(A) = Wr(A), one sees that π−1TC(A;Zp)
is given by the cokernel of F − 1 : W (A)→W (A). As one can extract infinite sequences of Artin-
Schreier covers in QRSPerfd, this map is locally surjective. Thus, Zp(0) is locally concentrated in
degree 0.

Finally, locally in QRSPerfd, the ring S is w-local (in the sense of [BS15], so in particular any
Zariski cover of SpecS is split), by passing to the p-completion of the ind-étale w-localization of
[BS15]. As any Zariski cover splits, it follows that the rank function from K0(S) to locally constant
functions from SpecS to Z is an isomorphism. This implies the identification Zp(0) = lim←−r Z/p

rZ
by passage to the p-completion, using Theorem 7.15. �

Using Theorem 7.15 and results on algebraic K-theory in low degrees more seriously, we can
identify Zp(1).
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Proposition 7.17. The sheaf of complexes Zp(1) on QRSPerfd is locally concentrated in degree 0,
given by TpGm.

Proof. We begin by proving that, for any S ∈ QRSPerfd which is both w-local and for which S×

is p-divisible, there are natural isomorphisms

K2(S;Zp) ∼= Tp(S
×), K1(S;Zp) = 0 .

It is classical that, for any local ring B, the symbol map B× → K1(B) (splitting the determinant)
is an isomorphism, that the resulting product B×⊗ZB

× → K2(B) is surjective, and that K0(B) is
torsion-free (it is ∼= Z). Since any Zariski cover of SpecS is split, these properties remain true for
S. Therefore K1(S) ∼= S× and K2(S) are both p-divisible and K0(S) is p-torsion-free. The desired
identities immediately follow.

It remains to show that such rings S provide a basis for QRSPerfd. Given any S ∈ QRSPerfd,
let S → SZ denote its w-localization, which is a faithfully flat, ind-Zariski-localization, whence
LSZ/S ' 0 and SZ/pSZ is still semiperfect. Next, denote by S1/p the S-algebra obtained by

formally adjoining pth-roots of all units, i.e.,

S1/p = S[Xu : u ∈ S×]/(Xu − up : u ∈ S×) .

Then S → S1/p is a composition of an ind-smooth map followed by a quotient by a quasiregular
ideal, whence LS1/p/S has Tor amplitude in [−1, 0]. Iterating these two processes countably many
times, we set

Sq := colim(SZ → (SZ)1/p → ((SZ)1/p)Z → (((SZ)1/p)Z)1/p → · · · ).
Observe that LSq/S has Tor-amplitude in [−1, 0], that S → Sq is faithfully flat, and that the units
in Sq are p-divisible; moreover, Sq is w-local, since w-localisation is a left adjoint, [BS15, Lemma
2.2.4], and hence commutes with all colimits.

Let Ŝq be the p-adic completion of S; then Ŝq is a quasisyntomic semiperfectoid which is a

quasisyntomic cover of S. Moreover Ŝq is still w-local: indeed, since it is p-adically complete, this

is equivalent to the w-locality of Ŝq/p = Sq/p, which follows from that of Sq [BS15, Lemmas 2.1.3

& 2.1.7]. Finally observe that all units of Ŝq admit a pth-root, by using Hensel’s lemma to lift a
root from Sq/p2 (Sq/23 in the case p = 2). �

The previous proposition proves the case n = 1 of the following conjecture, which will be proved
in characteristic p in §8.4.

Conjecture 7.18. The sheaf of complexes Zp(i) on QRSPerfd is locally concentrated in degree 0,
given by a p-torsion-free sheaf.

Remark 7.19. K-theoretically, the conjecture predicts that on QRSPerfd the sheafification of
K2i(−;Zp) is p-torsion-free and that the sheafification of K2i−1(−;Zp) vanishes; this vanishing is

equivalent to the surjectivity of ϕi − 1 : N≥i�̂(−){i} → �̂(−){i}.

Remark 7.20. Let S ∈ QRSPerfd. Once �̂S has been identified with the prismatic cohomology of
[BS] (see Remark 1.11), the p-torsion-freeness part of the conjecture will follow, as we now explain.

That identification will show that the Frobenius ϕ on �̂S arises from the finer structure of a

p-derivation in the sense of J. Buium, i.e., there exists δ : �̂S → �̂S satisfying pδ(x) = ϕ(x) − xp,
δ(1) = 0, δ(xy) = xpδ(y) + ypδ(x) + pδ(x)δ(y), δ(x+ y) = δ(x) + δ(y) + xp+yp−(x+y)p

p . A standard

lemma about p-derivations shows that if px = 0 then ϕ(x) = 0.

Given a p-torsion element x ∈ H0(Zp(i)(S)) = ker(N≥i�̂S{i}
ϕi−1−→ �̂S{i}), we can now show that

x = 0. Let R→ S be a perfectoid ring mapping to S so that we can identify ξ̃iϕi with ϕ : N≥i�̂S →
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�̂S . Then the lemma on p-derivations tells us that ϕ(x) = 0, whence ξ̃ix = ξ̃iϕi(x) = ϕ(x) = 0.

But ξ̃ = ϕ(ξ) ≡ ξp mod p, so we deduce ξpix = 0, whence x = 0 thanks to the ξ-torsion-freeness of

�̂S (Theorem 7.2(5)).

Corollary 7.21. Assuming the remark, Z/pr(i) := Zp(i)/pr commutes with filtered colimits in
QSyn.

Proof. It is enough to prove this for a filtered colimit in QRSPerfd by passing to functorial
quasiregular semiperfectoid covers and quasisyntomic descent. But given S ∈ QRSPerfd, we
have explained in the previous remark that H0(Zp(i)(S)) is p-torsion-free for all i. Therefore
Z/prZ(i)(S) ' (τ[2i−1,2i]TC(S;Z/prZ))[−2i], which commutes with filtered colimits of rings by
Theorem 7.15 and the commutation of algebraic K-theory with filtered colimits. �
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8. The characteristic p situation

The goal of this section is to specialize the previous discussion to Fp-algebras and prove Theo-
rem 1.10 as well as Theorem 1.15 (1). We begin in §8.1 by discussing the Nygaard filtration on
the de Rham-Witt complex in multiple different ways. This discussion is put to use in §8.2 where
we record some structural features of Acrys(S) for S quasiregular semiperfect. These tools are then
used to prove Theorem 1.10 in §8.3. Finally, the explicit description of the Nygaard filtration on
Acrys(S) obtained in §8.2 is employed in §8.4 to prove Theorem 1.15 (1).

8.1. The Nygaard filtration on the de Rham-Witt complex. As preparation, we recall the
Nygaard filtration on the de Rham-Witt complex. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p and
A a smooth k-algebra; let WΩ•A = WΩ•A/k be the usual de Rham-Witt complex of Bloch–Deligne–

Illusie [Ill79]. Various versions of the Nygaard filtration have appeared in the literature [Kat87,
II.1], [IR83, III.3], [Nyg81]; here we fix the version of interest to us and explain its relation to the
filtered Lηp functor. The general theme will be that the Nygaard filtration is the filtration by the
subobjects where ϕ is divisible by pi. As we are dealing with complexes, it is not a priori clear what
this means, but it is true on the level of the actual de Rham-Witt complex (for smooth algebras),
on the level of the de Rham-Witt complex in the derived category (for smooth algebras) when
formulated in terms of the filtered Lηp, and also on the level of the derived de Rham-Witt complex
for quasiregular semiperfect algebras, where the derived de Rham-Witt complex is concentrated in
degree 0.

Definition 8.1. Let N≥iWΩ•A ⊆WΩ•A be the subcomplex

pi−1VW (A)→ pi−2VWΩ1
A → · · · → pVWΩi−2

A → VWΩi−1
A →WΩi

A →WΩi+1
A → · · · .

This defines a descending, complete multiplicative N-indexed filtration on WΩ•A. We define

N iWΩ•A = N≥iWΩ•A/N≥i+1WΩ•A

as the associated graded.

Recalling that the groups WΩj
A are p-torsion-free, that FV = p, and that ϕ = pjF , one sees

immediately that the restriction of the absolute Frobenius ϕ : WΩ•A → WΩ•A to N≥iWΩ•A is
uniquely divisible by pi, thereby defining the divided Frobenius

ϕi =
ϕ

pi
: N≥iWΩ•A →WΩ•A.

In fact, the proof of Proposition 8.5 below even shows that N≥iWΩ•A is the largest subcomplex of
WΩ•A on which ϕ is divisible by pi.

Both the conjugate and Hodge filtration on Ω•A can be recovered from the Nygaard filtration; we
begin with the conjugate filtration:

Lemma 8.2. The composition

N≥iWΩ•A
ϕi−→WΩ•A → Ω•A

lands in τ≤iΩ•A/k and kills N≥i+1WΩ•A. Moreover, the induced map

ϕi mod p : N iWΩ•A → τ≤iΩ•A

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. The comments immediately above show that ϕi is injective with image given by the complex

W (A)→ · · · →WΩi−1
A → FWΩi

A → pFWΩi+1
A → p2FWΩi+2

A → · · ·
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Since dF = pFd, the composition to Ω•A has image in τ≤iΩ•A. Similarly, the restriction of ϕi to
N≥i+1WΩ•A has image

pW (A)→ · · · → pWΩi−1
A → pWΩi

A → pFWΩi+1
A → p2FWΩi+2

A → · · · ,
which vanishes in Ω•A.

Therefore ϕi sends N iWΩ•A isomorphically to

W (A)/p→ · · · →WΩi−1
A /p→ FWΩi

A/pWΩi
A → 0→ · · · ,

which is precisely the canonical truncation τ≤i(WΩ•A/p) (which maps quasi-isomorphically to

τ≤iΩ•A) since d−1(pWΩi+1
A ) = FWΩi

A by [Ill79, Eqn. I.3.21.1.5]. �

Noting that clearly pN≥iWΩ•A ⊆ N≥i+1WΩ•A, and secondly that the canonical projection

WΩ•A → Ω•A → Ω≤iA kills N≥i+1WΩ•A, we now explain how to recover the Hodge filtration:

Lemma 8.3. The sequence

WΩ•A/N≥iWΩ•A
p−→WΩ•A/N≥i+1WΩ•A → Ω≤iA/k

is a cofiber sequence.

Proof. The indicated multiplication by p map is clearly injective with cokernel

W (A)/p
d−→ · · · d−→WΩi−1

A /p
d−→WΩi

A/VWΩi
A

d−→ 0
d−→ · · · .

The natural map from this to Ω≤iA/k is a quasi-isomorphism by [Ill79, Corol. II.3.20]. �

In the following we recall the well-known result that the divided-Frobenius-fixed points on the
Nygaard filtration recover the dlog forms in the de Rham–Witt complex. For any smooth k-scheme
X, denote by WrΩ

i
X,log ⊆WrΩ

i
X the pro-étale subsheaf given by the image of the map of pro-étale

sheaves

dlog[·] : G⊗im,X →WrΩ
i
X , f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fi 7→

d[f1]

[f1]
∧ · · · ∧ d[fi]

[fi]
,

and set WΩi
X,log := limrWrΩ

i
X,log as a pro-étale sheaf.

Proposition 8.4. Let X be a smooth k-scheme. Then the sequence of complexes of pro-étale
sheaves

0→WΩi
X,log[−i]→ N≥iWΩ•X

ϕi−1−−−→WΩ•X → 0

is exact (i.e., exact in each degree). Moreover, WΩi
X,log coincides with the derived inverse limit

RlimrWrΩ
i
X,log.

Proof. Let SpecA be an affine open of X. Then, in degrees n > i, the map ϕi − 1 is given
by pn−iF − 1 : WΩn

A → WΩn
A, which is an isomorphism since pn−iF is p-adically contracting.

Meanwhile, in degrees n < i there is a commutative diagram

WΩn
A

1−pi−1−nV

66

pi−1−nV

∼=
// N≥iWΩn

A

ϕi−1 // WΩn
A,

in which the curved arrow (hence also ϕi− 1) is an isomorphism since WΩn
A is p-adically complete

(resp. V -adically complete in the boundary case i = n− 1).
It remains only to analyse the behaviour of F − 1 : WΩi

X → WΩi
X . To do this, we recall that

the sequence of pro-sheaves on Xét

0→ {WnΩi
X,log}n → {WnΩi

X}n
F−1−−−→ {WnΩi

X}n → 0
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is exact [Ill79, Thm. I.5.7.2]. In particular, taking the inverse limit of this sequence of pro sheaves
gives an exact sequence of pro-étale sheaves and shows that WΩi

X,log coincides with the derived

inverse limit RlimrWrΩ
i
X,log. �

We continue with two different perspective on the Nygaard filtration.

8.1.1. Nygaard filtration via Lη. First, we explain that the Nygaard filtration naturally appears as
the canonical filtration on the Lη-functor (Proposition 5.7) via Ogus’s generalization of Mazur’s
theorem.

Proposition 8.5. The absolute Frobenius ϕ : WΩ•A →WΩ•A induces an isomorphism

ϕ : WΩ•A → ηpWΩ•A ⊂WΩ•A

of complexes as well as isomorphisms

ϕ : N≥iWΩ•A
∼= FiliηpWΩ•A ,

of complexes for all i ≥ 0, where FiliηpWΩ•A = piWΩ•A ∩ ηpWΩ•A is the filtration on ηp defined in
(the proof of) Proposition 5.7.

Proof. Since WΩn
A is p-torsion-free for all n ≥ 0, the standard relations ϕ = p•F and FV = V F = p

on the de Rham-Witt complex show that ϕ : N≥iWΩ•A → WΩ•A is injective with image given by
the subcomplex

piW (A)→ piWΩ1
A → · · · → piWΩi−1

A → piFWΩi
A → pi+1FWΩi

A → · · · .

But [Ill79, Eqn. I.3.21.1.5] states that d−1(pWΩn+1
A ) = FWΩn

A, whence this complex is precisely

FiliηpWΩ•A. �

Given a smooth k-variety X, we define the Nygaard filtration on Ru∗Ocrys
X/W (k) to be that induced

by the Nygaard filtration via Illusie’s comparison quasi-isomorphism Ru∗Ocrys
X/W (k) ' WΩ•A. Here

u : Xcrys → XZar denotes the projection from the crystalline site to the Zariski site.

Corollary 8.6. Let X be a smooth k-variety. Then Berthelot–Ogus’ quasi-isomorphism ϕ :
Ru∗Ocrys

X/W (k) ' LηpRu∗Ocrys
X/W (k) may be upgraded to a filtered quasi-isomorphism, in which the

source has the Nygaard filtration and the target has the filtered décalage filtration.

Proof. This is the content of the previous lemma since ϕ is given by the absolute Frobenius after
identifying Ru∗Ocrys

X/W (k) with WΩ•A. �

8.1.2. Nygaard filtration in the presence of smooth lift. Recall that if Ã is the p-adic completion of
a smooth W (k)-algebra lifting A, there is a natural quasi-isomorphism

Ω•
Ã/W (k)

→WΩ•A ,

where the left-hand side is understood to be p-completed. Assuming that a Frobenius lift ϕ̃ : Ã→ Ã
has been chosen, we explain how to identify the Nygaard filtration under this isomorphism. We
expect that the Nygaard filtration (in filtration degrees ≥ p) cannot be obtained without the choice
of a Frobenius lift.

In the following proposition, the complex pmax(i−•,0)Ω•
Ã/W (k)

denotes

piÃ
d−→ pi−1Ω1

Ã/W (k)

d−→ · · · d−→ pΩi−1
Ã/W (k)

d−→ Ωi
Ã/W (k)

d−→ Ωi+1
Ã/W (k)

d−→ · · ·
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Proposition 8.7. The comparison map σ : Ω•
Ã/W (k)

→WΩ•A induces quasi-isomorphisms

σ : pmax(i−•,0)Ω•
Ã/W (k)

→ N≥iWΩ•A

for all i ≥ 0.

Proof. We first recall that construction of σ. The lifted Frobenius ϕ̃ induces the (unique) Dieudonné-

Cartier-Witt homomorphism δ : Ã → W (A) compatible with the Frobenius maps and the projec-
tions to A. This in turn induces Illusie’s comparison map

Ω•
Ã/W (k)

→WΩ•A

(which is a quasi-isomorphism). In fact, it may be quickly seen that σ is a quasi-isomorphism

as the composition Ω•
Ã/W (k)

/p
σ−→ WΩ•A/p ' Ω•A/k is the identity map, whence σ modulo p is a

quasi-isomorphism, which is enough to deduce that it is an isomorphism.
Note that σ indeed maps pmax(i−•,0)Ω•

Ã/W (k)
to N≥iWΩ•A, since p = V F . To prove that it is a

quasi-isomorphism we proceed by induction on i ≥ 0, the case i = 0 having already been treated
by the previous paragraph. Easily calculating the graded pieces of the filtration (in particular, we
point out that the graded pieces of the filtration on Ω•

Ã/W (k)
have zero differential), one must check

that each of the maps

pσ : Ωj

Ã/W (k)
/p→ VWΩjA

pVWΩjA
(0 ≤ j < i), σ : Ωi

Ã/W (k)
/p→ WΩiA

VWΩiA

induces an isomorphism

Ωj

Ã/W (k)
/p→ Hj := Hj

( VW (A)
pVW (A)

pd−→ VWΩ1
A

pVWΩ1
A

pd−→ · · · pd−→ VWΩi−1
A

pVWΩi−1
A

d−→ WΩiA
VWΩiA

)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ i. The de Rham–Witt identities already used in the proof of Proposition 8.5 easily
show that

Hj =


pWΩiA

pVWΩiA+pdV Ωi−1
A

j < i

WΩiA
VWΩiA+dV Ωi−1

A

j = i,

which is isomorphic via the restriction map (and dividing out the extraneous copy of p when j < i)

to Ωj
A/k. Therefore the map which must be checked to be an isomorphism is simply the canonical

identification σ : Ωj

Ã/W (k)
/p

=→ Ωj
A, completing the proof. �

8.2. The case of quasiregular semiperfect rings. As in Construction 2.1, we define the derived
de Rham-Witt complex LWΩ(−) and its Nygaard filtration N≥?LWΩ(−) on the category of all
simplicial Fp-algebras via left Kan extension from the category of smooth Fp-algebras, as functors
to the ∞-category of p-complete E∞-algebras in DF (W (k)).

Our goal will be to study these in the case of quasiregular semiperfect Fp-algebras (Definition
8.8), i.e. quasiregular semiperfectoid rings of characteristic p. As is relatively well-known, for such
rings the above theories are closely related to divided powers and crystalline period rings. However,
here we want to emphasize that the relevant filtration is not the Hodge filtration (corresponding to
the divided power filtration) but rather the Nygaard filtration.

The results of §8.1 immediately induce derived analogues, as we now explain. By taking the first
lemma of Lemma 8.2 and left Kan extension, we obtain a natural fiber sequence

N≥i+1LWΩ(−) → N≥iLWΩ(−)
ϕimodp−−−−−→ Lτ≤iΩ•−/Fp (3)

Secondly, Lemma 8.3 implies the existence of a natural fiber sequence

LWΩ•(−)/N
≥iLWΩ•(−)

p−→ LWΩ•(−)/N
≥i+1LWΩ•(−) → LΩ≤i−/Fp , (4)
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where the quotients in the first and middle terms really denote cofibers.
Now we wish to compute the derived de Rham–Witt cohomology of the following class of rings:

Definition 8.8. An Fp-algebra S is called semiperfect if and only if the Frobenius ϕ : S → S

is surjective; in other words, the canonical map S[ → S is surjective, where S[ := limϕ S is the
inverse limit perfection of S.

A semiperfect Fp-algebra S is quasiregular if and only if LS/Fp (which we note is ' LS/S[) is a

flat S-module supported in homological degree 1; in other words, if and only if S = S[/I where I is

a quasiregular ideal of S[.

In particular, an Fp-algebra S is quasiregular semiperfect if and only if it is quasiregular semiper-
fectoid in the sense of Definition 4.19.

Definition 8.9. Given a semiperfect Fp-algebra S, let A◦crys(S) be the divided power envelope of

W (S[) → S (where our divided powers are required to be compatible with those on (p) ⊂ W (S[)),
and let Acrys(S) be its p-adic completion. Note that Acrys(S)/p = DS[(I) is the divided power

envelope of S[ along the ideal I ⊆ S[.
Denote by ϕ : Acrys(S)→ Acrys(S) the endomorphism induced via functoriality from the absolute

Frobenius ϕ : S → S, and define the decreasing Nygaard filtration on Acrys(S) by

N≥iAcrys(S) = {x ∈ Acrys(S) : ϕ(x) ∈ piAcrys(S)}

for i ≥ 0. Let Âcrys(S) denote the completion of Acrys(S) with respect to the Nygaard filtration,

with its completed Nygaard filtration N≥iÂcrys(S).

As usual, we write N iAcrys(S) = N≥iAcrys(S)/N≥i+1Acrys(S) for the induced graded of the
Nygaard filtration.

As a consequence of a comparison with derived de Rham–Witt cohomology, we will eventually
see in Theorem 8.14 that if S is quasiregular semiperfect, then Acrys(S) is p-torsion-free. However
we first need an additional piece of structural information about Acrys(S), namely the conjugate
filtration on Acrys(S)/p.

Definition 8.10. If A is an Fp-algebra and I ⊆ A an ideal with divided power envelope DA(I), the
increasing conjugate filtration

0 = Filconj
−1 DA(I) ⊆ Filconj

0 DA(I) ⊆ · · ·

on DA(I) is the filtration by A-submodules defined by letting Filconj
n DA(I) be the A-submodule

generated by elements of the form a
[l1]
1 · · · a

[lm]
m , where m ≥ 0, a1, . . . , am ∈ I, and

∑m
i=1 li < (n+1)p.

Proposition 8.11. The conjugate filtration on DA(I) has the following properties:

(1) It is multiplicative and exhaustive.

(2) Filconj
n DA(I) is the A-submodule of DA(I) generated by elements of the form a

[pk1]
1 · · · a[pkm]

m ,
where m ≥ 0, a1, . . . , am ∈ I, and

∑m
i=1 ki ≤ n.

(3) There is a well-defined surjective map of graded A-algebras

Γ∗A/I(I/I
2)⊗A/I,ϕ A/ϕ(I)→ grconj

∗ DA(I) , a
[k1]
1 · · · a[km]

m ⊗ 1 7→
( m∏
i=1

(pki)!

pkiki!

)
a

[pk1]
1 · · · a[pkm]

m .

We remark that the rational number (pk)!
pkk!

lies in Z×(p), and in particular is a unit in Fp. Moreover,

one checks that the map in part (3) is compatible with divided powers.
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Proof. (1) The filtration is clearly multiplicative and exhaustive.
(2) Recall that, for any a ∈ I, k ≥ 1, and 0 ≤ r < p, there is a divided power relation

a[pk+r] = a[pk]a[r] (pk)!r!
(pk+r)! ,

where the fraction (pk!)/(pk + r)! on the right side is a p-adic unit; since r!a[r] = ar ∈ A, we have

shown that a[pk+r] belongs to the A-submodule generated by a[pk]. By writing the exponent of each
generator as li = pki + ri, one easily proves (2).

(3) Note that, if a, b ∈ I, then (ab)[pk] = p!(ak)[p]b[pk] = 0 for all k ≥ 1; the same argument as

in (2) then shows that (ab)[l] ∈ Filconj
0 DA(I) for all l ≥ 0 (it even vanishes if l ≥ p). Recalling

the behaviour of divided powers on the sum of two elements now reveals that, if x ∈ I2, then

x[l] ∈ Filconj
0 DA(I) for all l ≥ 0. This shows that the desired map is well-defined, i.e., depends only

on the residue classes of ai modulo I2.
Moreover, the map is surjective, as all generators of the divided power algebra are in the image.

The factor in front is chosen so as to make the map compatible with multiplication. �

The conjugate filtration is actually related to the conjugate filtration on (derived) de Rham
cohomology.

Proposition 8.12. Let S be a quasiregular semiperfect Fp-algebra and I = ker(S[ → S). Then
LΩS/Fp ' LΩS/S[ is concentrated in degree 0, and there is a natural isomorphism

Acrys(S)/p ∼= LΩS/Fp .

Under this isomorphism, the conjugate filtration on Acrys(S)/p = DS[(ker(S[ → S)) agrees with
the conjugate filtration Lτ≤nΩS/Fp, and the surjective map

Γ∗S(I/I2)→ grconj
∗ (Acrys(S)/p)

from Proposition 8.11(3) is an isomorphism (note: since A = S[ is perfect, we may omit the
⊗A/I,ϕA/ϕ(I) from 8.11(3).)

Moreover, the divided power filtration on Acrys(S)/p gets identified with the Hodge filtration

LΩ≥iS/Fp.

Proof. Concentration in degree 0 follows from LS/Fp ' LS/S[ being a flat module in degree 1. By

[Bha12b, Proposition 3.25], there is a comparison map

LΩS/Fp → Acrys(S)/p .

By [Bha12b, Theorem 3.27], this is an isomorphism if S is the quotient of a perfect Fp-algebra by

a regular sequence; we actually only need the case S = Fp[X1/p∞ ]/X and tensor products thereof
(and the case of perfect rings themselves). In fact, the proof of [Bha12b, Theorem 3.27] even
shows compatibility with the conjugate and Hodge filtrations, and the divided power structures on
associated gradeds for the conjugate filtration. Thus, the proposition holds true in this case.

Now for any quasiregular semiperfect Fp-algebra S, we may consider the quasiregular semiperfect

ring S̃ = S[[X
1/p∞

i , i ∈ I]/(Xi, i ∈ I) where i ranges over all i ∈ I = ker(S[ → S); this maps

surjectively onto S via sending X
1/pn

i to the image of i1/p
n

in S. Then also LS̃/Fp [−1] = Ĩ/Ĩ2 →
LS/Fp [−1] = I/I2 is surjective, and hence the same is true on all divided powers. It follows that

both LΩS̃/Fp → LΩS/Fp and Acrys(S̃)/p → Acrys(S)/p are surjective, and in fact the maps on all

graded pieces are surjective. The result is true for S̃ as it is a filtered colimit of tensor products of
algebras for which we know the result.
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This has the consequence that LΩS/Fp → Acrys(S)/p is surjective, and preserves the filtrations;
on associated gradeds for the conjugate filtration, one gets the surjections

Γ∗S(I/I2) ∼= gr∗LΩS/Fp → grconj
∗ (Acrys(S)/p) .

To finish the proof, it suffices to show that LΩS/Fp → S is a divided power thickening; indeed,
this will induce an inverse map Acrys(S)/p → LΩS/Fp by the universal property. For this, we will
actually show that LWΩS → S is a divided power thickening. Note that LWΩS is concentrated in
degree 0 and flat over Zp, as its reduction modulo p is LΩS . Thus, it suffices to see that for any

x ∈ ker(LWΩS → S), all xn lie in n! ker(LWΩS → S). For this, we can again replace S by S̃. But
then we have a natural map

LWΩS̃ → Acrys(S̃)

by left Kan extension of the equivalence WΩA ' RΓcrys(A/Zp) in the case of smooth Fp-algebras.
This map is an equivalence as it is an equivalence modulo p by what we have already shown, and

Acrys(S̃) is p-torsion free for a ring S̃ of the form S[[X
1/p∞

i , i ∈ I]/(Xi, i ∈ I), cf. [SW13, Proposition
4.1.11] and the discussion before it. In particular, we have the desired divided powers. �

At the end of the proof, we have used the derived de Rham-Witt cohomology of S. Its basic
properties are as follows.

Proposition 8.13. Let S be a quasiregular semiperfect Fp-algebra. Then:

(1) The derived de Rham-Witt complex LWΩS is concentrated in degree 0 and flat over Zp.
(2) The Nygaard filtration N≥iLWΩS is concentrated in degree 0 and a submodule of LWΩS/Fp.
(3) The map

ϕi mod p : N≥iLWΩS
∼= Lτ≤iΩS/Fp → LWΩS/p = LΩS/Fp

is injective.
(4) The map LWΩS → S is a divided power thickening.

Proof. Part (1) follows from LWΩS/p = LΩS/Fp . The second part follows from the description

of the graded pieces N iLWΩS in terms of wedge powers of the cotangent complex which are all
concentrated in degree 0; the same holds for part (3). The last part was proved at the end of the
proof of the last proposition. �

The following result is the main structural result about Acrys(S) in case S is quasiregular semiper-
fect; related results may be found in [Bha12b, FJ13].

Theorem 8.14. Let S be a quasiregular semiperfect ring.

(1) The ring Acrys(S) is p-torsion-free.
(2) The map

ϕi mod p : N iAcrys(S)→ Acrys(S)/p

is injective and has image Filconj
i (Acrys(S)/p), for each i ≥ 0.

(3) There is a natural ϕ-equivariant isomorphism Acrys(S) ∼= LWΩS compatible with the Ny-
gaard filtrations.

(4) The image of N≥iAcrys(S)→ Acrys(S)/p ∼= LΩS/Fp agrees with the Hodge filtration LΩ≥iS/Fp.

In particular, the Nygaard-completed Âcrys(S) reduces modulo p to the Hodge-completed
derived de Rham complex:

Âcrys(S)/p ∼= L̂ΩS/Fp ,

which by Proposition 8.12 is also the divided power completion of Acrys(S)/p.
(5) The map ϕ mod p : Acrys(S)/p→ Acrys(S)/p satisfies ϕ(x) = xp for all x ∈ Acrys(S)/p.
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We warn the reader that the Nygaard completion differs from the divided power completion: for
p = 2, the divided power completion of the Nygaard complete ring Z2 is simply F2 as (22n/(2n)!) =
(2) in Z2 for all n ≥ 1.

Proof. By part (4) of the previous proposition, there is a natural map Acrys(S) → LWΩS . At

the end of the proof of Proposition 8.12, we proved that this is an isomorphism for S̃ of the form

S[[X
1/p∞

i , i ∈ I]/(Xi, i ∈ I). Moreover, in that case, the map is compatible with the isomorphism

of Proposition 8.12. By surjectivity of the maps induced by S̃ → S, we see that in general, the
map is compatible with that isomorphism. As the target is p-torsion-free, it follows that the map
Acrys(S)→ LWΩS is an isomorphism in general, and in particular part (1) follows.

It follows by induction from part (3) of Proposition 8.13 that the Nygaard filtration on LWΩS

is precisely the submodule on which ϕ is divisible by pi. Thus, we see that the Nygaard filtrations
are identified, proving part (3). Then part (2) follows from Proposition 8.13 (3).

Part (4) is now a consequence of the derived version of Lemma 8.3. For part (5), we may again

reduce to the case of S[[X
1/p∞

i , i ∈ I]/(Xi, i ∈ I), and then to S = Fp[X1/p∞ ]/X by decomposition

into tensor products. Then as an Fp[X1/p∞ ]-algebra, Acrys(S) is generated by Xi/i!, and both
ϕ(Xi/i!) = Xpi/i! and (Xi/i!)p = Xpi/(i!)p are divisible by p, as (pi)! is divisible by p(i!)p. �

8.3. Relation to TC−. Finally, we want to obtain the relation to TC−, as follows. Recall that

by Theorem 7.2, for a quasiregular semiperfect S, the ring �̂S = π0TC−(S;Zp) is a p-complete p-

torsion-free Zp-algebra complete for the Nygaard filtration N≥i�̂S ⊂ �̂S , and there are compatible
divided Frobenius maps

ϕi =
ϕ

pi
: N≥i�̂S → �̂S .

One subtlety is that in addition to the cyclotomic Frobenius map ϕ, there is also the map ϕ′ induced

by the Frobenius endomorphism of S, and moreover �̂S/p has its own Frobenius endomorphism.
These maps turn out to be all the same a posteriori, but we need to distinguish between them in
the proof.

The main result is as follows.

Theorem 8.15. The maps ϕ and ϕ′ on �̂S agree, and induce the Frobenius map x 7→ xp on

�̂S/p. There is a functorial ϕ-equivariant isomorphism �̂S ∼= Âcrys(S) ∼= L̂WΩS with the Nygaard
completion of the derived de Rham-Witt complex that identifies Nygaard filtrations.

The isomorphism �̂S ∼= L̂WΩS lifts the isomorphism

�̂S/p ∼= π0HC−(S/Fp) ∼= L̂ΩS/Fp

from Theorem 7.2 (5) and Proposition 5.14.

This theorem implies Theorem 1.10 by quasisyntomic descent, as L̂WΩS unfolds to L̂WΩA for
all A ∈ QSynFp , and restricts to the de Rham-Witt complex on smooth algebras.

Proof. We give the proof as a series of steps. The key step of the proof is the identification for

S = Fp[T±1/p∞ ]/(T − 1). Once that case has been settled, one can show that �̂S → S is a pd

thickening, which provides us with a functorial map Acrys(S)→ �̂S , which can be shown to extend
to the Nygaard completion and be an isomorphism.

Preliminaries. If S is perfect, then the result follows from Proposition 6.2. Moreover, for general
S, we know that modulo p, there is a functorial isomorphism

�̂S/p ∼= L̂ΩS/Fp
∼= Âcrys(S)/p
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by Theorem 7.2 (5) and Theorem 8.14 (4). In particular, by functoriality in S, this identifies ϕ′

with the Frobenius map of �̂S/p by Theorem 8.14 (5).

The case of S = Fp[T±1/p∞ ]/(T −1) = Fp[Qp/Zp]. For this, we use an argument that we learned
from Akhil Mathew. Consider the E∞-ring spectrum B = S[Qp/Zp], a spherical group algebra.
Then

THH(S) = THH(B)⊗S THH(Fp)
as THH is a symmetric monoidal functor, cf. [NS17, §IV.2]. On the other hand,

THH(B)⊗S Z = (THH(B)⊗S THH(Z))⊗THH(Z) Z
= THH(B ⊗S Z)⊗THH(Z) Z
= THH(Z[Qp/Zp])⊗THH(Z) Z
= HH(Z[Qp/Zp])

using Lemma 2.5. By [NS17, Corollary IV.4.10], there is a natural T-equivariant map Z→ THH(Fp)
of E∞-ring spectra, and so we get a natural T-equivalence

THH(S) = THH(B)⊗S THH(Fp) = (THH(B)⊗S Z)⊗Z THH(Fp)
= HH(Z[Qp/Zp])⊗Z THH(Fp) .

Now we claim that for any connective T-equivariant M ∈ D(Z) (such as M = HH(Z[Qp/Zp])), the
map

M →M ⊗Z THH(Fp)
induces a map

M tT → (M ⊗Z THH(Fp))tT

that identifies the target as the p-completion of the source. Indeed, the target is always p-complete,
so we need to prove that it is an equivalence after modding out by p. By [NS17, Lemma IV.4.12],
it is thus enough to prove that

M tCp → (M ⊗Z THH(Fp))tCp

is an equivalence. Both sides commute with writing M as the limit of τ≤nM by using Lemma 3.2,
so we can assume that M is bounded, and then by induction concentrated in one degree. We can
also assume that M is killed by p, and thus an Fp-vector space. The result is true if M = Z by
[NS17, Corollary IV.4.13], and thus for M = Fp. It then follows formally that it holds for arbitrary
products of copies of Fp, and thus for every Fp-vector space by passing to direct summands.

Applied to M = HH(Z[Qp/Zp]), we arrive at an equivalence of E∞-ring spectra

HP(Z[Qp/Zp];Zp) ' TP(Fp[Qp/Zp]) .

On the other hand, Theorem 1.17 gives an isomorphism

π0HP(Z[Qp/Zp];Zp) ∼= (L̂ΩZ[Qp/Zp]/Z)∧p .

If R̃ is a flat Zp-algebra with a Frobenius lift and R = R̃/p, there is a natural quasi-isomorphism
(Ω•

R̃/Zp
)∧p → WΩ•R by Proposition 8.7 that moreover intertwines the combined p-adic and Hodge

filtration on the left with the Nygaard filtration on the right. By left Kan extension and using the
natural Frobenius lift on Z[Qp/Zp], this implies that there is a natural isomorphism

(L̂ΩZ[Qp/Zp]/Z)∧p ' L̂WΩFp[Qp/Zp] .

In summary,

π0TP(Fp[Qp/Zp]) ∼= π0HP(Z[Qp/Zp];Zp) ∼= L̂WΩFp[Qp/Zp] .
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It follows from the construction that this isomorphism is compatible with the isomorphism

π0TP(S)/p ∼= π0HP(S/Fp) ∼= L̂ΩS/Fp .

This shows that for S = Fp[Qp/Zp], there is indeed an isomorphism of rings

π0TP(S) ∼= Âcrys(S) .

The same arguments apply to Fp[T±1/p∞ ] (which is a perfect ring for which we already know the
result), and so we see by functoriality that the map

W (Fp[T±1/p∞ ]) = π0TP(Fp[T±1/p∞ ])→ π0TP(S) = Âcrys(S)

is the natural injective map. On its image, we know that ϕ = ϕ′. As the map

W (Fp[T±1/p∞ ])[1
p ]→ Âcrys(S)[1

p ]

has dense image, it follows that ϕ = ϕ′ on �̂S = π0TP(S), and agrees with the Frobenius of

Âcrys(S). As on N≥i�̂S , the Frobenius ϕ is divisible by pi, it follows that it maps into N≥iÂcrys(S).
To prove that they agree, we argue by induction and use the short exact sequence (4). Using this,
it is enough to prove that

�̂S/(p�̂S +N≥i+1�̂S) = LΩ≤iS/Fp

as quotients of �̂S/p = Âcrys(S)/p = L̂ΩS/Fp . But the Nygaard filtration was defined in terms of
the abutment filtration for the Tate spectral sequence, and modulo p this reduces to the abutment
filtration for the Tate spectral sequence for π0HP(S/Fp) (equivalently, the homotopy fixed point
spectral sequence for π0HC−(S/Fp)), which was identified with the Hodge filtration in the proof

of Proposition 5.14. Thus, the theorem holds true for S = Fp[T±1/p∞ ]/(T − 1), or equivalently for

S = Fp[T 1/p∞ ]/T .

More reductions. If the result holds true for S1 and S2, then it holds true for S1 ⊗Fp S2, as both

�̂S1⊗S2 and Âcrys(S1⊗S2) are given by completions of �̂S1⊗Zp �̂S2 respectively Âcrys(S1)⊗Zp Âcrys(S2)
for the tensor product of the Nygaard filtrations; indeed, this can be checked modulo p, where it
follows from the above discussion. By passage to tensor products and filtered colimits, the theorem

holds true for any algebra of the form R[X
1/p∞

i , i ∈ I]/(Xi, i ∈ I), where R is any perfect algebra.

The general case. For a general ring S, we know now that if S̃ = S[[X
1/p∞

i , i ∈ I]/(Xi, i ∈ I),

where I = ker(S[ → S), which has its natural surjection S̃ → S, then the theorem holds true for

S̃. The natural map �̂S̃ → �̂S is surjective, and is surjective on all steps of the Nygaard filtration
(by checking on associated gradeds for the Nygaard filtration). In particular, we see that ϕ = ϕ′

on �̂S . Moreover, we see that the ideal ker(�̂S → S) has divided powers, by reduction to the case

of S̃. In particular, we get a functorial map Acrys(S) → �̂S . This map is compatible with the

Nygaard filtration, again by reduction to the case of S̃. Therefore, it induces a functorial map

Âcrys(S)→ �̂S . By reduction to the case of S̃, this is surjective, and induces surjections on all steps

of the Nygaard filtration. To finish the proof, it remains to see that the map Âcrys(S)/p → �̂S/p
is an isomorphism. But this is an endomorphism L̂ΩS/Fp → L̂ΩS/Fp , and we know that for S̃ it is
the identity endomorphism. Thus, the same holds true for S, as desired. �

A consequence of the discussion is the following description of THH and THHtCp , and a version
of the Segal conjecture.

Corollary 8.16. Let A be a smooth k-algebra of dimension d. For all i ∈ Z, there are natural
isomorphisms

griTHH(A) ' (τ≤iΩA/k)[2i]
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and
griTHH(A)tCp ' ΩA/k[2i] ,

where the filtration on THH(−)tCp is defined as usual via quasisyntomic descent of the double-
speed Postnikov filtration. Under this equivalence, the map ϕ : griTHH(A)→ griTHH(A)tCp is the
natural map τ≤iΩA/k → ΩA/k.

In particular,
ϕ : THH(A)→ THH(A)tCp

is an equivalence in degrees ≥ d.

Proof. The identificaton THH(A)tCp ' TP(A)/p from Proposition 6.4 is compatible with filtrations
(by checking for quasiregular semiperfect rings) and thus induces equivalences griTHH(A)tCp '
WΩA/p[2i] = ΩA/k[2i]. Under the general equivalence between N i�̂A and griTHH(A)[−2i], the

compatibility with filtrations (Nygaard respectively Lη) of the equivalence �̂A ' Lηp�̂A is equivalent
to the assertion that the maps griTHH(A) → griTHH(A)tCp induced by ϕ induce isomorphisms
griTHH(A) ' τ≤−igriTHH(A)tCp , giving the result. �

8.4. K-theory, TC, and logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaves in characteristic p. Here
we apply the results obtained so far in this section to analyse the syntomic sheaves from §7.4 in
characteristic p, identify them in terms of algebraic K-theory, and show that their pushforwards
to the étale world recover p-adic motivic cohomology in its guise as a logarithmic de Rham-Witt
sheaf.

Lemma 8.17.

(1) For any quasiregular semiperfect Fp-algebra S and i > 0, the operator

ϕi − 1 : N≥iÂcrys(S)→ Âcrys(S)

is surjective.
(2) For any i ≥ 0, the operator

ϕi − 1 : N≥iÂcrys(−)→ Âcrys(−)

is surjective as a map of sheaves on QRSPerfdFp.

Proof. (1) By p-completeness of both sides it is enough to prove surjectivity modulo p. When

restricted to N≥i+1Âcrys(S), the map

ϕi − 1 : N≥i+1Âcrys(S)→ Âcrys(S)/p

agrees with minus the canonical map, as ϕi is divisible by p on N≥i+1Âcrys(S). It follows that the
image

L̂Ω
≥i+1

S/Fp ⊂ L̂ΩS/Fp = Âcrys(S)/p

of N≥i+1Âcrys(S) lies in the image of ϕi−1; this can be identified with the divided power filtration

Fili+1
pd Âcrys(S)/p ⊂ Âcrys(S)/p by Theorem 8.14 (4).

When restricted to pN≥i−1Âcrys(S), the map

ϕi − 1 : pN≥i−1Âcrys(S)→ Âcrys(S)/p

agrees with

ϕi−1 = ϕi−1 − p : N≥i−1Âcrys(S)→ Âcrys(S)/p .

This factors over the map

N i−1Âcrys(S) = Lτ≤i−1ΩS/Fp → L̂ΩS/Fp = Âcrys(S)/p .
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Thus, also Lτ≤i−1ΩS/Fp = Filconj
i−1 Âcrys(S)/p lies in the image of ϕi − 1. But for i > 0, one has

Filconj
i−1 Âcrys(S)/p+ Fili+1

pd Âcrys(S)/p = Âcrys(S)/p

as in general for all j ≥ 1,

Filconj
j−1Âcrys(S)/p+ FilpjpdÂcrys(S)/p = Âcrys(S)/p ,

giving the result.

(2) The case i > 0 is covered by part (1), which also shows that ϕ − 1 mod p : Âcrys(S) →
Âcrys(S)/p hits all of Fil1pdÂcrys(S)/p. Moreover, the composition

Âcrys(S)
ϕ−1−−→ Âcrys(S)→ S

is surjective, when viewed as a sheaf over S ∈ QRSPerfdFp , since Artin–Schreier extensions exist

in QRSPerfdFp . Since Âcrys(S) is p-adically complete and the union of a tower of Artin–Schreier
extensions is still a cover in QRSPerfdFp , this proves the desired surjectivity. �

Combining the previous lemma with the identifications of Theorem 8.15, we obtain exact se-
quences of sheaves

0→ π2iTC(−)→ π2iTC−(−)
ϕhT−1−−−−→ π2iTP(−)→ 0

on QRSPerfdFp . In particular, this shows that the syntomic sheaf Zp(i) on QRSPerfdFp is con-

centrated in degree 0 and identifies with π2iTC(−), which is p-torsion-free (since we know from

Theorem 8.15 that π2iTC−(S) ∼= N≥iÂcrys(S), which is p-torsion-free by Theorem 8.14 – to be pre-
cise, it easily follows from the definition of the Nygaard filtration that p-torsion-freeness of Acrys(S)
implies the same for its Nygaard completion). We have proved most of:

Proposition 8.18. Conjecture 7.18 is true in characteristic p. More precisely, for any S ∈
QRSPerfdFp, the complex Zp(i)(S) is concentrated in degree 0 and given by the p-torsion-free group

Acrys(S)ϕ=pi.

Proof. We claim that the natural map

α : ker(N≥iAcrys(S)
ϕi−1−−−→ Acrys(S))→ ker(N≥iÂcrys(S)

ϕi−1−−−→ Âcrys(S))

is an isomorphism. This implies the result, as the left-hand side is in fact equal to Acrys(S)ϕ=pi ,
using the definition of the Nygaard filtration. By the definition of the Nygaard filtration, the

Frobenius map Acrys(S) → Acrys(S) factors canonically over the Nygaard completion Âcrys(S). In
fact, we have a natural commutative diagram

N≥iAcrys(S)
ϕi //

α
��

Acrys(S)

α
��

N≥iÂcrys(S)
ϕi //

β
77

Âcrys(S) .

This implies that α is injective. Indeed, assume that x ∈ N≥iAcrys(S) satisfies ϕi(x) = x, and that
α(x) = 0. Then in particular ϕi(x) = β(α(x)) = 0, and thus x = ϕi(x) = 0.

On the other hand, if y ∈ N≥iÂcrys(S) satisfies ϕi(y) = y, then x = β(y) ∈ Acrys(S) maps to y
and satisfies ϕ(x) = ϕ(β(y)) = β(ϕ(y)) = piβ(y) = pix, and therefore lies in

Acrys(S)ϕ=pi = ker(N≥iAcrys(S)
ϕi−1−−−→ Acrys(S)) ,

as desired. �
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For smooth A, passing to quasisyntomic cohomology yields the following corollary.

Corollary 8.19. Assume that A is a smooth k-algebra and X = SpecA. Let λ : qSynop
A → Xproét

be the natural map of sites. For all i ≥ 0, there is a natural isomorphism

Rλ∗Zp(i) 'WΩi
X,log[−i] .

Proof. This follows from the description of griTC− and griTP and Proposition 8.4. �

Remark 8.20. In the setting of the previous corollary, it is classical that the projection map
Xfppf → Xét sends the sheaf µpn to WnΩ1

X,log[−1], cf. [Ill79, §II.5]. The previous corollary may
be viewed as an analogue for higher weight p-adic motivic cohomology in characteristic p, as was
conjectured by Milne [Mil76, Remark 1.12], except that we use the quasisyntomic rather than the
flat topology.

We also record the following calculation of connective algebraic K-theory. It may be applied, for

example, when S = OCp/p, in which case
⊕

i≥0(Acrys(S)ϕ=pi)[1
p ] =

⊕
i≥0 B+

crys(S)ϕ=pi is the graded

ring defining the Fargues–Fontaine curve, [FF17]. This was conjectured in 2013 by the third author
(based on evidence in degrees ≤ 2) and sparked much of this work. Indeed, the formula for TC as
Frobenius fix points on something else made it natural to guess that this “something else” should
have homotopy groups Acrys(S), and this is what we have realized here in terms of TC− and TP.10

Corollary 8.21. For any quasiregular semiperfect Fp-algebra S, the K-theory K∗(S;Zp) vanishes
in odd degrees, while

Keven(S;Zp) ∼=
⊕
i≥0

Acrys(S)ϕ=pi .

Proof. As in §7.4, Theorem 7.15 allows us to identify

H0(Zp(i)(S)) ∼= K2i(S;Zp) , H1(Zp(i)(S)) ∼= K2i−1(S;Zp) ,
so this follows from Proposition 8.18. �

10It was also one of the inspirations for [NS17] as the classical TR or TF do not have the right form.
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9. The mixed-characteristic situation

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.8, i.e., we compare �̂A with AΩA in case A is
the p-adic completion of a smooth OC-algebra. This goal is realized in §9.2 using some lemmas
in almost mathematics collected together in §9.1. Next, in §9.3, we check that the identification

�̂A ' AΩA constructed earlier carries the Nygaard filtration on the left to the filtration on AΩA

coming from its definition via Proposition 5.7. Finally, in §9.4, we check that the Adams operations
act with weight i on griTC−(A;Zp) (and variants) for any A ∈ QSyn; even though this statement
has nothing to do with OC , its proof reduces to the case where A is as above, whence we can use
Theorem 1.8.

The following notation will be held fixed throughout this section.

Notation 9.1. Let C/Qp be a perfectoid field containing µp∞ , and set Ainf = Ainf(OC). Let

µ := [ε]−1 ∈ Ainf where ε ∈ O[C = limx 7→xp OC/p is a compatible system of primitive p-power roots
of unity. Then ϕ−1(µ) | µ. For r ≥ 1, set ξr = µ

ϕ−r(µ)
∈ Ainf and ξ = ξ1, so ξr | ξr+1 | µ for all r.

9.1. Some almost homological algebra. As preparation, we recall some facts from almost math-
ematics. We shall be interested in almost mathematics over Ainf in the p-complete setting, i.e.,

we are interested in the quotient D̂(Aainf) of the ∞-category D̂(Ainf) of p-complete Ainf -complexes

by the full subcategory of those whose cohomology groups are killed by W (m[). Recall that such
complexes form a stable subcategory, so that one can pass to the Verdier quotient (for the ∞-
categorical version, cf. e.g. [NS17, §I.3]). In fact, complexes whose cohomology groups are killed by

W (m[) form a ⊗-ideal, so D̂(Aainf) is a symmetric monoidal stable ∞-category by [NS17, Theorem

I.3.6]. The following lemma allows us to replace W (m[) in the preceding definition by much smaller
ideals:

Lemma 9.2. For d ≥ 1, set Jd = ∪r(ϕ−r(µ)d) ⊂ Ainf , so Jd ⊂ J1 ⊂ W (m[) for all d. Then p is
a nonzero divisor on Ainf/Jd for all d. Moreover, the p-adic completion of any Jd coincides with

W (m[).

Proof. Note that ϕ−(r+1)(µ) | ϕ−r(µ), so we may regard each Jd as a filtering union of the principal
ideals (ϕ−r(µ)d). To show that p is a nonzerodivisor on Ainf/Jd, it thus suffices to show that p is
a nonzerodivisor modulo ϕ−r(µ)d. By Frobenius twisting, we may assume r = 0. Note that µ is
a nonzero divisor modulo p, so (p, µ) and then also (p, µd) forms a regular sequence. We are now
done by the general fact that if (x, y) form a regular sequence in a commutative ring A, then x is
a nonzerodivisor modulo y: if xa = by, then x | b as y is regular mod x, whence y | a (as we can
divide xa = x bxy by x as x is a nonzerodivisor in A), and thus x is a nonzerodivisor modulo y.

It follows from the previous paragraph that Bd := Ainf/Jd is a p-torsionfree ring. Moreover,

since it is clear that (Jd, p) = (J1, p) = (p,W (m[)) as ideals of Ainf , the ring Bd/p identifies with

Ainf/(W (m[), p) ' k, and is thus perfect and independent of d. But then the p-adic completion
of Bd is a p-torsionfree and p-complete ring lifting k, and must thus coincide with W (k) for all

d. This implies in particular that Jd ⊂ J1 ⊂ W (m[) give the same ideal on p-adic completion, as
wanted. �

Consider now the evident natural transformations

Lηµ → ...→ Lηξr+1 → Lηξr → ...→ Lηξ

of endofunctors on the full subcategory D≥0
tf (Ainf) of D≥0(Ainf) where H0 is torsion-free.

Lemma 9.3. Fix K ∈ D≥0
tf (Ainf) that is p-complete. Then each cohomology group of the cofiber Q

of the natural map LηµK → R limr LηξrK of p-complete complexes is killed by W (m[).
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Proof. As K is p-complete, the same holds true for LηfK for any nonzero f ∈ Ainf by [BMS16,
Lemma 6.19]. Applying this for f = µ, ξr and using stability of p-completeness under limits, it
follows that both LηµK and R limr LηξrK are p-complete, and hence so is Q. By Lemma 9.2, it is
enough to show that for each i, there is some d ≥ 0 such that H i(Q) is annihilated by Jd.

As Lη preserves cohomological amplitude by [BMS16, Corollary 6.5] while R lim changes it by

at most 1, we may assume after shift that K ∈ D[0,d](Ainf) for some d ≥ 1 with H0(K) torsion-free.
We may then represent K by some K• with Ki = 0 for i < 0 and for i > d, and Ki torsionfree.
Consider the following diagram of subcomplexes of K•:

ηµK
• ⊂ . . . ⊂ ηξsK• ⊂ . . . ⊂ ηξr+1K

• ⊂ ηξrK•.

As µ = ϕ−r(µ) · ξr, we can write ηµK
• = ηϕ−r(µ)ηξrK

•. As K has cohomological amplitude d,

multiplication by ϕ−r(µ)d on ηξrK
• thus factors over ηµK

∗. It formally follows that multiplication

by ϕ−r(µ)d on both the source and target of the map

LηµK → R lim
s≥r

LηξsK ' R lim
s
LηξsK

factors over the map. But then ϕ−r(µ)d annihilates each H i(Q). As this is true for all r, we have
shown that Jd ·H i(Q) = 0 for all i, as wanted. �

The following technical result shall be used later.

Lemma 9.4. If M is the (p, ξ)-completion of a free Ainf-module, then the natural map

M → HomAinf
(W (m[),M)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. As everything in sight is ξ-complete and ξ-torsionfree, this reduces to checking that M/ξ →
Hom(m,M/ξ) is an isomorphism. Injectivity is clear as M/ξ is a torsionfree OC-module. For

surjectivity, write M/ξ ∼=
⊕̂

i∈IOC as the p-adic completion of a free OC-module. Regard M/ξ as

a submodule of N =
∏
i∈I OC in the usual way: M/ξ ⊂ N is the set of sequences (ai) ∈

∏
i∈I O[C

such that for all n ≥ 0, we have |ai| ≤ |pn| for all but finitely many i ∈ I.
Now it is clear for valuative reasons thatN ∼= Hom(m, N). Under this identification, the subgroup

Hom(m,M/ξ) ⊂ Hom(m, N) corresponds to the set of sequences (ai) ∈ N =
∏
i∈I OC such that, for

each ε ∈ m, we have (ε · ai) ∈M/ξ, i.e., for each such ε and each n ≥ 0, we must have |ε · ai| ≤ |pn|
for all but finitely many i ∈ I. Applying this condition for ε = p then shows that for all n ≥ 0, we
have |ai| ≤ |pn−1| for all but finitely many i ∈ I; as this holds true for all n, we immediately get
(ai) ∈M/ξ ⊂ N , as wanted. �

9.2. The comparison map. Our goal now is to compare the �̂(−) theory constructed by unfolding

π0TC− to the AΩ-theory from [BMS16]. We shall need the following variant of the latter that makes
sense for all p-complete OC-algebras:

Construction 9.5 (Noncomplete AΩ-complexes for arbitrary rings). Recall that we have a functor

A 7→ AΩA := LηµRΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)

from p-adic completions of smooth OC-algebras to E∞-Ainf -algebras. Two important features of
this construction are:

(1) AΩA is (p, ξ)-complete.
(2) There is a natural isomorphism AΩA/ξ ' LΩA/OC .
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Following Construction 7.12, by left Kan extension in (p, ξ)-complete Ainf -complexes, we obtain
a functor AΩ(−) on all p-complete simplicial commutative OC-algebras. This functor satisfies the
obvious analogs of (1) and (2) above. As in Construction 7.12, it follows that AΩ(−) is a sheaf of

E∞-Ainf -algebras on QSynop
OC and takes discrete values on QRSPerfdop

OC .

We can now state and prove the main theorem.

Theorem 9.6. Let A be an OC-algebra that can be written as the p-adic completion of a smooth

OC-algebra. There is a natural isomorphism �̂A
'→ AΩA of E∞-Ainf-algebras that is compatible

with Frobenius.

Proof. Before explaining the proof, let us explain the idea informally. As we understand �̂S for S

perfectoid, it is easy to construct a comparison map �̂A → RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf). To factor this over
Lηµ of the target (and thus producing a map to AΩA), we use the criterion from Lemma 9.3 as

well as the behaviour of Frobenius on the Nygaard filtration on �̂A coming from Corollary 7.10. At
the end, this only gives a factorization in the almost category, so we employ a trick involving left
Kan extensions to topologically free objects in QRSPerfdOC to get back to the real world.

Let us now explain the proof as a series of steps.

A primitive comparison map. Let us first construct a functorial ϕ-equivariant comparison map

bA : �̂A → RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)

for the p-adic completion A of a smooth OC-algebra. For this, observe that for every map A→ R

with R perfectoid, we have an induced functorial map �̂A → �̂R ∼= Ainf(R). As RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)
can be regarded as a limit of the functor R 7→ Ainf(R) on a subcategory of perfectoid A-algebras,
we formally obtain the map bA.

Constructing the comparison map in the almost category. We shall now refine bA to obtain a
functorial comparison map

caA : �̂aA → AΩa
A

of E∞-algebras in D̂(Aainf) for the p-adic completion A of a smooth OC-algebra. Consider the

∞-category C of E∞-algebras in D̂(Aainf). The ∞-category C comes equipped with an endofunctor
F : C → C given by A 7→ Lηξϕ∗A. Given any ∞-category with an endofunctor F , we have the

∞-category of fixed points CF of pairs of an object X ∈ C and an equivalence X ' F (X). Moreover,
we have the∞-category C→F of objects X ∈ C with a map X → F (X); and the∞-category CF→ of
objects X ∈ C with a map F (X)→ X. If C admits sequential limits, then there is an endofunctor
R of CF→ given by sending F (X)→ X to the inverse limit R(X) of . . .→ F (F (X))→ F (X)→ X
with its natural map F (R(X)) → R(X). If Y → F (Y ) is an object of C→F and F (X) → X an
object of CF→ together with a commutative diagram

Y //

f

��

F (Y )

F (f)

��
X F (X) ,oo

then this factors canonically over a similar map from Y → F (Y ) to F (R(X))→ R(X).

In our case, �̂aA lies in C→F as there is a natural map

�̂A → Lηξϕ∗�̂A

by Corollary 7.10. On the other hand, RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf) lies in CF→, as ϕ is an automorphism
and there is a natural map LηξRΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)→ RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf) since RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf) ∈
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D≥0
tf (Ainf). Moreover, the diagram

�̂A //

bA

��

Lηξϕ∗�̂A
can //

Lηξϕ∗bA
��

ϕ∗�̂A

ϕ∗bA
��

Lηξϕ∗RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)
can //

tt

ϕ∗RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)

RΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)

ϕ

'

11

commutes without the dashed arrow, and thus also with the dashed arrow by inverting the lower
equivalence. Thus, by passing to the almost category, we are in the abstract setup, and get a map
of E∞-algebras

�̂aA → lim←−(Lηξϕ∗)
◦rRΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)

a

in D̂(Aainf) that commutes with the respective maps to/from their Lηξϕ∗−. But the right-hand side
is equivalent to AΩa

A by Lemma 9.3. More precisely, applying the same argument for AΩA with its
equivalence to LηξAΩA, we get a natural map of E∞-algebras

AΩa
A = LηµRΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)

a → lim←−(Lηξϕ∗)
◦rRΓ(Spf(A)C ,Ainf)

a

in D̂(Aainf) that commutes with the respective maps to/from Lηξϕ∗−, and this map is an equivalence
by Lemma 9.3.

Lifting the almost comparison map caA to the real world. By left Kan extension in (p, ξ)-complete
Ainf -complexes, we obtain an almost map caA : �aA → AΩa

A for any p-complete OC-algebra A (see
Construction 7.12 and Construction 9.5 for the definitions). For S ∈ QRSPerfdOC , both �S and

AΩS are discrete. Hence, we can identify caS with an honest map �S → HomAinf
(W (m[), AΩS) for

S ∈ QRSPerfdOC . Now if S ∈ qrsPerfdproj
OC (see Variant 4.35 for the definition), then Lemma 9.8

identifies this with an honest map
dR : �S → AΩS .

In other words, on the category qrsPerfdproj
OC ⊂ QRSPerfdOC from Variant 4.35, we have constructed

the comparison map dS as above. Using the equivalence in the last statement of Variant 4.35, we
may unfold the map dS to a functorial comparison map

dA : �A → AΩA

for any A ∈ qSynproj
OC . As p-adic completions of smoothOC-algebras lie in qSynproj

OC , this construction
restricts to a functorial comparison map on the category of p-adic completions of smooth OC-
algebras. It is also clear by descent that dA is a map of E∞-Ainf -algebras that is compatible with
Frobenius.

Showing dA is an isomorphism. Note that both �̂A/ξ and AΩA/ξ are naturally identified with
LΩA/OC . By completeness, to show dA is an isomorphism, it is enough to check that dA/ξ is an
isomorphism. Using Lemma 9.9, we must verify the following:

Claim 9.7. If A is the p-adic completion of a smooth OC-algebra, the map H0(dA/(p, ξ)) induces

the identity map on (A/p)(1) := A/p⊗OC/p,ϕ OC/p under the isomorphisms

H0(�̂A/(p, ξ)) ∼= H0(LΩ(A/p)/(OC/p))
∼= (A/p)(1)

and
H0(AΩA/(p, ξ)) ∼= H0(LΩ(A/p)/(OC/p))

∼= (A/p)(1)

coming from the Cartier isomorphism.
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But this follows from the analogous statement in the perfectoid case. Indeed, after a localization,

we may choose a cover A→ R in qSynproj
OC with R perfectoid. Then dR is the identity map by the

construction of the primitive comparison map bA, and hence H0(dR/(p, ξ)) is also the identity map.
As A→ R is injective modulo p, the map LΩ(A/p)/(OC/p) → LΩ(R/p)/(OC/p) also induces an injective

map on H0, and hence it follows that H0(dA/(p, ξ)) is the identity map. �

The following two lemmas were used above.

Lemma 9.8. Assume S ∈ qrsPerfdproj
OC (see Variant 4.35 for the definition). Then

AΩS
∼= HomAinf

(W (m[), AΩS) .

Proof. As S is OC-flat, we have AΩS/(p, ξ) ' LΩ(S/p)/(OC/p). By assumption S/p is a free

OC/p-module and L(S/p)/(OC/p)[−1] is a projective S/p-module. But then ∧iL(S/p)/(OC/p)[−i] ∼=
Γi(S/p)(π1L(S/p)/(OC/p)) is a projective S/p-module (and free over OC/p) for all i. By (non-canoni-

cally) splitting the conjugate filtration, one sees that LΩ(S/p)/(OC/p) is also a free OC/p-module.
It follows that AΩS is the (p, ξ)-completion of a free Ainf -module: the sequence (p, ξ) is regular in
AΩS as the derived quotient AΩS/(p, ξ) = LΩ(S/p)/(OC/p) is discrete, and then a basis of AΩS/(p, ξ)
lifts to a topological basis of AΩS . The claim now follows from Lemma 9.4. �

Lemma 9.9. Let A be the p-adic completion of a smooth OC-algebra. Let η : ΩA/OC → ΩA/OC
be a map of p-completed E∞-OC-algebras with mod p reduction η. If H0(η) is the identity, then
H∗(η) is the identity, and thus η is an isomorphism.

Proof. View H∗(η) as a graded endomorphism of a graded ring R∗ := H∗(Ω(A/p)/(OC/p)). By the

Cartier isomorphism, R∗ is generated in degree 1. As we have assumed H0(η) is the identity on
R0, it is enough to show that the resulting R0-linear map H1(η) : R1 → R1 is also the identity.
Now H∗(η) is compatible with the Bockstein differential βp : R0 → R1, so the map H1(η) acts as
the identity on βp(R

0) ⊂ R1. But, by the Cartier isomorphism, R1 is generated as an R0-module
by βp(R

0): under the Cartier isomorphism, the Bockstein corresponds to the de Rham differential.
As H1(η) is R0-linear, the claim follows. �

9.3. Nygaard filtrations. Moreover, we identify the Nygaard filtration.

Proposition 9.10. Let A be the p-adic completion of a smooth OC-algebra. The map �̂A →
Lηξϕ∗�̂A from Corollary 7.10 (3) is an isomorphism, and identifies the Nygaard filtration N≥i�̂A
with the filtration on Lηξ from Proposition 5.7.

In other words, the equivalence �̂A ' AΩA carries the Nygaard filtration N≥i�̂A to the filtration
on AΩA coming from the equivalence AΩA ' Lηξϕ∗AΩA.

Proof. As the equivalence �̂A ' AΩA commutes with the maps to their Lηξϕ∗−, the first statement
follows from the corresponding statement for AΩA.

For the statement on Nygaard filtrations, we need to see that the maps of associated gradeds

is an equivalence. We know that N i�̂A is a complex of A-modules concentrated in degrees [0, i]

with cohomology groups Ωj
A/OC , 0 ≤ j ≤ i, by Proposition 7.8. For the right-hand side, we use the

equivalence Lηξϕ∗�̂A ' ϕ∗Lηξ̃AΩA to see that the graded pieces are isomorphic to ϕ∗τ
≤iAΩA/ξ̃.

By [BMS16, Theorem 8.3, Theorem 9.4 (i)], its cohomology groups are also given by Ωj
A/OC for

0 ≤ j ≤ i, and 0 else. Thus, we must check that certain endomorphisms Ωj
A/OC → Ωj

A/OC are

isomorphisms. This can be checked after base extension along A→ A⊗OC k, where k is the residue
field of OC . Then it follows from the results in characteristic p. �
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Remark 9.11. We briefly explain how to make the Nygaard filtration explicit in coordinates.
Recall that if one fixes a framing � : OC〈T±1

1 , . . . , T±1
d 〉 → A that is the p-adic completion of an

étale map, one gets a corresponding flat deformation Ã of A to Ainf (along θ : Ainf → OC) and
there is an explicit complex computing AΩA, given by a q-de Rham complex

q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

= Ã→
d⊕
i=1

Ã→ . . .→ Ã→ 0

that can be defined as a Koszul complex KÃ(
∂q

∂q log(T1) , . . . ,
∂q

∂q log(Td)), cf. [BMS16, Definition 9.5].

Here, q = [ε]− 1 ∈ Ainf . Under this equivalence, the map

AΩA → Lηξϕ∗AΩA = ϕ∗Lηξ̃AΩA

is given by the map of complexes

ϕ : q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

→ ϕ∗ηξ̃q-Ω
•
Ã/Ainf

⊂ ϕ∗q-Ω•Ã/Ainf

induced by the map ϕ : Ã → Ã sending all Ti to T pi . Now a direct computation shows that this
implies that one can describe the Nygaard filtration as the filtration

ξmax(i−•,0)q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

⊂ q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

as in Proposition 8.7.

Having identified the Nygaard filtration, we can now identify THH and THHtCp more precisely,

and verify a version of the Segal conjecture. Recall the complex Ω̃A = AΩA⊗Ainf ,θ̃
A from [BMS16,

§8], whose cohomology groups are Ωi
A/OC{−i}.

Corollary 9.12. Let A be the p-adic completion of a smooth OC-algebra of dimension d. For all
i ∈ Z, there are natural isomorphisms

griTHH(A;Zp) ' (τ≤iΩ̃A{i})[2i]

and

griTHH(A;Zp)tCp ' Ω̃A{i}[2i] ,

where the filtration on THH(−;Zp)tCp is defined as usual via quasisyntomic descent of the double-
speed Postnikov filtration. Under this equivalence, the map ϕ : griTHH(A;Zp)→ griTHH(A;Zp)tCp
is the natural map (τ≤iΩ̃A){i}[2i]→ Ω̃A{i}[2i].

In particular,

ϕ : THH(A;Zp)→ THH(A;Zp)tCp

is an equivalence in degrees ≥ d.

Proof. The identificaton THH(A;Zp)tCp ' TP(A;Zp)/ξ̃ from Proposition 6.4 is compatible with
filtrations (by checking for quasiregular semiperfectoids) and thus induces equivalences

griTHH(A;Zp)tCp ' AΩA/ξ̃{i}[2i] = Ω̃A{i}[2i] .

Under the general equivalence between N i�̂A and griTHH(A;Zp)[−2i], Proposition 9.10 is equiv-
alent to the assertion that the maps griTHH(A;Zp) → griTHH(A;Zp)tCp induced by ϕ induce
isomorphisms griTHH(A;Zp) ' τ≤−igriTHH(A;Zp)tCp , giving the result. �
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9.4. Adams operations. A consequence of the functorial identification between �̂A and AΩA is
the identification of the Adams operations. Let us recall their construction first.

Construction 9.13. Note that p-completed THH(A;Zp) can also be defined as the p-completion
of A⊗E∞-k T∧p , where we consider the p-completion T∧p = K(Zp, 1) of the circle. This implies that

the automorphisms Z×p of T∧p act functorially on the E∞-algebra in cyclotomic spectra THH(A;Zp).
In particular, there are natural Z×p -actions on all objects considered throughout, such as the qua-

sisyntomic sheaves �̂(−) and the Breuil-Kisin twist �̂(−){1}; these operations are called the Adams
operations.

We can now identify the Adams operations.

Proposition 9.14. The Z×p -action on the quasisyntomic sheaf �̂(−) is trivial, and the action

on �̂(−){1} is given by the natural multiplication action. The same holds true for all steps of

the Nygaard filtration. In particular, γ ∈ Z×p acts via multiplication with γi on griTHH(−;Zp),
griTC−(−;Zp), griTP(−;Zp) and griTC(−;Zp), for all i ∈ Z.

Proof. First, note that as �̂S is concentrated in degree 0 for S quasiregular semiperfectoid, the

triviality of the action is a condition, not a datum. Moreover, N≥i�̂S ⊂ �̂S is an ideal in this case,

so if the action is trivial on �̂S , then this also holds for the Nygaard filtration. Similar remarks
apply to the Breuil-Kisin twist.

Assume first that R is perfectoid. Then the universal property of Ainf(R) = �̂R → R as the
universal p-complete pro-infinitesimal thickening, together with the triviality of the Z×p -action on

R, implies that the Z×p -action on Ainf(R) is trivial. To identify the action on �̂R{1}, we use
the identification of Breuil-Kisin twists after Proposition 6.5; this shows that there are natural
isomorphisms

H2(T/Cpr , �̂R{1}/ξ̃r) = ker θ̃r/(ker θ̃r)
2 ,

equivariant for the Z×p -action. In particular, the Z×p -action is trivial on the right. As Z×p acts

through multiplication by the inverse on H2(T,Zp) = H2(T∧p ,Zp), we see that Z×p must act through

multiplication on �̂R{1}/ξ̃r, and then also on the inverse limit �̂R{1}.
By the base change property of �̂(−){1}, it remains to show that in general the Z×p -action on �̂S

is trivial if S is quasiregular semiperfectoid. We may assume that S is an OC-algebra by passing

to a quasisyntomic cover. Going through the proof of the equivalence between �̂A and AΩA, we
see that all maps are equivariant for the Z×p -action when the source is equipped with the Adams
operations and the target with the trivial action. Moreover, this equivariance persists for the

Nygaard filtration. Thus, the Z×p -action on the E∞-algebra �̂A in D̂F (Ainf) is functorially trivial
on the category of p-adic completions of smooth OC-algebras. By left Kan extension, it follows

that the Z×p -action on �̂S is trivial if S is quasiregular semiperfectoid and admits an OC-algebra
structure. �
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10. p-adic nearby cycles

Our goal in this section is to prove the following theorem. On the one hand, this gives a
very precise assertion relating p-adic nearby cycles to syntomic cohomology; on the other hand,
as explained by the second author in [Mor18], it is also closely related to the results of Geisser-
Hesselholt, [GH06].

In the following result, Z/pnZ(i) denotes the usual étale sheaf on the space X on which p is
invertible, and on the p-adic formal scheme X, it denotes the syntomic sheaf of complexes from §7.4

Z/pnZ(i) = Zp(i)/pn = hofib(ϕ− 1 : N≥i�̂{i} → �̂{i})/pn ,
which we in fact restrict to the étale site of X, where Theorem 9.6 tells us that we get the complex

Z/pnZ(i) = hofib(ϕi − 1 : N≥iAΩ{i} → AΩ{i})/pn .
So far, these objects are entirely unrelated.

Theorem 10.1. Let X be a smooth formal scheme over Spf OC with generic fibre X. Consider
the map of sites ψ : Xét → Xét. There is a natural equivalence

Z/pnZ(i) ' τ≤iRψ∗Z/pnZ(i)

of sheaves of complexes on Xét, compatible in n.

Remark 10.2. One obtains a similar statement on the pro-étale site after passing to the inverse
limit over n. The statement at finite level n has the advantage that the compatibility for varying
n implies that the individual étale nearby cycle sheaves Riψ∗Z/pnZ ' Riψ∗Z/pnZ(i) are flat over
Z/pnZ.

We start by showing that as a sheaf of complexes on Xét, the complex

hofib(ϕi − 1 : N≥iAΩ{i} → AΩ{i})/pn

is concentrated in degrees ≤ i; for this, we may assume that n = 1. We can assume that X = Spf A
is affine and that A admits a framing � : OC〈T±1

1 , . . . , T±1
d 〉 → A that is the p-adic completion

of an étale map. This induces a flat deformation Ã of A to Ainf , which is formally étale over
Ainf〈T±1

1 , . . . , T±1
d 〉. In that case, we have equivalences

AΩA = q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

N≥iAΩA = ξmax(i−•,0)q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

,

as explained in Remark 9.11. Trivializing the Breuil-Kisin twist, the map ϕi : N≥iAΩA → AΩA is
given by

ξ̃−iϕ : ξmax(i−•,0)q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

→ q-Ω•
Ã/Ainf

.

Recall that in degree j, the Ã-module q-Ωj

Ã/Ainf
is free with basis given by dq log(Ta1) ∧ . . . ∧

dq log(Taj ) for varying integers 1 ≤ a1 < . . . < aj ≤ d. On this basis, ϕ acts by multiplication by

ξ̃j as

ϕ(dq log(Ta)) = ξ̃dq log(Ta) .

In particular, in degree i, the basis elements dq log(Ti1)∧. . .∧dq log(Tij ) are fixed points of ϕi = ξ̃−iϕ.
Using these representatives, it suffices to see that the map of complexes

ξ̃−iϕ− 1 : q-Ω≥i
Ã/Ainf

/p→ q-Ω≥i
Ã/Ainf

/p

is an isomorphism on q-Ωj

Ã/Ainf
/p for j > i and is étale locally surjective for j = i. Writing

everything in terms of the above basis, we need to see that

ϕ− 1 : Ã/p→ Ã/p
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is étale locally surjective, and for j > i the map

ξ̃j−iϕ− 1 : Ã/p→ Ã/p

is an automorphism. The former statement follows from the existence of Artin-Schreier covers in
Xét (noting that this étale site is equivalent to the étale site of Spf Ã/p, both being equivalent
to the étale site of SpecA/p), and the latter statement follows from the existence of the inverse
operator

−1− ξ̃j−iϕ− ξ̃j−i2 ϕ2 − . . .− ξ̃j−ir ϕr − . . . : Ã/p→ Ã/p .

In summary, we get the following result.

Proposition 10.3. The natural map is an equivalence of sheaves of complexes on Xét

τ≤ihofib(τ≤iN≥iAΩ{i}/pn ϕi−1−−−→ τ≤iAΩ{i}/pn)→ hofib(N≥iAΩ{i} ϕi−1−−−→ AΩ{i})/pn .

�

We note that τ≤iN≥iAΩ ' τ≤iAΩ via ϕi. Under this equivalence, the homotopy fibre above
may be rewritten as

τ≤ihofib(τ≤iAΩ/pn
1−ξiϕ−1

−−−−−→ τ≤iAΩ/pn) ,

where ξiϕ−1 : τ≤iAΩ→ τ≤iAΩ is the composite

τ≤iAΩ = Lηµτ
≤iRν∗Ainf,X

ϕ−1

' Lηϕ−1(µ)τ
≤iRν∗Ainf,X

ξi−→ LηξLηϕ−1(µ)τ
≤iRν∗Ainf,X = τ≤iAΩ .

We will continue with this description.
We formulate the next step somewhat more abstractly for convenience. Assume that A is a

p-power-torsion ring in some topos equipped with an automorphism ϕ, and suppose that µ, ξ ∈ A
are non-zero-divisors satisfying the relation µ = ξϕ−1(µ); set ξr = ξϕ−1(ξ) · · ·ϕ1−r(ξ) so that
µ = ξrϕ

−r(µ) for all r ≥ 1.
Suppose that C ∈ D≥0(A) is a complex such that H0(C) is µ-torsion-free, and that ϕ : C ' C

is a given ϕ-semi-linear quasi-isomorphism. In our application, we will take A = Ainf/p
n on the

topos X∼ét and C = Rν∗Ainf,X/p
n. In the next two lemmas we make the following assumption.

(As) The map 1−ξiϕ−1 : C/µjC → C/µjC is a quasi-isomorphism for all i ≥ j ≥ 0.

Remark 10.4. The assumption (As) is satisfied for C = Rν∗Ainf,X/p
n; indeed, for this, it suffices

to see that 1− ξiϕ−1 is an automorphism of Ainf,X/(p
n, µj). It is enough to handle the case n = 1,

where one gets Ainf,X/(p, µ
j) = Ô[+X /µj . The map 1 − ξiϕ−1 is injective, as if f ∈ Ô[+X satisfies

f − ξiϕ−1(f) ∈ µjÔ[+X , then g = f
µj

satisfies g− µi−jϕ−1(g) ∈ Ô[+X , which by integral closedness of

Ô[+X ⊂ Ô[X implies that g ∈ Ô[+X . For surjectivity, it is enough to see that 1− ξiϕ−1 is surjective on

Ô[+X , which by integral closedness of Ô[+X ⊂ Ô[X reduces to surjectivity of 1 − ξiϕ−1 on Ô[X . This
follows from the existence of Artin-Schreier covers in characteristic p, and the tilting equivalence.
Some further details of these arguments may be found in [Mor18].

Lemma 10.5. Assume (As). Let i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 1. Then

(1) the endomorphism 1 − ξ`+jϕ−1 of H i(C)/µjH i(C) is injective for ` = 0 and an automor-
phism for ` > 0;

(2) the endomorphism 1− ξ`ϕ−1 of H i(C)[µj ] is surjective for ` = 0 and an automorphism for
` > 0;

(3) the endomorphism 1− ξ`ϕ−1 of H i(C)[µj ]/H i(C)[µ] is an automorphism for ` ≥ 0.
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Proof. (1) & (2): The fibre sequence C
µj−→ C → C/µjC is compatible with the endomorphisms

1− ξ`ϕ−1, 1− ξ`+jϕ−1, 1− ξ`+jϕ−1 respectively; therefore the Bockstein sequence

0→ H i(C)/µjH i(C)→ H i(C/µjC)→ H i+1(C)[µj ]→ 0

is compatible with the endomorphisms 1− ξ`+jϕ−1, 1− ξ`+jϕ−1, 1− ξ`ϕ−1 respectively. Since the
endomorphism on the middle term is an automorphism by assumption, the desired injectivity and
surjectivity claims in (1) and (2) follow. Moreover, to prove the rest of (i) and (ii) it remains only
to show that 1−ξ`ϕ−1 is injective on H i+1(C)[µj ] for all ` > 0 (because then we deduce the desired
surjectivity on the left term thanks to the Bockstein sequence). Considering the exact sequence

0→ H i+1(C)[µ]→ H i+1(C)[µj ]
m−→ H i+1(C)[µj−1],

which is compatible with the operators 1 − ξ`ϕ−1, 1 − ξ`ϕ−1, 1 − ξ`+1ϕ−1 respectively, a trivial
induction reduces us to the case j = 1. But the map

ξ`ϕ−1 : H i+1(C)[µ]→ H i+1(C)[µ]

is the restriction of

pξ`−1ϕ−1 : H i+1(C)→ H i+1(C)

since ξ ≡ p mod ϕ−1(µ). So, finally, we must show that 1 − pξ`−1ϕ−1 is injective on H i+1(C);
but this operator is even an automorphism of C (hence of H i+1(C)), since C was assumed to be
derived p-adically complete.

(3): The assertion is trivial if j = 1, so assume j > 1. The injection

µ : H i(C)[µj ]/H i(C)[µ] ↪→ H i(C)[µj−1]

is compatible with the endomorphisms 1− ξ`ϕ−1, 1− ξ`+1ϕ−1 respectively. But the endomorphism
on the right side is injective by (2), whence the endomorphism is also injective on the left side; but
it is also surjective by (2). �

For any i ≥ 0, we define ξiϕ−1 : τ≤iLηµC → τ≤iLηµC to be the composition

τ≤iLηµC
ϕ
' τ≤iLηϕ−1(µ)C

ξi−→ τ≤iLηξLηϕ−1(µ)C = τ≤iLηµC.

The ξiϕ−1-fixed-points are essentially unchanged under Lη.

Lemma 10.6. Assume (As). Associated to the commutative diagram

τ≤iLηµC
1−ξiϕ−1

//

ι

��

τ≤iLηµC

ι

��
C

1−ξiϕ−1
// C,

the induced map

τ≤ihofib(1− ξiϕ−1 on τ≤iLηµC)→ τ≤ihofib(1− ξiϕ−1 on C)

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. It is enough (we leave it to the reader to draw the necessary nine-term diagram of fibre se-
quences) to show that 1−ξiϕ−1 acts automorphically on the kernel and cokernel of ι : Hj(LηµC)→
Hj(C) for all j < i, automorphically on the kernel when j = i, and injectively on the cokernel when
j = i.
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For j = 0, we have H0(LηµC) = H0(C) as H0(C) is µ-torsion-free, so there is nothing to prove.
Assume now that j > 0. Recalling the isomorphisms µj : Hj(C)/Hj(C)[µ] ∼= Hj(LηµC) [BMS16,
Lemma 6.4], we see that for each 0 < j ≤ i the canonical map ι fits into a natural exact sequence

0→ Hj(C)[µ]→ Hj(C)[µj ]→ Hj(LηµC)
ι−→ Hj(C)→ Hj(C)/µjHj(C)→ 0,

which is compatible with the operators 1 − ξi−jϕ−1, 1 − ξi−jϕ−1, 1 − ξiϕ−1, 1 − ξiϕ−1, 1 −
ξiϕ−1 respectively. Then all desired properties of 1− ξiϕ−1 on the kernel and cokernel of ι follow
immediately from the previous lemma. �

Finally, we can finish the proof of Theorem 10.1. By Proposition 10.3,

hofib(N≥iAΩ{i}/pn ϕi−1−−−→ AΩ{i}/pn) = τ≤ihofib(τ≤iN≥iAΩ{i}/pn ϕi−1−−−→ τ≤iAΩ{i}/pn) .

Now Lemma 10.6 says that under the identification

τ≤ihofib(τ≤iN≥iAΩ{i}/pn ϕi−1−−−→ τ≤iAΩ{i}/pn) = τ≤ihofib(τ≤iAΩ/pn
1−ξiϕ−1

−−−−−→ τ≤iAΩ/pn) ,

one has

τ≤ihofib(τ≤iAΩ/pn
1−ξiϕ−1

−−−−−→ τ≤iAΩ/pn) = τ≤ihofib(Rν∗Ainf,X/p
n 1−ξiϕ−1

−−−−−→ Rν∗Ainf,X/p
n) .

On the other hand, on the pro-étale site of the generic fibre X, the map

Ainf,X/p
n 1−ξiϕ−1

−−−−−→ Ainf,X/p
n

is surjective (by the argument of Remark 10.4), and the kernel is given by Z/pnZ(i) ' Z/pnZ · µi.
In summary,

hofib(N≥iAΩ{i}/pn ϕi−1−−−→ AΩ{i}/pn) = τ≤iRν∗Z/pnZ(i) = τ≤iRψ∗Z/pnZ(i) ,

as desired.
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11. Breuil-Kisin modules

In this section, we use relative THH to prove Theorem 1.2. Before explaining what we do, let us
gather the relevant notation.

Notation 11.1. Let K be a discretely valued extension of Qp with perfect residue field k, ring of

integers OK and fix a uniformizer $ ∈ OK . Let K∞ be the p-adic completion of K($1/p∞) and let
C be the completion of an algebraic closure of K∞ and Ainf = Ainf(OC). Let S = W (k)JzK; there is

a surjective map θ̃ : S→ OK determined via the standard map on W (k) and z 7→ $. The kernel of
this map is generated by an Eisenstein polynomial E(z) ∈ S for$. Let ϕ be the endomorphism of S
determined by the Frobenius on W (k) and z 7→ zp. We regard S as a ϕ-stable subring of Ainf(OK∞)

or Ainf by the Frobenius on W (k) and sending z to [$[]p where $[ = ($,$
1
p , $

1
p2 , ....) ∈ O[K∞ is

our chosen compatible system of p-power roots of $; the resulting map S→ Ainf is faithfully flat
and even topologically free (see [BMS16, Lemma 4.30 and its proof]). Write θ = θ̃ ◦ ϕ : S→ OK .

The embedding S ⊂ Ainf is compatible with the θ and θ̃ maps.

Our goal in this section is to prove the following more precise local assertion that implies Theo-
rem 1.2.

Theorem 11.2. To any smooth affine formal scheme Spf(A)/OK , one can functorially attach a

(p, z)-complete E∞-algebra �̂A/S ∈ D(S) together with a ϕ-linear Frobenius endomorphism ϕ :

�̂A/S → �̂A/S inducing an isomorphism �̂A/S ⊗S,ϕ S[ 1
E ] ' �̂A/S[ 1

E ], and having the following
features:

(1) (AΩ comparison) After base extension to Ainf , there is a functorial Frobenius equivariant
isomorphism

�̂A/S⊗̂L
SAinf ' AΩAOC

of E∞-Ainf-algebras.
(2) (de Rham comparison) After scalar extension along θ := θ̃ ◦ ϕ : S → OK , there is a

functorial isomorphism

�̂A/S⊗L
S,θOK '

(
ΩA/OK

)∧
of E∞-OK-algebras.

(3) (Crystalline comparison) After scalar extension along the map S → W (k) which is the
Frobenius on W (k) and sends z to 0, there is a functorial Frobenius equivariant isomorphism

�̂A/S⊗L
SW (k) ' RΓcrys(Ak/W (k)).

In particular, for a proper smooth formal scheme X/OK , setting RΓS(X) := RΓ(X, �̂−/S) gives the
cohomology theory wanted in Theorem 1.2.

As explained already in §1.3, the construction of �̂A/S uses relative THH. Thus, let S[z] := S[N]
be the free E∞-ring spectrum generated by the commutative monoid N, so π∗(S[z]) = (π∗S)[z]; we
regard S as an S[z]-algebra via z 7→ z, and thus OK is an S[z]-algebra via z 7→ $. Roughly, we

construct �̂A/S by repeating the construction of �̂A using THH(−/S[z]) instead of THH(−). More

precisely, we use this idea in §11.2 to construct the Frobenius pullback ϕ∗�̂A/S (Corollary 11.12).

In §11.3, we then descend this construction along the Frobenius on S to construct �̂A/S; this
additional descent uses the structure of THH(OK/S[z]) (and variants) as well as the analog of the
Segal conjecture proven in Corollary 8.16. To carry out this outline, we need a good handle on
THH(−/S[z]), and we record the relevant features in §11.1.
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11.1. Relative THH. We recall the structure of THH(S[z]) and use that to endow THH(−/S[z])
with a cyclotomic structure. Recall the definition: for any E∞-S[z]-algebra A, the spectrum

THH(A/S[z]) = THH(A)⊗THH(S[z]) S[z] ∼= A⊗E∞−S[z] T

is the universal T-equivariant E∞-S[z]-algebra with a non-equivariant map from A. To endow
THH(A/S[z]) with a Frobenius map

ϕp : THH(A/S[z])→ THH(A/S[z])tCp .

we recall a few results about THH(S[z]).

Proposition 11.3. The T-equivariant E∞-ring spectrum THH(S[z]) is given by S[BcyN], where
Bcy denotes the cyclic bar construction, with its natural T-action. Concretely, BcyN is equivalent
to the topological abelian monoid which is the closed submonoid of S1 × Z given by the union of
S1 × N>0 and the zero element 0 = (1, 0) ∈ S1 × Z; the T-action is given via letting t ∈ T act on
(s, n) ∈ S1 × Z via (s, n) 7→ (tns, n), where we write the group structure on S1 multiplicatively.

The map THH(S[z]) = S[BcyN] → S[z] = S[N] is induced by the map BcyN → N : (s, n) 7→ n.
The map ϕp : THH(S[z])→ THH(S[z])tCp factors naturally over THH(S[z])hCp = S[BcyN]hCp, and

in fact over S[(BcyN)hCp ], and is induced by the T ∼= T/Cp-equivariant map BcyN → (BcyN)hCp

given by (s, n) 7→ (sp, pn). In particular, the diagram

THH(S[z])
ϕp //

��

THH(S[z])tCp

��
S[z]

z 7→zp // S[z]tCp .

is a T-equivariant commutative diagram of E∞-ring spectra.

Remark 11.4. By the Segal conjecture StCp ' S∧p , so one can compute that S[z]tCp ' (S[z])∧p is
the p-completion of S[z] as a spectrum.

Proof. See for example [NS17, Lemma IV.3.1]. The explicit description of BcyN can be deduced
from the description of BcyZ as the free loop space of S1 (which is equivalent to S1×Z with given
T-action), cf. [NS17, Proposition IV.3.2]. The final commutative diagram follows formally. �

Next, let us explain why relative THH carries a cyclotomic structure.

Construction 11.5 (Construction of the cyclotomic structure on THH(−/S[z])). For any E∞-
S[z]-algebra A, there is a natural map

THH(A/S[z]) = THH(A)⊗THH(S[z]) S[z]
ϕp⊗1−−−→ THH(A)tCp ⊗THH(S[z]) S[z]

→ THH(A)tCp ⊗THH(S[z])tCp S[z]tCp → THH(A/S[z])tCp ,

where the first map comes from the cyclotomic structure of THH(A), the second map exists thanks
to the commutative square in Proposition 11.3, and the last map comes from the lax symmetric
monoidal nature of (−)tCp . By construction, this map is T ∼= T/Cp-equivariant and linear over
S[z] → S[z] given by z 7→ zp provided we regard the target as S[z]-algebra via the natural map
S[z]→ S[z]tCp → THH(A/S[z])tCp .

In particular, THH(A/S[z]) is a cyclotomic spectrum in the sense of [NS17], and in fact a cy-
clotomic E∞-algebra over the cyclotomic E∞-ring spectrum S[z], where S[z] is equipped with the
trivial T-action and the T ∼= T/Cp-equivariant map ϕp : S[z]→ S[z]tCp sending z to zp.

There are two simple comparisons between the relative theory and the absolute theory. The first
describes the specialization z 7→ 0 and is the main source of the crystalline comparison.
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Lemma 11.6. Assume that A is an OK-algebra, regarded as S[z]-algebra via z 7→ $. Base exten-
sion along S[z]→ S sending z to 0 gives

THH(A/S[z])⊗S[z] S ' THH(A⊗OK k) ,

compatibly with the T-action and ϕp.

Proof. The base change property and its compatibility with the T-actions follows from the base
change property of THH together with the observation that both commutative squares in

S[z] //

z 7→0

��

OK //

��

A

��
S // k // A⊗OK k

are Cartesian in E∞-rings. The compatibility with ϕp follows by observing that the map S[z]
z 7→0−−−→ S

intertwines the Frobenius map on S[z] (determined by z 7→ zp and used to define the cyclotomic
structure) with the identity on S. �

For the second, we observe the following proposition.

Proposition 11.7. After p-completion, the map

THH(S[z1/p∞ ])→ S[z1/p∞ ]

is an equivalence.

Proof. By tensoring with THH(Z) over S and using Lemma 2.5, this reduces to the same question

for HH(Z[z1/p∞ ]), which in turn follows from the vanishing of the p-completion of LZ[z1/p
∞

]/Z = 0

by the HKR filtration. �

From this, we learn what relative THH looks like after base change to S[z
1
p∞ ].

Corollary 11.8. For any OK-algebra A, the p-completion of

THH(A/S[z])⊗S[z] S[z1/p∞ ] ' THH(A[$1/p∞ ]/S[z1/p∞ ])

agrees with

THH(A[$1/p∞ ];Zp) = THH(A⊗OK OK∞ ;Zp) ,

compatibly with the T-action and ϕp.

Remark 11.9. Philosophically, the equality (after p-completion) between relative THH over “per-

fect” base rings such as S[z1/p∞ ] and absolute THH is the reason that one can define the AΩ-theory
in terms of absolute THH while one needs relative THH for the Breuil-Kisin descent.

11.2. Frobenius twisted Breuil-Kisin modules. In this section, we construct complexes that

will end up equalling ϕ∗�̂A/S in the context of Theorem 11.2. As the latter complexes have not
yet been defined, this notation does not yet make sense; instead, we rename the map ϕ : S → S

as the map S→ S(−1), and construct complexes �̂A/S(−1) that will eventually descend to S.

Thus, let us write S(−1) for a copy of S, which we regard as S-algebra via ϕ : S→ S = S(−1).
We write θ(−1) : S(−1) → OK for the usual map S → OK , z 7→ $, that was denoted θ̃ : S → OK
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before. Then there is a natural inclusion S(−1) ↪→ Ainf(OK∞) which is W (k)-linear and sends z to

[$[]; on S ⊂ S(−1), this is the inclusion S ↪→ Ainf(OK) fixed earlier. The diagram

S(−1) //

θ(−1)

��

Ainf(OK∞)

θ

��
OK // OK∞

commutes, and there is a natural diagram

S(−1) //

θ̃(−1)

��

Ainf(OK∞)

θ̃
��

OK [$1/p] // OK∞ ,

where θ̃(1) : S(1) → OK [$1/p] is defined to make the diagram commute; in particular, z 7→ $1/p.
Using the base change properties for relative THH, it is easy to check the following by reduction
to the perfectoid case:

Proposition 11.10. On homotopy groups,

π∗THH(OK/S[z];Zp) ∼= OK [u]

where u is of degree 2,

π∗TC−(OK/S[z];Zp) ∼= S(−1)[u, v]/(uv − E)

where u is of degree 2 and v is of degree −2,

π∗TP(OK/S[z];Zp) = S(−1)[σ±1]

and

π∗THH(OK/S[z];Zp)tCp = OK [$1/p][σ±1] ,

where σ has degree 2. The canonical map

π∗TC−(OK/S[z];Zp)→ π∗TP(OK/S[z];Zp)

sends u to Eσ and v to σ−1. The diagram

π∗TC−(OK/S[z];Zp)

��

ϕhTp // π∗TP(OK/S[z];Zp)

��
π∗THH(OK/S[z];Zp)

ϕp // π∗THH(OK/S[z];Zp)tCp

is given by

S(−1)[u, v]/(uv − E)

θ(−1),u7→u,v 7→0
��

ϕ,u7→σ,v 7→ϕ(E)σ−1

// S(−1)[σ±1]

θ̃(−1),σ 7→σ
��

OK [u]
u7→σ // OK [$1/p][σ±1]

Proof. This follows from the results of §6 by base change. �

Moreover, if S is quasiregular semiperfectoid, then also S⊗̂OKOK∞ is quasiregular semiperfectoid.
This implies the following proposition, using Theorem 7.2.
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Proposition 11.11. If S ∈ QRSPerfdOK is quasiregular semiperfectoid, then THH(S/S[z];Zp),
TC−(S/S[z];Zp) and TP(S/S[z];Zp) are concentrated in even degrees, and S 7→ πiTHH(S/S[z];Zp)
respectively S 7→ πiTC−(S/S[z];Zp), S 7→ πiTP(S/S[z];Zp) define sheaves on QRSPerfdOK with
vanishing cohomology on any S ∈ QRSPerfdOK .

In particular, we can define a sheaf

gr0TC−(−/S[z];Zp)
can' gr0TP(−/S[z];Zp)

of E∞-S(−1)-algebras on QSynOK by unfolding π0TC−(−/S[z];Zp); it is equipped with a natural

Frobenius endomorphism compatible with the one on S(−1). This construction proves Theorem 11.2
up to a missing Frobenius pullback:

Corollary 11.12. Let X = Spf(A) be an affine smooth formal scheme over OK . The complex

�̂A/S(−1) := gr0TC−(A/S[z];Zp) is a (p, z)-complete object of D(S(−1)) that admits a natural Frobe-

nius endomorphism ϕ. This construction has the following properties:

(1) There is a natural ϕ-equivariant isomorphism

�̂A/S(−1)⊗̂L
S(−1)Ainf(OK∞) ' �̂AOK∞

of E∞-Ainf(OK∞)-algebras, and thus a ϕ-equivariant isomorphism

�̂A/S(−1)⊗̂L
S(−1)Ainf(OC) ' AΩAOC

of E∞-Ainf(OC)-algebras.
(2) There is a natural isomorphism

�̂A/S(−1)⊗L
S(−1),θ(−1)OK '

(
ΩA/OK

)∧
of E∞-OK-algebras.

(3) After scalar extension along the map S(−1) → W (k) which is the identity on W (k) and
sends z to 0, there is a functorial Frobenius equivariant isomorphism

�̂A/S(−1)⊗L
S(−1)W (k) ' RΓcrys(Ak/W (k))

of E∞-W (k)-algebras.
(4) The Frobenius ϕ induces an isomorphism

�̂A/S(−1) ⊗S(−1),ϕ S(−1)[ 1
ϕ(E) ] ' �̂A/S(−1) [ 1

ϕ(E) ]

All completions are above are with respect to (p, z).

Proof. Part (2) comes from the natural equivalence gr0TP(A/S[z];Zp)/E ' gr0HP(A/OK ;Zp) and
Theorem 1.17. The first equality of part (1) now comes from the identification

gr0TP(A/S[z];Zp)⊗̂S[z]S[z1/p∞ ] ' gr0TP(A⊗̂OKOK∞ ;Zp) .

obtained by passing to graded pieces in the similar statement for TP itself (which follows from
the same statement for THH). The second equality of part (1) follows from Theorem 1.8 and the
identification

�̂B⊗̂Ainf(OK∞ )Ainf(OC) ' �̂B⊗̂OK∞OC
for any B ∈ QSynOK∞ , for which it suffices to observe that modulo ker θ, both sides compute

Hodge-completed derived de Rham cohomology, which satisfies the required base change. Part (3)
now comes from Theorem 1.10 and the identification

gr0TP(A/S[z];Zp)⊗S[z] S ' gr0TP(A⊗OK k)
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since A is flat over OK . For part (4), we shall check that the cofiber of ϕ∗�̂A/S(−1) → �̂A/S(−1)

becomes acyclic on inverting ϕ(E). The map S(−1) → Ainf(OC) is a topological direct summand,
so by part (1), it suffices to show that the cofiber of ϕ∗AΩAOC

→ AΩAOC
is acyclic on inverting

ϕ(ξ) = ξ̃; this follows immediately from the definition of AΩ. �

Remark 11.13. The complex �̂A/S(−1) from Corollary 11.12 does not give the complex �̂A/S
desired in Theorem 11.2. Concretely, one cannot recover the consequence discussed in Remark 1.4
from Corollary 11.12.

Remark 11.14. Our construction naturally equips �̂A/S(−1) with a complete descending multiplica-

tive N-indexed filtration N≥?�̂A/S(−1) coming from the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence.

This filtration is compatible with the Nygaard filtration via the identifications in Corollary 11.12
(1) and (3), and with the Hodge filtration via the identification in Theorem 11.2 (2). It is thus

reasonable to refer to this as the Nygaard filtration on �̂A/S(−1) .

11.3. Frobenius descent. We now explain how to descend the complex �̂A/S(−1) from Corol-

lary 11.12 along S→ S(−1). This relies on the following observation.

Proposition 11.15. For any OK-algebra A, the map ϕ : TC−(A/S[z];Zp) → TP(A/S[z];Zp)
extends naturally to a map

TC−(A/S[z];Zp)[ 1
u ]⊗S[z] S[z1/p]→ TP(A/S[z];Zp) .

If A is quasiregular semiperfectoid, then the source is concentrated in even degrees, and A 7→
π0(TC−(A/S[z];Zp)[ 1

u ]) defines a sheaf with vanishing cohomology on QRSPerfdOK . Denote its

unfolding to QSynOK by gr0(TC−(−/S[z];Zp)[ 1
u ]). By functoriality of unfolding, we have a natural

map

gr0(TC−(A/S[z];Zp)[ 1
u ])⊗Z[z] Z[z1/p]→ gr0TP(A/S[z];Zp)

for A ∈ QSynOK . If A is the p-adic completion of a smooth OK-algebra, this map is an equivalence.

Proof. The extension of the map follows from the observation that for A = OK , the element u maps
to σ under ϕ, and thus becomes invertible; and that the map is linear over S[z]→ S[z], z 7→ zp.

As for A quasiregular semiperfetoid, each πiTC−(A/S[z];Zp) is a sheaf with vanishing higher
cohomology, it follows by passage to filtered colimits that the same is true for πiTC−(A/S[z];Zp)[ 1

u ].
To check that

gr0(TC−(A/S[z];Zp)[ 1
u ])⊗Z[z] Z[z1/p]→ gr0TP(A/S[z];Zp)

is an equivalence for the p-adic completion A of a smooth OK-algebra, it suffices to see that for i
at least the dimension of A, the map

gri(TC−(A/S[z];Zp))⊗Z[z] Z[z1/p]→ griTP(A/S[z];Zp)

is an equivalence. For this, we can reduce modulo z1/p; then it suffices to see that for a smooth
k-algebra A, the Frobenius map

gri(TC−(A))→ griTP(A)

is an equivalence for i at least the dimension of A. But this follows from the version of the Segal
conjecture, Corollary 8.16, by passing to homotopy-T-fixed points. �

Proof of Theorem 11.2. For the p-adic completion A of a smooth OK-algebra, define

�̂A/S := gr0(TC−(A;Zp)[ 1
u ])
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as in Proposition 11.15. It follows from this proposition that we have a natural identification

�̂A/S ⊗S,can S(−1) ' �̂A/S(−1) . (5)

We can also define the (linearized) Frobenius

�̂A/S ⊗S,ϕ S ' �̂A/S ⊗S,can S(−1) → �̂A/S

as the following composition

�̂A/S ⊗S,can S(−1) ' �̂A/S(−1)

:= gr0(TP(A/S[z];Zp))
can' gr0(TC−(A/S[z];Zp))

invert u−−−−−→ gr0(TC−(A/S[z];Zp)[ 1
u ])

=: �̂A/S

One verifies that this base changes to the Frobenius endomorphism of �̂A/S(−1) under (5), thus

descending the pair (�̂A/S(−1) , ϕ) along S → S(−1). All assertions of Theorem 11.2 now follow

from Corollary 11.12. �

We end with two remarks on the Nygaard filtration. First, we explain why the Nygaard filtration
does not descend along ϕ.

Remark 11.16. The Nygaard filtration on ϕ∗�̂A/S ' �̂A/S(−1) from Remark 11.14 does not obvi-

ously descend along ϕ to a filtration on �̂A/S. In fact, there cannot be a functorial descent. For

instance, if the projection �̂A/S(−1) → gr0�̂A/S(−1) ' A descended functorially along ϕ : S→ S(−1),

then one could globalize to conclude that each smooth formal scheme X/OK descends canonically

to the subring W (k)[$p] ⊂ OK (which is the image of S
θ−→ OK), which is clearly nonsensical: any

elliptic curve with good reduction whose j invariant lies in OK−W (k)[$p] gives a counterexample.

Secondly, we prove that ϕ∗�̂A/S identifies with LηE�̂A/S via the Frobenius, in analogy with AΩ.

Remark 11.17. In the situation of Theorem 11.2, consider the Frobenius map

ϕA : ϕ∗�̂A/S ' �̂A/S(−1) → �̂A/S

of E∞-algebras in D(S). The source of this map comes equipped with the Nygaard filtration

N≥?�̂A/S(−1) from Remark 11.14. The target of the map comes equipped with the E-adic filtration

(E)? ⊗ �̂A/S. We claim that the map ϕA above lifts to a map of E∞-algebras in DF (S) of the
form

N≥?�̂A/S(−1)

ϕ̃A−−→ (E)? ⊗ �̂A/S,

and that this map is a connective cover for the Beilinson t-structure. In particular, by Proposi-
tion 5.7, this implies that ϕA factors as

ϕ∗�̂A/S ' LηE�̂A/S
can−−→ �̂A/S.

To prove the above assertion, one checks that N≥?�̂A/S(−1) ∈ DF≤0(S) just as in Corollary 7.10.

Once we have shown that ϕA lifts to a filtered map ϕ̃A as above, the rest will follow by base change
to OC (i.e., via Theorem 11.2 (1)) as S → Ainf is topologically free. Thus, we are reduced to

checking that the restriction of ϕA to N≥i�̂A/S(−1) is functorially divisible by Ei compatibly in

i. Unwinding definitions and unfolding, this reduces to checking that for S ∈ QRSPerfdOK , the
composite

π2iTC−(S/S[z];Zp)
vi−→ π0TC−(S/S[z];Zp)

can−−→ π0

(
TC−(S/S[z];Zp)[ 1

u ]
)
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is functorially divisible by Ei compatibly in i. The divisibility follows as

vi = Ei

ui
∈ π∗TC−(OK/S[z];Zp)[ 1

u ] .

To get functoriality as well as compatibility in i, it is enough to check that E is a nonzerodivisor
in π∗

(
TC−(S/S[z];Zp)[ 1

u ]
)
' π∗

(
TC−(S/S[z];Zp)

)
[ 1
u ]. As inverting u is flat, we are reduced to

showing that E is a nonzerodivisor in the graded ring π∗
(
TC−(S/S[z];Zp)

)
⊂ π∗

(
TP(S/S[z];Zp)

)
.

As the larger graded ring is 2-periodic and concentrated in even degrees, it is enough to check
that the cone of multiplication by E on π0TP(S/S[z];Zp) is discrete. But this cone identifies with

L̂ΩS/OK (see proof of Corollary 11.12 (2)), which is discrete as S ∈ QRSPerfdOK .
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